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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of *
the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased,
*
Plaintiff,
vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE
127 South Ridgeley Point
Norfolk, Virginia

*

DOCKET NO.

*
*

L-74-559

*

Defendant.
AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
Amended motion is hereby made for judgment and award of execution
against you in the amount of Thirty-two Thousand Three Hundred Eightyfour and 50/100 Dollars ($32,384.50) plus interest from April 19, 1973
and costs, for this, to-wit:
1. That on the 21st day of December 1961 an agreement was
entered into, a copy of which agreement is attached hereto as 11 Exhibit A"
and incorporated by reference herein, by and between David I. Levine,
first party; Jack Stein, second party; and Sam Weisberg and Harry Weisberg,
third parties; for the purpose of forming a corporation to be known as
Ocean Bay Development Corporation.
2.

That the purpose of forming said Ocean Bay Development

Corporation, as stated in the aforesaid agreement, was to purchase a tract
of land in Princess Anne County, Virginia containing 100 acres more or
less.
3. That this agreement, by its terms and intention, required
advances or loans from first party, second party and third parties to
Ocean Bay Development Corporation of all funds necessary to finance
corporate activities.
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4.

That,

additionally~

the terms and intention of said agreement

required second party and third parties, each, to advance or loan to the
aforesaid corporation, on behalf of first party, Twelve and one-half per
cent (12 l/2%} of all said funds necessary to finance corporate activities.
5.

That the terms and intention of said agreement required Ocean

Bay Development Corporation to repay all sums advanced by second party and
third parties on behalf of first party, out of the proceeds to be generated
through the sale or development of the subject property, prior to repayment
to first party of any. sums advanced by him to the aforesaid corporation;
and prior to any distribution of profits to first party, second party
and/or third parties.
6. That also on December 21, 1961 an agreement was entered into,
copy of which agreement is attached hereto as .. Exhibit B" and incorporated
by reference herein, by and between William E. Waters, et als; and the
aforesaid Ocean Bay Development Corporation to purchase two (2) parcels of
land as set forth in said agreement.
'

7.

That on March 12, 1962 a deed of bargain and sale, copy of

which is attached hereto as "Exhibit C" and incorporated by reference
herein, from William E. Waters, et als, to Ocean Bay· Development Corporation
was executed conveying that property described as Parcel I of the purchase
agreement,
8.
by

11

Exhibit B" herein.
That on May 17, 1962 Ocean Bay Development Corporation conveyed

deed of bargain and sale that property described as Parcel I of the

purchase agreement, "Exhibit 8 herein; to Marina Acres Corporation, a
11

Virginia corporation.
9. That the said Marina Acres Corporation was a corporation
formed by the said first party, second party and third parties for the
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purpose of taking title to and developing those

proper~ies

described as

"Exhibit B.. herein in accordance with the terms stated in the aforesaid
11

Exhibit A".
10.

That on May 17, 1962 said Marina Acres Corporation conveyed

by deed of bargain and sale, confirmed and corrected by deed dated
September 1, 1963 of said corporation, that property described as Parcel
I of the purchase agreement, Exhibit B herein, to David I. Levine and
Barbara F. Levine, husband and wife; Sam Weisberg and Phyllis Weisberg,
husband and wife; Harry Weisberg and Miriam Weisberg, husband and wife;
and Jack Stein.
11. That subsequent thereto on November 1, 1965 William E. Waters,
et als, conveyed by deed of bargain and sale, corrected by deed of Andrew
Sutton, et als, Trustees, dated November 1, 1971, to David I. Levine and
Barbara F. Levine, husband and wife; Sam Weisberg and Phyllis Weisberg,
husband and wife; Harry Weisberg and Miriam Weisberg, husband and wife;
and Jack Stein, that property described as Parcel II of the purchase
agreement, Exhibit B herein.
12.

That it was the intention of all parties to the incorporation

agreement, Exhibit A herein, that all rights, obligations, duties, etc.
outlined in said agreement were to flow through to the individuals.
13. That it was the intention of the parties that all monies paid
on behalf of David I. Levine towards the purchase price for both parcels
of land be repaid out of the proceeds derived from said properties.
14. That by deed of partition dated December 7, 1971, the
individuals, David I. Levine, et als, divided their interest in Parcel
II of the property described in Exhibit B herein.
15.

That Jack Stein and the executor of his estate, Robert M.
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Stein, have paid, or caused to be paid, a total of Seventy-four Thousand
Seven Hundred Thirty-one and 25/100 Dollars ($74,731.25) to date on behalf
of David I. Levine, his successors and/or assigns, in fulfillment of the
terms of the incorporation agreement, Exhibit A .herein.
16.

That subsequent to said partition David I. Levine and Barbara

F. Levine sold portions of Parcel II described in Exhibit B herein.
17.

That the defendant has paid your plaintiff, his agents,

servants and/or assigns out of the proceeds of the aforesaid sales, a
total of Forty-two Thousand Three Hundred Forty-six and 75/100 Dollars
($42,346.75).
18.

That your plaintiff alleges that the defendant, his successors

and/or assigns, have received sufficient sums to repay the plaintiff in
full all of the monies owed them by reason of the incorporation agreement,
Exhibit A herein.
19.

That there remains due and owing to the plaintiff the sum

of Thirty-two Thousand Three Hundred Eighty-four and 50/100 Dollars
($32,384.50).
20.

That your plaintiff has n1ade demand on the defendant for

the aforesaid sum now due and owing and the defendant has refused to pay.
WHEREFORE, your plaintiff moves this Court for judgment and
award of execution against David I. Levine in the sum of Thirty-two
Thousand Three Hundred Eighty-four and 50/100 Dollars {$32,384.50) with
interest thereon frotn April 19, 1973 and costs of this proceeding.

/sf Robert M. Stein
Robert M. Stein, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, deceased
Michael S. Weisberg
330 Law Building
Norfolk, VA 23510
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STATE OF VIRGINIA
CITY OF NORFOLK, to-wit:
I, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and for the City and
State aforesaid, whose notarial commission expires on the 24th day of
April, 1976, do hereby certify that ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, deceased, the plaintiff herein, has personally
appeared before me this date, and

ha~

stated to me that the facts and

circumstances as set out in the foregoing Amended Motion for Judgment
are true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information and belief.
Given under mY hand this 8th day of May, 1974.
Is/ Darlene Gail Milner
Notary Public
I certify that I hand delivered a true copy of the foregoing
Amended Motion for Judgment to James N. Garrett, Esquire, Attorney for
the defendant, this 8th day of May, 1974.
Is/ Michael S. Weisberg
Michael S. Weisberg
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EXHIBIT "A" TO AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, dated this 21st day of December, 1961, by and
between DAVID I. LEVINE, first party, JACK STEIN, second party, and SAM
WEISBERG and HARRY WEISBERG, third parties.
WHEREAS, the parties hereto have this date formed OCEAN BAY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Virginia Corporation, for the purpose of
purchasing a tract of land in Princess Anne County, Virginia, containing
100 acres more or less, and
WHEREAS, the parties are desirous of setting forth their
respective agreements in relation to said property and to restrict the
sale of the stock in OCEAN BAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION:
NOW, THEREFORE, for and in consideration of the mutual covenants
hereinafter contained, the parties do agree with each other as follows;
1.

First party shall receive 4 shares of common stock in said

OCEAN BAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, said sum representing 50% of the
outstanding stock of said corporation, to be issued for and in consideration
of his locating the property being purchased, his negotiating of the
purchase of said property at a satisfactory price, and for his future
services to be rendered in and about the development, promotion and
ultimate sale of the said property, and thereafter First party agrees to
invest or loan 25% of the total amount of loans or capital investments
by the parties hereto.
2.

Second and third parties shall each own 25% of the outstanding

stock of said corporation, representing two shares for each party.
3.

All parties agree that they shall be responsible for the

securing of all additional capital that may be needed for the development
and promotion of the property, and shall make every reasonable effort to
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secure adequate financing from banks or other lending institutions, and
will agree to personally endorse any and all indebtedness of the corporation
in order to secure said financing, and shall issue financial statements
and any other lawful representations required

f~r

the purpose of securing

said loan or loans from time to time.
4. Although first party shall be responsible for placing in the
corporate treasury only 25% of the personal funds for financing corporate
activities at its inception, he shall be personally responsible for 50%
of the loss, if any, sustained by the corporation as the result of its
activities, and shall use every reasonable effort to help secure financing
that may be required by the corporation, but shall not be required to
endorse any note or notes for the securing of said financing unless the
lending institution requires said personal endorsement.
5.

Whereas the second and third parties have both indicated

their desire to assign a portion of their stock to other parties, and
it is to the best interests of OCEAN BAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION that
said assignment be made with certain restrictions thereon, it is hereby
agreed that the assignment of any stock by any of the parties hereto
shall be done only with the express provision that said stock shall be
voted only by the parties to this agreement and no other, and the assignees
of said stock shall have no voice in the activities of the corporation
nor shall they be permitted at either. stockholders or board of directors
meetings, nor shall the officers or directors of said corporation be
answerable in any respect to said assignees.

All stock rights of the

assignee shall be deemed vested in the assignor thereof.
6.

First party shall be permitted to withdraw in the form

of dividends, a reasonable sum from time to time as he shall deem
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necessary, provided said sum shall not at any time exceed his pro-rated
share of the net profits of the corporation as of the date of the
withdrawal.
7.

The parties hereto agree that if either of the three parties

hereto desire to sell his share or any part thereof and has received a
bona fide offer in writing from any party not a party to this agreement,
the said selling party shall f·irst offer the other two parties to this
agreement his share to be sold at the offering price and if the other
two parties do not purchase same collectively, then the remaining party
shall have the privilege of purchasing same individually.
WITNESS the following signatures and seals.
/s/ David I. Levine
DAVID I. LEVINE

{SEAL)

/s/ Jack Stein
JACK STEIN

(SEAL)

..,..:/~s-:-/~Sa=--=m~We:::-:i:=--s_be_r. . g'--_
..
_ _ _ _ ( SEAL)

SAM

~:EISBERG

. _Is/ Harry Weisberg
HARRY
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~JEISBERG

(SEAL)

EXHIBIT "8 11 TO AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
THIS AGREEMENT, made this 21st day of December, 1961, by and
between WILLIAM E. WATERS, I. M. WATTS, JAMES A. HANDY, THOMAS H. BROWN,
ALFRED C. FENTRESSt ANDREW SUTTON and W. T. MASON, Trustees, all of
either the City of Norfolk, Virginia, or the City of Portsmouth, Virginia,
parties of the first part, hereinafter called the Sellers, and OCEAN BAY
DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION, a Virginia corporation, of the City of Norfolk,
Virginia, party of the second part, hereinafter called the Buyer:
WITNESSETH THAT for and in consideration of the sum of Ten
Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars, cash in hand paid, the receipt'of which
is hereby acknowledged, the Sellers agree to sell and the Buyer agrees
to buy for the sum of Two Hundred and Twenty-five Thousand ($225,000.00)
Dollars for Parcel No. 1, hereinafter described, and Two Hundred and
Seventy-five Thousand ($275,000.00) Dollars for Parcel No. 2, hereinafter
described, the following described parcels of land:
Parcel No. 1
All that certain piece or parcel of land, situated in
Princess Anne County, Virginia, and bounded and described as
follows:
Beginning at a point on the south side of U. S. Route
#60 (also known as Shore Drive and also known as Atlantic
Avenue) which said Point of beginning is 115 feet west of
the southwest intersection of said U. S. Route #60 and Beech
Street as shown on Plat #2 of Cape Story By-The-Sea, recorded
in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the City of
Virginia Beach (formerly Princess Anne County), Virginia,
in Map Book 32, at page 8; thence South 13° 06' 30 11 East a
distance of 1800.60 feet to a point; thence South 70° 06
East a distance of 208 feet to a point; thence South 13°
29' 35" East a distance of 81.60 feet to a point; thence
North 76° 53' 30" East a distance of 500 feet to a point
on the West side of Maple Street as shown on the last
described plat; thence South 13° 06' 30 East a distance of
516.10 feet to a point; thence North 76° 07' East a distance
of 1043.89 feet to a point; thence South 13° 53' East a
distance of 160 feet to a point in the low water line of
1

11
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Long Creek; thence South 76° West a distance of 740 feet to
a point; thence South 57° 42' West a distance of 324.05 feet
to a point; thence South 71° 36' 20" West a distance of
285.97 feet to a point; thence South 78° West a distance of
375 feet to a point; thence South 66° West a distance of
100 feet to a point; thence South 88° 30' West a distance of
455 feet to a point; thence South 83° West a distance of 570
feet to a point; thence South 69° West·a distance of 90 feet
to a point; thence South 89° 15' West a distance of 100 feet
to a point; thence North 13° 47' 44" West a distance of
2275.05 feet to a point; thence North 79° 45' 16" East a
distance of 390 feet to a point; thence North 13° 47' 44 11
West a distance of 382.92 feet to a point on the south side
of U. S. Route #60; thence along the south side of said U.
S. Route #60 along a curve to the right with a radius of
1884.86 feet an arc distance of 229.69 feet to a point; thence
continuing along the south side of said U. S. Route #60
North 76° 53' 30" East a distance of 695.43 feet to a point
of beginning.
There is expressly excepted from this parcel the right
of way 50 feet in width which has been heretofore acquired
by the Norfolk Southern Railroad Company.
No
right of
Railroad
any, are

warranty, express or implied, is made to a 50 foot
way which formerly belonged to the Norfolk Southern
Company but all rights of the Sellers therein, if
to be conveyed by a quit-claim deed.

Parcel No. 2
All that certain piece or parcel of land, situated in
Princess Anne County, Virginia, and bounded and described
as follows:
Beginning at a point on the north side of U. S. Route
#60 (also known as Shore Drive and also known as Atlantic
Avenue), which said point of beginning is 115 feet west of
the northwest intersection of said U. S. Route #60 and
Beech Street as shown on Plat #2 of Cape Story By-The-Sea,
recorded in the Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of the
City of Virginia Beach, Virginia, in Map Book 32, at page 8;
thence continuing along the north side of said U. S. Route
#60 South 76° 53' 30" West a distance of 695.43 feet to a
point; thence along a curve to the left with a radius of
1984.86 feet an arc distance of 246.02 feet to a point;
thence continuing along the same curve to the left an arc
distance of 50.75 feet to a point; thence South 68° 19' 30n
~est a distance of 248.07 feet to a point; thence along a
curve to the right having a radius of 879.93 feet an arc
1istance of 78.45 feet to a point; thence North 13° 47• 44"
West a distance of 773.17 feet, more or less, to the low
~ater mark of Chesapeake Bay; thence eastwardly along the
low water mark of Chesapeake Bay a distance of 3000.63 feet
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to a
to a
feet
feet

point; thence South 13° 53' East a distance of 149.14 feet
point; thence South 76° 53' 30 11 East a distance of 1677.43
to a point; thence South 13° 06' 30 11 East a distance of 400
to the point of beginning.

There is expressly excepted from this parcel that portion
of said parcel that was conveyed to the State Highway Department
for the purpose of highway widening, but such exception is limited
to what is presently of record.
The total purchase price of the two (2) parcels hereinabove
described shall be Five Hundred Thousand ($500,000.00) Dollars and the
same shall be paid to the Sellers by the Buyer in the following manner:
1. The sum of Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars shall be paid
at the execution of this contract as and for the consideration thereof
as an entire contract but it shall apply against the purchase price of
Parcel No. 1 only.
2.

The sum of Fifteen Thousand ($15,000.00) Dollars shall be

paid on March I, 1962, and shall apply to the purchase price of Parcel
No. 1 only, at which time the Sellers shall deliver to the Buyer a good
and sufficient deed with convenants of General Warranty conveying
Parcel No. 1 only, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances, and
simultaneously therewith the Buyer shall execute a purchase money deed
of trust reconveying said Parcel No. 1 to a trustee to secure a note or
notes in the aggregate sum of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000.00) Dollars,
requiring annual payments of Twenty Thousand ($20,000.00) Dollars each,
plus interest on the unpaid balance at the rate of five (5%) per centum
per annum.

Said deed of trust shall reserve the right of anticipation

of the Grantors in whole or in part at any time after March 1, 1963.
3.

It is agreed and understood between the parties herein that

the said deed of trust shall contain a release clause that will permit
Buyer to have a release of certain portions of the said Parcel No. 1 from
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the lien of the deed of trust upon the followi_ng terms and conditions:
a.

When the Buyer has paid to the Sellers the sum of Fifty

Thousand ($50,000.00) Dollars, not including the initial payments required
in pargraphs 1 and 2 of this agreement, he may nave a release of onefifth (1/5) of the property in Parcel No. 1, but said release shall operate
only upon property in a compact unit running from Route #60 through to
Long Creek and shall not contain more than one-fifth (1/5) of the frontage
of said parcel on Route #60.
b. Thereafter, upon the payment of the sum of Fifty Thousand
($50,000.00) Dollars, plus interest to the date of payment, the Buyer
shall be entitled to a release of one-fifth of said property from the
lien of the deed of trust but each portion released must be contiguous
and adjacent to the portion previously released.
4.

It is further agreed that in September, 1965, or as soon

thereafter as Sellers can deliver an unencumbered fee simple title, the
Buyer shall pay to the Sellers the sum of Seventy-five ($75,000.00)
Thousand Dollars and at the same time the Sellers will deliver a deed
of bargain and sale with convenants of general warranty to the Buyer
conveying Parcel No. 2 only, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances,
and simultaneously therewith the Buyer shall execute a purchase money
deed of trust reconveying said Parcel No. 2 to a trustee to secure a
note or notes in the aggregate sum of Two Hundred Thousand ($200,000.00)
Dollars, requiring annual payments of Forty Thousand ($40,000.00) Dollars
each, plus interest at five (5%) per centum per annum on the unpaid
balance.

Said deed of trust shall reserve the right of anticipation in

whole or in part at any time to the Grantor after one year from the
conveyance of Parcel No. 2 to the Buyer.
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5.

It is agreed and understood between the parties herein that

when the Buyer has paid to the Sellers a total of One Hundred and Fifty
Thousand ($150,000.00) Dollars of the purchase price of Parcel No. 2, the
Buyer will have the right to have that portion of the property in Parcel
No. 2 that is east of the existing fence that separates the operation of
the Seaview Beach from the unimproved portion herein included and which
consists of approximately 500 feet of road frontage, released from the
lien of the said deed of trust.
6.

It is further agreed and understood that no razing of any

buildings will be permitted until and unless the Buyer shall have paid
to the Sellers the aggregate sum of Two Hundred Thousand {$200,000.00)
Dollars towards the purchase of Parcel No. 2, not including any and all
interest payments.
7.

It is further agreed that the Sellers will deliver the

above properties by a good and sufficient deed with convenants of general
warranty, conveying said property free of all liens and encumbrances and
executed by all parties in interest in the property, same to be prepared
at the expense of the Sellers. All deeds of trust and notes shall be
prepared at the expense of the Buyer by an attorney of his choosing.
However, such papers shall be subject to the approval of Seller•s attorney.
8.

It is further agreed that the title to the properties herein

described shall be insurable by a reputable title company and if defects
in the title are reported by the Buyer's attorney, the same shall be
cleared to the satisfaction of the title company by the Sellers and at
the Sellers' own cost and expense.
9.

It is further agreed by the parties herein that time is of

theessence in this contract, and if the said Buyer does not complete this
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transaction and fails to make the payments as required herein, and fails
to execute the said deeds of trust and notes, the said Buyer shall forfeit
the Ten Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars paid at the execution of this
contract.
WITNESS the following signatures and seals:
~Is~I~W1_·1_l-=-ia_m~E·~W_at_e-==r_s~---

(SEAL)

.:,..ls.....;..I....,....,-.-I-~M_._Wa.;.;. t"""""t_s- - - - - -

(SEAL)

~Is~I_Ja--=m:--e~s~A_.-:-H_a_n=-dyr..-.-~----

{SEAL)

,;,.,ls,...:.I_Th_o~m_as-=-H_._B_r~ow:i!-n_ _ _ _ _

(SEAL)

~Is~I:--A1-:-f~r_ed--=--C_.,_.F__
e_nt.;.....r__e:.-;ss;,_,._.,.----

{SEAL)

William E. Waters, Trustee

I. M. Watts, Trustee

James A. Handy, Trustee

Thomas H. Brown, Trustee

Alfred C. Fentress, Trustee

s.;;..:.lr--An--d-::r...;;.;ew~S.;;.;..ut~t-=o,;,_n--:------ (SEAL)
Andrew Sutton, Trustee

:::-1

s;;..,t,./-;:W.;..;..;.~T.;. . •~M..;;;..;as;;;..:::;o~n---:------ (SEAl)
W. T. Mason, Trustee

;..:;I

OCEAN BAY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
By:
(CORPORATE SEAL)
ATIEST:
Is/

Jack Stein
Secretary
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David I. Levine
President
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EXHIBIT "C 11 TO AMENDED MOTION FOR JUDGMENT
BOOK 732 PAGE 306
WILLIAM E. WATERS, ET ALS
TO ( B. &S.
OCEAN BAY DEV. CORP.
TAX $337.50
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THIS DEED OF BARGAIN AND SALE, made this 12th day of March, 1962, by
and between WILLIAM E. WATERS, I. M. WATTS, JAMES A. HANDY, THOMAS H. BROWN,
ALFRED C. FENTRESS, ANDREW SUTTON and W. T. MASON, Trustees, all of either
the City of Norfolk, Virginia, or the City of Portsmouth, Virginia, parties
of the first part, hereinafter called the Grantors, and OCEAN BAY DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION, a Virginia corporation, of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, party
of the second part, hereinafter called the Grantee:
WITNESSETH THAT for and in consideration of the sum of Ten ($10.00)
Dollars cash in hand paid and other good and valuable considerations, the
receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, the Grantors herein do grant and
convey, with General Warranty, unto the said Grantee the following
described parcel of real property, to-wit:
All that certain tract, piece or parcel of land, situated
in the Lynnhaven Magisterial District of Princess Anne County,
Virginia, and bounded and described as follows, to-wit:
Beginning at a point on the south side of U.S. Route #60
(also known as Shore Drive and also known as Atlantic Avenue},
which said point of beginning is 115 feet west of the southwest
intersection of said U.S. Route #60 and Beech Street as shown
on Plat #2 of Cape Story By-The-Sea, recorded in the Clerk's
Office of the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County, Virginia,
in Map Book 32, at page 8; thence South 13 degrees 06 minutes
30 seconds East a distance of 1800.60 feet to a point; thence
South 70 degrees 06 minutes East a distance of 208 feet to a
point; thence South 13 degrees 29 minutes 35 seconds East a
distance of 81.60 feet to a point; thence North 76 degrees 53
minutes 30 seconds East a distance of 500 feet to a point on the
west side of Maple Street as shown on the last described plat;
thence South 13 degrees 06 minutes 30 seconds East a distance
of 516.10 feet to a point; thence North 76 degrees 07 minutes
East a distance of 1043.89 feet to a point; thence South 13
degrees 53 minutes East a distance of 160 feet to a point in
the low water line of Long Creek; thence South 76 degrees West
a distance of 740 feet to a point; thence South 57 degrees
42 minutes West a distance of 324.05 feet to a point; thence
-15-

South 71 degrees 36 minutes 20 seconds West a distance of 285.97
feet to a point; thence South 78 degrees West a distance of 375
feet to a point; thence South 66 degrees West a distance of 100
feet to a point; thence South 88 degrees 30 minutes West a distance
of 455 feet to a point; thence South 83 degrees West a distance
of 570 feet to a point; thence South 69 degrees West a distance
of 90 feet to a point; thence South 89 degreed 15 minutes West
a distance of 100 feet to a point; thence North 13 degrees 47
minutes 44 seconds West a distance of 2275.05 feet to a point;
thence North 79 degrees 45 minutes 16 seconds East a distance of
390 feet to a point; thence North 13 degrees 47 minutes 44
seconds West a distance of 382.92 feet to a point on the south
side of U. S. Route #60; thence along the south side of said
U. S. Route #60 along a curve to the right with a radius of
1884.86 feet an arc distance of 229.69 feet to a point; thence
continuing along the south side of said U. S. Route #60 North
76 degrees 53 minutes 30 seconds East a distance of 695.43
feet to the point of beginning.
There is expressly excepted from this parcel the right of
way 50 feet in width which has been heretofore acquired by the
Norfolk Southern Railroad Company.
This being a part of the same property conveyed to the
Grantors herein by that certain deed of trust dated on the
25th day of May~ 1961, in which the Seaview Hotel &Beach
Corporation was the Grantor~ and duly recorded in the Clerk's
Office of the Circuit Court of Princess Anne County, Virginia.
And also a port-ion being the same property conveyed to
the Grantors herein by the deed of bargain and sale of W. T.
Mason, et als, Trustees, dated on the 12th day of March, 1962~
and to be recorded prior to the execution and delivery of this
deed.
The said Grantors convenant that they have the right to convey
the said land to the Grantees; that the said Grantees shall have quiet
possession of the said land, free and clear of all liens and encumbrances;
that they, the said Grantors, will execute such further assurances of
the said land as may be requisite, and that they have done no act to
encumber the said land.
WITNESS the following signatures and seals:
s~/:-::-:-W~i:.....::l~l..;..;ia::;:.m~E•:. . ._:.:.W.: . at.:;.:e:.:-r.::..s~---(SEAL)
William E. Waters, Trustee

t....../

.!_,..;ls-=..:..1~1-~M~
• ...:.;W.::..at~t~s_ _ _ _ _ _ _{SEAL)

I. M. Watts, Trustee
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~'s::!,/_..:;..;Ja=:m;=.e~s.;:. :.A:.:. .~H=-=a.:..:.:nd=-'y~:------< SEAL)

James A. Handy, Trustee

='s~/___;,.;Th~o~mFas~H:..;;...,_.;:B;;..;.r~ow:::::;;n__-=--____(SEAL)
Thomas H. Brown, Trustee

s;.:,/~A~lf;..;,r~ed~C..;...~F,_;e;.;..:.n...;..;tr,_;e;.:::s~s---:----<SEAL)
Alfred C. Fentress, Trustee

!:,..,/

s=.!.I...-A~n..:.::d:.;,.re.=.:,w~Su::...::t:;...:;:t~on.;:..._________ (SEAL)
Andrew Sutton, Trustee

!,..:./

~/s::.!./-:;: .:.;W·:. .-. :.T.:. . .~M=as::.::o~n---:-_ _ _ _ _ _(SEAL)

W. T. Mason, Trustee

STATE OF VIRGINIA)

. To-Wit

CITY OF NORFOLK )

I, HILARY H. JONES, JR., a Commissioner in Chancery for the Circuit
Court of the City of Norfolk, Virginia, whose commission is indefinite,
do certify that WILLIAM E. WATERS, I. M. WATTS, JAMES A. HANDY, THOMAS
H. BROWN, ALFRED C. FENTRESS, ANDREW SUTTON and W. T. Mason, Trustees,
all of whose signatures are affixed to the foregoing deed dated on the
12th day of March, 1962, personally appeared before me in my city and
state aforesaid and acknowledged the signatures thereon to be their own.
Given under mY hand this 8th day of May, 1962.
Is/ Hilary H. Jones, Jr.
Commissioner in Chancery

-17-
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VIRGINIA:
IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, deceased,
Plaintiff,
LAW DOCKET NO. L-74-559
vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE
For his Grounds of Defense to the Amended Motion for Judgment
filed herein, the defendant states as follows:
1.

It is true that one of the purposes of the agreement of

December 21, 1961 was to form a corporation known as Ocean Bay
Development Corporation.
2.

It is

tru~

that one of the purposes of forming Ocean Bay

Development Corporation was to purchase a tract of land in Princess
Anne County, Virginia, containing 100 acres, more or less.
3.

It is true that by some of the terms of the aforesaid

agreement loans or advances would be required to finance corporate
activities, to the extent and in the proportions set forth in said
agreement.
4.

It is true that the second and third parties to the

contract were required to pay on behalf of the party of the first part
12~%

of all of the funds necessary to finance the purchase price of the

property to be acquired; said payment being required of the second ·and
third parties by contract and not constituting a loan to the first party

-/9-

or an advance to be repaid by the first party.
5.

Paragraph Five of the Amended Motion for Judgment is denied.

6.

Paragraphs Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten, Eleven, Twelve,

Fourteen and Sixteen of the Amended Motion for Judgment are true.
7.

Paragraphs Thirteen and Fifteen of the Amended Motion for

Judgment are denied.

B.

It is true that the plaintiff has received from the

defendant the sum of $42,34n.75, to which he was not entitled, and which
the defendant was under no obligation to pay under the terms of the
agreement between the parties.
9.

The defendant denies both the substance and relevancy of

the allegations contained in Paragraph Eighteen of the Amended Motion
for Judgment.
10.

Paragraph Nineteen of the Amended Motion for Judgment

11.

As to Paragraph Twenty of the Amended Motion for Judgment,

is denied.

the defendant admits that the plaintiff has made various claims for
payment, which claims have been rejected by the defendant.
COUNTERCLAIM
David I. Levine, by way of Counterclaim, moves the Court for
a judgment against Robert M. Stein, Executor of the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased, in the amount of $42,346.75, due and owing the said defendant,
for tbis, to-wit:
1. That the said Jack Stein, together with Harry Weisberg
and Sam Stein entered into an agreement dated December 21, 1961, a copy
of which has been appended to the Amended Motion for Judgment filed
herein, and is incorporated herein by reference thereto.
-~o-

That by the

express terms of the said agreement, the defendant was required to pay 25%
on the purchase of certain real estate with 75% to be paid by the other
parties to the agreement.

That the defendant was to receive 50% interest

in the said land based on his contributing 25% of the initial cost and for
his services in

"hi~

locating the property being purchased, his negotiating

of the purchase of said property at a set price, and for his future service:
to be rendered in and about the development, promotion and ultimate sale
of said property. 11
2.

That the defendant did pay 25% of the cost of the said

property and did perform all the services required of him by the contract.
3.

That the said agreement required each of the parties to

contribute in proportion to their ownership, necessary funds for the
development and promotion of the property, which said proportion the
defendant has contributed but the remaining parties to the contract have
not contributed their share.
4.

That the books and records concerning the fiscal trans-

actions between the parties are in the possession of the plaintiff
and the other parties to the contract and it is necessary that an
accounting be taken concerning necessary payments made by the several
parties to the contract.
5.

That the defendant has erroneously paid or caused to be

paid to the plaintiff the sum of $42,346.75; the said plaintiff not
being entitled to receive said sum or any part thereof under the
contract between the parties.
The defendant, therefore, moves that judgment be awarded him
in said amount of $42,346.75.
-c2.J-

DAVID I. LEVINE,
By /s/ James N. Garrett
Of Counsel

I certify that a copy of the foregoing
pleading was mailed to counsel of record this
16th day of May 1974.
/s/ James N. Garrett

CIRCUIT COURT
Filed
Is/

May 20, 1974

-dl..cl-

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

Entered October 3, 197 5
LEGUM FURNITURE CORPORATION,
a Delaware corporation,
Plaintiff,

*
*
*

vs.

DOCKET NO. L-75-255

*

DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of
the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased,
Plaintiff,

*
*
*
*

vs.

*

DAVID I. LEVINE,

*
Defendant.

DOCKET NO. l-74-559

*

DAVID I. LEVINE,

*
*
vs.
*
SAM WEISBERG, HARRY WEISBERG,
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of
*
the Estate of Jack Stein, deceased, and LEGUM FURNITURE
*
CORPORATION,
*
Respondents.
*
Complainant,

DOCKET NO. C-75-46

0 R0 ER

Came this day the parties in person and by counsel pursuant to an
Order consolidating these several causes for purposes of trial.
Whereupon the Court proceeded to hear the evidence; and at the
conclusion of the evidence, offered

by

"plaintiffs", legum Furniture

Corporation and Robert M. Stein, etc., the "defendant", David I.
Levine, by counsel, moved the Court to strike the "plaintiff's"
evidence in the two actions at law in so much as the same pertained
to a claim on the part of each "plaintiff11 for $10,625, which motion,
for the reason stated in the record, the Court sustained and to
which ruling of the Court, counsel for each of the "plaintiffs"
duly objected and excepted.
Thereupon the evidence of the "defendant .. , David I. Levine,
was presented and at the

con~usion

of all of the evidence, the

"defendant", David I. Levine, by counsel, moved to strike the
"plaintiffs .. , Legum Furniture Corporation and Robert M. Stein, etc.,
evidence in the two law actions as to the balance of their claims
for money damages in the amount of $64,500 each, which motions, for
the reasons stated in the record, the Court sustained and to which
rulings of the Court counsel for the 11 plaintiffs" duly objected and
excepted.
Thereupon counsel for the 11 plaintiffs 11 , Legum Furniture
Corporation and Robert M. Stein, etc., moved the Court for summary
judgment for the remaining amounts claimed by each "plaintiff" in
the amount of $64,500 each, which motion, for reasons stated in the
record, was overruled and to which ruling of the Court counsel for
the 11 plaintiffs" duly objected and excepted.
Thereupon the Court having heard final argument on August
19, 1975, decided, for the reasons stated in the record, to give
judgment in favor of the plaintiff, Robert M. Stein, on the "defendant's",
David I. levine, Counter-Claim, to which action counsel for the
.. defendant", David I. Levine, duly objected and excepted.

-c:J.4-

Thereupon the plaintiffs", Legum Furniture Corporation and
11

Robert M. Stein, etc., by counsel, moved to set aside the verdict in
the two law actions as contrary to the law and the evidence and to enter
summary judgment in favor of the "plaintiffs,., .or in the alternative,
that "plaintiffs" be granted a new trial which motion the Court overruled and to which ruling of the Court counsel for the "plaintiffs"
duly objected and excepted.
Entered October, 3, 1975

Is/ Edward L. BYan, Jr.

~udge

Objected and excepted to:
/s/ Michael s. Weisberg
Michael S. Weisberg, Attorney
for Legum Furniture Corporation,
Robert M. Stein, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, Sam Weisberg
and Harry Weisberg

Is/ James W. Jones
James W. Jones, Attorney for
David I. Levine

-:l5-

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

Entered October 29, 1975
LEGUM FURNITURE CORPORATION,
a Delaware corporation,
Plaintiff,
DOCKET NO. L-75-255

vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of
the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased,
Plaintiff,

DOCKET NO. L-74-559

vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Complainant,

DOCKET NO. C-75-46

vs.
SAM WEISBERG, HARRY WEISBERG,

. :~~BERT M. STEIN, Executor of
•• 4 ••

tbe Estate of Jack Stein, deceased,

.··and

LEGUM FURNITURE CORPORATION,
Respondents.

0 R0 E R

Came this cause to be heard this 29th day of October 1975,
pursuant to Title 8-348 of the 1950 Code of Virginia as amended, and
by agreement of counsel, MichaelS. Weisberg having appeared for the
plaintiffs and James W. Jones having appeared for the defendant; and
It appearing to the Court that the final Order in the above causes
entered on October 3, 1975 erroneously states the amount claimed as
-c:l/,-

money damages on page 2 of said Order as $64,500.00; and
It further appearing to the Court that the correct amount of the
plaintiffs and each of the plaintiffs remaining claim was $21,759.50.
It is hereby ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED that the Order entered
on October 3, 1975 in the above causes be and the same hereby is
amended by deleting the figure $64,500.00 from lines 8 and 15 on page
2 thereof

and~substituting

the figure $21,759.50 in its stead.
Entered October 29, 1975
/s/ Edward L. Ryan, Jr.
Judge

Seen:

Is/ Michael S. Weisberg
Michael S. Weisberg, Attorney
for Legum Furniture Corporation,
Robert M. Stein, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, Sam Weisberg
and Harry Weisberg

/s James W. Jones
James W. Jones, ttorney for
David I. Levine

VIRGINIA: IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK
Filed October 31, 1975
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of
the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased,
Plaintiff,
DOCKET NO. L-74-559

vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
NOTICE OF APPEAL AND
ASSIGNMENT OF ERRORS
1.

Pursuant to the Rules of the Supreme Court of Appeals of

Virginia, petitioner, Robert M. Stein, Executor of the Estate of
Jack Stein, deceased, files notice of his intention to appeal from a
final judgment entered by this Court on October 3, 1975 and assigns the
following errors:
a.

The Court erred in sustaining the defendant

1

S

motion to

strike upon the conclusion of plaintiff s evidence, that portion of
1

plaintiff s cause as pertained to a claim for $10,625.00.
1

b.

The Court erred in overruling plaintiff s motion for
1

summary judgment, at the conclusion of all of the evidence and prior to
the presentation of final argument, for the balance of plaintiff

1

S

claim for money damages.
c.

The Court erred in sustaining the defendant's motion to

strike, at the conclusion of all of the evidence and prtor to the
presentation of final argument, the balance of plaintiff's claim for
money damages.
d.

The Court erred in overruling plaintiff's motion to set

aside the verdict as contrary to the law and evidence, and to enter summary

judgment in favor of the plaintiff, or in the alternative, to grant
plaintiff a new trial.
e.

The Court erred in finding that the defendant made an

inter vivos gift to the plaintiff in the amount· of $42,346.75.
f.

The Court erred in construing against the plaintiff a

written memorandum of the defendant admitting that he owed the
plaintiff according to contract $62,500.0Q
g.

The Court erred in failing to consider and to give the

proper weight to, among other items, the following evidentiary items
presented by the plaintiff to establish that in accordance with
the terms of the joint venture, the defendant was required to repay
to plaintiff all sums advanced on defendant's behalf:
1.

A letter of June 19, 1971 from defendant to Robert M.

Stein admitting that defendant owed the plaintiff Robert M. Stein
at least $62,500.00.
2.

Evidence of a similar prior transaction including the

same parties at bar.
3.

Testimony of Robert D. Daniel, Certified Public

Accountant reciting an admission by defendant with respect to his
obligations to repay.
4.

Conduct of defendant in repaying his co-venturers over

$84,000.00 directly from the first proceeds derived

by

defendant through

sales of the property purchased by the venturers.
5.

Checks and check stubs written in the hand of the defen-

dant characterizing the nature of defendant's payments to plaintiff and
plaintiff's co-venturers as "repayments" of sums "advanced•=.
6.

Checks and check stubs of Sam and Harry Weisberg character-

-019-

izing payments made on behalf of the defendant as loans and/or advancements.
7.

Testimony of plaintiff Stein's bookkeeper; and books of

account, ledgers and/or journals maintained over a 14 year period,
characterizing the payments made on behalf of the defendant as loans
and/or advancements.
8.

Testimony of Sam Weisberg characterizing payments made on

behalf of the defendant as loans and/or advancements.
9.

Check stubs of Ocean Bay Development Corporation and

Marina Acres Corporation in defendant•s hand and in the hand of others
characteriaing the venture•s earliest transactions in a manner which
substantiates plaintiff•s position with regard to the terms of the
joint venture.

ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of the
Estate of Jack Stein, deceased

By /s/ Michael S. Weisberg
of Counsel
I

certify that I mailed a true copy of the foregoing pleading to

James W. Jones, attorney for defendant, this 31st day of October, 1975

/s/ Michael S. Weisberg
Michael S. Weisberg
Michael S. Weisberg
Weisberg and Stein
450 Lay Building
Norfolk, VA 23510

VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

Filed November 12, 1975
ROBERT M. STEIN,
EXECUTOR OF THE ESTATE
OF JACK STEIN, DECEASED,
Plaintiff
DOCKET NO. L-74-559

vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant

ASSIGNMENTS OF CROSS-ERROR
In response to the Notice of Appeal and Assignment of Errors filed
herein, the defendant, David I. Levine, assigns the following CrossError:
1. The Court erred in dismissing the defendant's counter-claim
against plaintiff in the amount of Forty-two Thousand Three Hundred
Forty-six and 75/100 Dollars {$42,346.75) which was due and owing the
defendant for the following reasons:
a.

The said payment of Forty-two Thousand Three Hundred

Forty-six and 75/100 Dollars (42,346.75). to plaintiff was induced and
obtained through fraud and/or misrepresentation;
b.

The said pdyment constituted unjust enrichment of plaintiff

through fraud and/or misrepresentation;
c.

There was no :onsideration, or there was a failure of

consideration, for the said payment made by David I. Levine and therefore there was no enforceable agreement to make the said payment and
David I. Levine is entitled to a refund of the Forty-two Thousand Three
Hundred Forty-six and 75/100 Dollars (42,346.75} in cash had and received
-31-

by plaintiff.
DAVID I. LEVINE
By: /s/ James W. Jones
Counsel
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I mailed a true copy of the foregoing
Assignments of Cross-Error to Michael S. Weisberg, Esquire, Counsel
of Record for Plaintiff, the 12th day of November, 1975.
/s/ James W. Jones
James W. Jones
James W. Jones, p.d.
340 Virginia Federal Building
600 Crawford Street
Portsmouth, VA 23704
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VIRGINIA:

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE CITY OF NORFOLK

LEGUM FURNITURE CORPORATION,
a Delaware corporation,
Plaintiff,

*

*

*

vs.
DAVID I. LEVINE,

Defedant.

DOCKET NO. L-75-255

*
*

ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of the *
estate of Jack Stein, deceased,
Plaintiff,

*
*

vs.

DOCKET NO. L-74-559

*

DAVID I. LEVINE,
Defendant.
DAVID I. LEVINE,

*
*

Complainant,

*

vs.

*

SAM WEISBERG, HARRY WEISBERG,
ROBERT M. STEIN, Executor of
the Estate of Jack Stein, deceased, and LEGUM FURNITURE
CORPORATION9

*

Respondents.

DOCKET NO. C-75-46

*

*
*

STIPULATIONS OF FACT
Now comes Michael S. Weisberg, attorney for Sam Weisberg,
Harry Weisberg, Robert M. Stein, Executor of the Estate of Jack Stein,
deceased, and Legum Furniture Corporation; and James W. Jones, attorney
for David I. Levine, and represent unto the Court that they have agreed
upon the following stipulations of fact:
-33-

1.

That Exhibits A, B, and C of Legum Furniture Corporation's

Motion for Judgment are true copies of what they purport to be and are
admitted in evidence.
2.

That Legum Furniture Corporation

h~s duly

qualified and is

in good standing with the Virginia State Corporation Commission.
3.

That Robert M. Stein has duly qualified as the, Executor of

his father's estate.
4.

That the copy of Jack Stein's will attached hereto is

authentic and relevant to these proceedings.
5.

That the Estate of Jack Stein is still open.

6.

That the Estate of Jack Stein retains all of Jack Stein's

rights, if any, that remain under the 1961 Agreement which is hereunder
litigation.

The parties specifically do not stipulate as to the·

assignability or survivorability of these rights.
7.

That the copy of that Agreement dated January 17, 1961 known

as the 11 Lillie Agreement" attached hereto is authentic but the parties
do not agree as to the relevancy and/or the admissibility of same.
8.

That David I. Levine or his interests have made sales of

his share of the partitioned property in the aggregate amount of
$971,634.00 and have received payments on same as follows. but the parties

do not stipulate to the relevancy or admissibility of these figures:
Date

Amount

Date

Amount

71 & 72 (Down
Payment)

66,666.67

3-72

53,050.98

12-72

35,325.67

3-73

53,050.98

12-73

35,325.67

3-74

53,050.98

12-74

35,325.67

3-75

53,050.98

7-75

204,000.00

TOTAL

-34-

$588,847.60

9.

That David I. Levine or his interests have paid Stein or

his. interests out of Levine's proceeds from the Seaview Beach property
$42,346.75; and that David I. Levine or his interests have paid
Weisbergs or their interests out of Levine•s proceeds from the Seaview
Beach property $42,346.75 but the right is reserved to contest whether or
not David I. Levine was under obligation to pay said amounts under the
terms of any Agreement between parties.
10.

That the payments referred to in 9 above were made on the

following dates and in the following amounts:
Weisbergs

Stein
Date

Amount

Date

Amount

12-13-71

$16,346.75

12-13-71

$16,346.75

3-22-72

13,500.00

3-22-72

12,993.02

9- 6-72

12,500.00

4-22-72

506.98

9- 8-72

900.00*

9- 8-72

TOTALS

$42,346.75

11,600.00
$42,346.75

*Lillie transaction credit
11.

That the purchase price of the Seaview Beach property has

been fully paid.

12. That Stein interest paid for their one-fourth share of
the Seaview Beach property as follows:
a.

Capital contribution--$100

b.

Principal towards purchase price--$125,000

c.

Interest towards purchase price--$21,250

)3. That Weisbergs interest paid for their one-fourth share
of the Seaview Beach property as follows:
-35-

14.

a.

Capital Contribution--$100

b.

Principal towards purchas-e p:rice--$125,000

c.

Interest towards purchase price--$21 ,250

That David I. Levine interests paid for their one-fourth

share of the seaview Beach property as follows:

15.

a.

Capital contribution--$100

b.

Principal towards purchase price--$125,000

c.

Interest towards purchase price--$21,250

That Weisbergs paid an additional amount for capitol

stock and towards the purchase price of the property as follows:

(No

stipulation is made relative to repayment obligations, in any, of the
sums)

]6.

a.

Capital contribution--$50

b.

Principal towards purchase price--$62,500

c.

Interest towards purchase price--$10,625

That Stein paid an additional amount for capitol stock

and towards the purchase price of the property as follows:
a.

Capital contribution--$50

b.

Principal towards purchase price--$62,500

c.

Interest towards purchase price--$10,625

No stipulation is made relative to repayment obligations, if
any, of such sums.
17 •. That Weisbergs or their interests have received for their
own interests from sales of Seaview Beach property the following amounts
but the parties do not stipulate to the relevancy or admissability of
these figures:
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Amount

Date
71 &72 {Down
payment}

$33,333.33

12-72

16,667.00

12-73

16,667.00

12-74

16,667.00

7-75

102,000.00

6-72

13,262.74

9-72

13,262.74

6-73

26,525.49

6-74

26,525.49

6-75

26,525.49

TOTAL

$291,436.28

In addition, the Weisbergs or theirinterestsare entitled to
receive for the Warand sale sixteen (16} further annual payments of
$26,525.49 each, for a total of $424,407.84.

SAM WEISBERG, HARRY WEISBERG,
ROBERT M. STEIN, EXECUTOR OF
THE ESTATE OF JACK STEIN, DECEASED, AND LEGUM FURNITURE
CORPORATION
By --=-=--=-----=-----

Of Counsel

DAVID I. LEVINE
By -..,...,..~---=-----

Of Counsel
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D. I. Levine - Dir.ect (Adv.)

{TR 108)

DAVID I. LEVINE, the defendant, called as an adverse witness on
behalf of the plaintiff, having been first duly sworn, was examined and
testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION (Adv.)
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Would you state for the record please. your full

Q
addres~

and

and

fact that you are over twenty-one.

th~

A

na~

David I.

Le~ine;

127, South Ridgeley Point, Norfolk,_

Virginia; fifty-seven.
Q

Now, Mr. Levine, what is your present occupation?

A

I am a land developer, lecturer and teacher.

Q

Now, in 1961, what was your occupation?

A

I

Q

When did you become a lecturer and a teacher?

A

In 1968, in the fall at Old . Dominion.
.

Q

And on what do you lecture and teach?

A

Theory and practice of land development on taxes, and all

was a land developer and had a retail store.

phases of real estate and apartments.
(TR 109) Q

Now, would you tell the court when you first talked with

either Sam Weisberg or Jack Stein about the Seaview Beach property.
A

I talked to Sam Weisberg in the fall of 1961.

Q

And it was he that you first approached to discuss the

Seaview Beach
A

pro~rty?

I had approached other people. He was the first one I

approached with whom we got together.

(TR 109)

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)
All right. Now, did you not have a previous transaction.

Q

that involved Mr.• Weisberg that has been previously· referred to as the
Lillie transaction?

A

Yes.· And others.

Q

Sir?
.. Mr. Weisberg and others.

A
Q

Right. And was Mr. Stein involved in that transaction

A

Yes.

Q

And when, if you recall, was that transaction consummated

also?

or contract signed?
A

I would

s~

a few months before the Seaview Beach contract

was signed.
Now, wasn't the Seaview -- strike that.

Q
.

~at

was the

.

substance of your discussions on negotiations -- these will be Mr.
Weisberg -- on your first meeting with him ·relative to Seaview Beach? .

(TR 110) A

I said, nsam, there is a piece of property I have been

negotiating for at Seaview Beach and it looks like it's a good
propo$itio,.. ... I didn't state that we could make millions of do.11ars as
you said I did. I just said I thought it looked like it could eventually
be ·a very profitable deal and I would like to get a group to finance ft.
Q

Did you at that time have sufficient funds to carry the

burden of financing it yourself?
A
would

s~

I would have to look at

~

statement each year but I

it would have been very difficult. Are you talking about for

the whole deal, for the whole half a million
• .jq_

dollar~?

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)

(TR 110)
Q

You can leave it as that.

A

I would say if I had to put up a whole half a million

dollars over ten years, I would not have bought the property.
Q

You would not have been financially capable?

A

At the time in 1961, I didn•t think I would be financially

Q

Now, what about half of the deal, $250,000? The same

A

I have been in several deals like this --

capable.
question.

I

manY deals and

never before invested a loan.

(TR 111) Q

I

am not asking the question as to previous deals at this

point. What I am asking is -THE COURT:

Instead of being a. half million dollars,

the deal was fOr a quarter million. Would you have put it
~

through

by

yourself or would you have decided to do so?·

THE WITNESS:

I would have refused to do so.

THE COURT:

Same as to

$500,0~0?

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

·

Now, when you first talked to Mr. Weisberg. ·did you

suggest anY arrangements, advice as he, yourself, other investors and
other people of the. group?
A

No.

I just said, 11 If you will put up the money, I will

do all the work like I am supposed to do at Lillie ... There are no
specifications mentioned with Mr. Weisberg at any time.

Q

But the Lillie agreement served as a basis at that time?

A

No.
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(TR 111)
Q

It did not?

A

The agreement served as a basis for.the outlining of mY

duties toward the property.
(TR 112) Q

A

And the Lillie agreement was discussed in that connection?
No, it wasn't. The Lillie agreement was never discussed

at all until we. got to Mr. OlitskY's office-- Mr. Stein and I. Mr.
Weisberg was not involved.
Q

Let me back up from here just a second. After you first

talked to Mr. Weisberg, what was. his reaction?
A

His reaction was to go to Mr. Stein.

Q

All right. And then what transpired in fur.ther answer of

your eventual deal?
A

Mr. Weisberg and Mr. Stein and I, after talking about it

very briefly, went out to take a look at the property and we walked on
the property and from that time on Mr. Weisberg was very little inyolved
in any of the decisions. He had a furniture business to run he said and
Mr. Stein and I did all the negotiating.
Q

Now, the negotiating you are talking about here is the

negotiating you are talking about?
A

The negotiation was to set up an agreement between us as

to·what our respective duties would be.
Q

All right. Did you though when you came to Mr. Stein for
.

.

the first time after Mr. Weisberg had contacted him, did you have a

fi~

contract to bUY from Waters
. at .a particular price and with particular
.
terms.and with a particular interest rate?
(TR 113) A

I didn't have a signed contract because I needed somebody
-41-
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to come up with some of the money.

I had an agreement as far as then --

we agreed on tenns but I did not finalize it and I didn't· tell them I
was going to buy it until I found somebody to help me finance it.
Q

All right. Didn't Mr. Stein.advise you and recommend to

you various w~s of couching the deal with the Waters• group?
A

I am sure he suggested fifty different ways.

Q

In other words, he was the financial mentor of this

A

At the time I found out he was one of the most brilliant

venture?
financiers I have ever met.

I respected him for it so, he would usually

take care of the·maneuvers of the finances.

Q

All right. And did he not maneuver through you with the

Waters• group until a _final agreement was reached?
A

Oh, no. As far as the terms of the sale are concerned,

no. No. ·He had nothing to do with the

te~s.

.

I had already

work~d

.

out tentatively-the terms. The terms were $225,000 down and ten years
to pay. The second piece was $275,000, but we couldn't get the second
pi~ce.

(TR 114)

Dudley Cooper had a lease on it.
Q

Where was that second piece?

A

On the water-side -- the one we sold.

Q

I am confused on. this. Was title first taken to the

water-side or to the land-side?
A

First taken to the land-side. The Long Creek side.

Q

All right. Now, what about the interest rate? was .

there an agreed interest rate in the purchase price?
A

Whatever was in the contract, either five percent --4~-
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.(TR 114)
I think it was five percent
Q

or six percent.

Was that agreed to prior to your first negotiating with

. Mr. Stein?
A

Mr. Stein had nothing to do with the contract that _I had

written up with Waters and Brown.

I handled that all mYSelf. He didn't

meet.with them except one time. By that time we had the terms laid out
because there was a very small down payment. Ten years to pay five
percent and the other peice on. the water, we didn't have to worry about
a"Y payment at all for five or six years.

Q

Wasn't it Mr. Stein's suggestion that you tried to defer

taking title to the second piece?

(TR 115) A

No, we didn•t -- no. Do you want me to tell you how it

happened?

Q

Sure.

A

First thing that happened after Mr. Stein looked at it.

he said, "Let me think about all this," and he.will call me one day.
He said, n·1 took a Mr. Joseph Walker .. whom did a lot of financing for
and he said it was a wonderful piece of property and he call Mr. Seager
and he said you would make a million so let's go into the deal.
So, what was the question now? I have got a little bit

of it.

Q

I think you were going to explain --

A

He called me and said, "David, since we are going to

take title to one piece under the contract and the other piece, we

~y

not get contract for five or ten years and he may renew if for another
five years.

Is there some way we can preclude our having liability on
-43-
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the second piece? In other words, can we eliminate the liability on the
second piece as some legal accounting devise we can use?" So, I called
fflY

accountant and I asked him how. He said, 11 You can set up a conduit

corporation," and I said,. "What is that?" He said, "You take a contract
to both pieces in corporation A and then you illlllediately let corporation
11

11

11

A11 iransfer .the title to corporation "8 11 •

(TR 116) There is no personal liability and the only corporation 11A11
is responsible for paying for is for the land and since there is only
four or five hundred dollars fi!QUity in corporation 11A", when you don't
.

.

want to take title to corporation 11 811 to the second piece, you don't
have any responsibility. So, if the land gets to be valueless you

hav~

no duty to do. That's called a conduit corporation. So, he was thinking
and that's the reason I admired him.

I never would have thought of the

possibility of avoiding the responsibility, so that's

thew~

we set

it up. The reason we did it from "A 11 to "B" simultaneously is because
in the eyes of tax people, property appreciates. So, therefore we did
it the same day. We took the title to Ocean. Bay Development and transferred from ~rina Acres immediately so we wouldn't have

atax problem

between the time that lagged.
Q

Now, getting back to fonming an agreement between you,

Weisberg and Stein.· When and where was that -- t:1e tenns of those
agreements knocked out?
A

Knocked out -- discussed or finalized?

Q

Go ahead. Give me your history of it.

A

We must have discussed all kinds of penmutations and

combinations because they wanted me to put up half the money for the

D. I . levine - Direct {Adv.)

(TR 116)

property and I said, "I have never put money up for any of the property
I

have developed so fifty-fifty ...

(TR 117) Q

Is that because you wanted a

fi~ty

percent interest in

the real estate?

A

No.

Q

You mean to tell me that they wanted you to put up a

No.

fifty percent amount of the cash and not take a fifty percent interest?
A

No, they wanted me to put up fifty percent. They put up

fifty percent and that we -- I do all the work and I said,
going to do that.

11

1 am not

I am not going to put up anything ... So we ended up

with a compromise where I would put up twenty-five percent and end up
owning fifty percent of the property.

That wasn't the only proposition

discussed but that's what we ended up with.
Q

All right.

Now, in the lillie transaction that you

previously had several months prior, wasn't the arrangement very similar?
A

No, entirely different.

Q

All right.

What percentage interest did you have in the

lillie transaction?
A

Twenty percent.

Q

And what percentage interest did you have in the Seaview

transaction?
A

Fifty percent.

Q

All right. And what percentage share was put up for you

by the lillie investors?
(TR 118) A

They paid twenty percent of the initial capital stock and

I did not pay it back because they gave me that.
-'-15-
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(TR 118)

Q

What about the other funds that were necessary to buy

A

That were necessary to buy land1 According to our contract,

land?

they were supposed to pay the payment and the interest on the land
purchases.

A

THE COURT:

You are still talking about lillie?

MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir.

I am going to compare.

They were supposed to pay the payment and the interest

on the land purchases.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

For you? Your share?

A

No, for -- no, they were supposed to pay all of it.

Q

They were supposed to pay all of it including your share,

is that correct?

A

No, that•s not correct. They were not buying lillie

Realty Corporation land and giving me twenty percent of the land. These
two contracts are different.

In the first place they gave me capital

stock free.
(TR

119)

There was no capital stock given me in Ocean Bay and in the

second place, Lillie was a going thing.

It has been fifteen years. The

third thing is Seaview was not ready to build when we got -- we have no
sewer.

We have no water -- forty some acres are under water.

We have

to get sand there, so it's going to be a long proposition. There is
nothing we can do with it for years.
In Lillie I started building houses and they gave me a
fee of $125 a house, which was thirty some thousand, in turn for my
-46-
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building. These contracts are completely different in every respect
except what

~

duties were. To

b~

the land to develop it and to

ultimately sell it.
Q

What I am asking you is did they in fact put up your

twenty percent of the necessary funds to buy land in the Lillie agreement?
A . . The answer is yes and no.

They put up part and part they

did not.
Q

What part did you put up yourself?

A

I didn't say.

Q

What part did they not put up?

A

What happened was the job wasn't going very well in the.

beginning and we had a line of credit at Virginia. National Bank. So,
when we had surplus funds from the borrowing powers when it was going
so badly, I pennftted.them to use the money they got from Virginia
"ational Bank to.make land

p~nts.

Therefore, they did not ever put up·

over about fifty or sixty percent.
{TR 120) Q

A

·But that was a deviation?
Yes. We have deviated from every contract we have ever

had because I am flexible.
Q

Well, have they in fact, had-- have the investors been

paid back the twenty percent that they advanced on behalf of the land
purchase? Not their capital investment. I understand that. Not the
stock money.
A

~

would

s~

that all of them except Mr. Weisberg have

probably been paid back plus a little and Mr. Weisberg has been paid
back what he put in plus another --
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(TR 120)
Q

Did· they not get paid back prior to your receiving any.

profits from any of the lillie transactions?

A

Yes.

Q

All right. And you didn•t get a twenty percent pay-back

of the monies advanced by these other parties, did you?

A

No.

Q

All right. And the amounts that they were paid back were

paid back in total regardless of what percentages were for interest on
land purchased versus principal on land purchased?
(TR 121)

MR. JONES:

Your Honor, if I may interpose an

objection at this point.

I really don•t want to have a lot

of objections but Mr. Weisberg keeps saying they".
11

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

I will stop it.
Using proper names makes it a whole lot

easier.·
MR. WEISBERG:

I will refer to the Lillie group

and the Seaview group •
. THE WITNESS:

I don•t understand the last question.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right. The Lillie group paid -- t•m sorry --

received back the complete twenty percent interest that they did put
up on your behalf?
A

You are using the word 11 interest 11 now. Are you talking

about investment

p~nt

and interest or what?

THE COURT: Do they get reimbursed for all the monies
they put up in Lillie before you get any profit?

(TR 121)
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MR. WEISBERG:

Except the capital investment. I think

he answered that question.

THE WITNESS:

I would say they did.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
(TR 122) Q

The question I want to know-- in the Lillie deal, wasn•t

that basically

~corporation

formed and a group put together to buy and

develop a piece of land?
A

That's

Q

In the Lillie deal, the purchase price of the land includes

right~

There's a difference.

interest, didn't it?
A

The purchase price of the land includes interest? It .

depended on whether or not they wanted to
terms.

I~

Q

~ay

cash or whether they wanted

that particular case, it had interest payments.
In the Lillie case. Because they

didn't·p~

it all in

cash to start with, right?

A

~ight.

Q

And in the Lillie case, there was no distinction made

between monies. advanced by the other Lillie investors, other than yourself,
between monies advanced on behalf of purchase price pincipal versus
purchase price interest?
A

I never kept the Lillie books.

I never saw them. The

deductions were made by your father's accountant and Mr. Bob· Daniel and
they were made by Mr. Calvin Breit. I never kept the books.

I didn't

make the disbursements and if they paid back interest on the land

p~nts

ft was not with the contract and I will get that later because that's a
different case. They had no business taking interest back if they did.
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I have never seen the books and they. made the disbursements.

Q

Didn't you, in fact. keep the lillie books and don't you

keep them right now?
.A

Wait a minute. We took the Lillie books over after all

the operations were over with. Mr. Daniel kept them and Mel Friedman in
Calvin Breit's office.

I have never kept them. A couple of years ago

after everything was over and all we had was land in which we were
taxes.

~

p~ing

office manager took them over because of your accountant. All

she does is pay the taxes. pays for cutting the weeds and that's all she
has to do w.ith the books.

Q

Vou have kept the Lillie books for the. past couple of

A

Yes. after all these transactions were completed except

years?
probably one disbursement.
Q

It was made by Calvin

Breit~.

All right. Now, getting back to the formation of this

contract that's in dispute -- the Seaview contract. The contract was
actually finalized where, if you recall?
A

Jack Stein said that

No~n Olits~

is on a retainer by

Sam Weisberg and is related by one of the Weisbergs so if.we go over and
use him we won• t have :to pay any fee. So., Jack and I went up to see
Norman Olitsky.
(TR 124) Q
A

I never even met him before.
Did Sam Weisberg go with you?
No. We took the Lillie agreement and I changed a lot of

. terms and the thing we left the same was

~

responsibility and those terms

are identical •. That•s that paragraph one. They are identical and the
reason we took them was to make it easy for

No~an Olits~

to lay out mY
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duties. Now,. I left Jack Stein there with my notations on them. After
I left, Nonnan Olitsky and· Jack Stein made quf~e a.few changes and then

they sent it to me for approval and finally the contract was signed.
I

don•t know how many drafts there were because I don't

have access to all those.

But I stayed there for

a while.

out the dates and changed the names, left the tenms in as to

I

penciled
~

duties

and after I left Mr. Stein changed the terminology and added a paragraph
and finally I received a copy of what they were proposing and after
that we signed the contract.

*****
(TR 125) Q

And are these r..Jtations that are penciled in your hand

notation?

A

I thought I just explained that some. of them are mine.

I can tell you which ones are mine and which ones were done by Mr.

Olitsky and Mr. Stein and their secretary after I· left.
Q

All right. Well, is this a true copy of that paper

in your opinion?

A

Yes.

*****
(TR 126)

THE COURT:

Okay. We are going to mark that Plaintiff's

Exhibit Number 1, contract of the 21st of December, 1961, a
rough draft.
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(TR 127)

(Received and marked in evidence by the Court as
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 1.)
THE COURT:

Mr. Levine, which paragraph deals with

your duties?
THE WITNESS:

Sir, the first paragraph -- one.

It

would be the fifth paragraph down and says, .. First party
shall receive four shares."
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

THE COURT:

No, the one that spells out your duties.
That does, sir.
That's it? Oh -- I see.
In other words, that'·S the consideration.
uro be issued for and in consideration

of his locating the property being purchases, his negotiating
of the. purchase of said property at a satisfactory price,
and for his future services to be ·rendered in and about
the developemnt, promotion and ultimate.sale of the. said.
property. 11
What's all this handwriting?
THE WITNESS:

Then I added in my handwriting "and

investing twenty-five percent of all
(TR 128).

fnvest~nts."

Now, I didn't -- that future thing, they put
in there later. See where I underlined that?
I added because I agreed to.

-5~-

That's what

(TR 128)
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THE COURT:

What came out in the wash in the

finality?
THE WITNESS:

All this other stuff they did was

after I left, so if I could read it -THE COURT:

Well, is this a true copy of the

final one?
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

The one in the pleadings.
The one filed with it.

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

No.
Declaratory Judgment, Exhibit A.

MR. WEISBERG:

We have stipulated that in the

motion for judgment.

We have stipulated that the one

by Legum -THE COURT:

That's signed by all the parties.

David levine, Jack Stein, Sam and Harry Weisberg.
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
here it is.

This is not the final contract.
I wanted to see the final and

The final one is your "negotiating of

the purchase of said property at a satisfactory price
and for his future services to be rendered in and
about the development, promotion and
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ultimate sale of. the said property. And thereafter, first party 11
-- that's me -- 11 first party agrees to invest or loan twentyfive percent of the total amount of

lo~ns

or capital investments

by the parties hereto."

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

I didn't have anything to do with that·.
That's what you signed.
No sir.

I signed it, yes, but he is trying --

I am just trying to see what the final versions

we are talking about here today •. Now, you agreed to invest or
loan twenty-five percent toward the purchase of what, land?
This paragraph refers to land purchase -- paragraph four refers
to.

It doesn't have to do with improvement.
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Development, anything.
Development?

THE WITNESS: No, sir.
(TR 130) BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Now. Mr. Levine, I ask you to look at this exhibit number

one, Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 1, and tell me if this is a true copy of
the Lillie agreement if you forget about the changes?
A

It was a true copy of the agreement before it was altered

with handwriting.

Q

All right.

A

All I notice is one signature missing on that particular

one. So, I still think it probably was.

Q

Now, isn't it true, Mr. Levine, that the only changes that

are in this agreement that change it from the Lillie agreement are changes
-5t/-
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that have to do with the names?

A

No, it's not true.

Q

Wait a minute.

let me finish the question. The percentages

and the fact that you were going to put up money in this particular case?

MR. JONES:
speaks for.itself.

Your Honor. I object to that. The writing
He is calling for a conclusion from mY client •

. We have.got the thing in evidence.
THE COURT: ·That's about right but just bring it
attention at this time.

to.~

If you want to bring it by question,

it's all right for me to --

(TR 131)

MR. WEISBERG:

I withdraw the question, Judge.

If he

wants to elaborate, I will let his counsel bring it up.
THE COURT:

Did you ask the question, that way I won't

have to read it.

MR. WEISBERG:

I withdraw the question.

I would like

the Court to read it.
THE COURT:

It doesn•t hurt to throw every fact at me

four or five tim?s. The more you repeat yourself, the better
off for me.

MR. JONES:

We will withdraw the objection, your Ho"or.

THE COURT:

I don't mind repetition in this case. It

will just keep it fresh in

MR. JONES:

~

mind what we are talking about.

Yes, sir.

MR. WEISBERG: All right. I think if the objection is
withdrawn, I might as well ask the·question.
Court's admonition.
-55-
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THE COURT:

HR. WEISBERG:
{TR 132)

Here it is.

I think that I recall.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

In the agreement, which I understand you have a copy of --

that is Plaintiff's Exhibit· Number 1 -- the first change that you have
on the first line of course is the date and that's obvious.

A

Right.

Q

And the date· changed from the date of the Lillie agreement

to the date of the eventual Seaview date?
THE COURT:
MR. WEISBERG:

Names, dates, and addresses are all proforma.
All right.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Now, the Lillie agreement called for the purchase of a

tract of land at Norfolk County and that was changed in this agreement to
call for a purchase ·in Princess Anne County?
THE COURT.:
MR. WEISBERG:
THE WITNESS:

With a different acreage.
And the acreage.
I changed the acreage. Then I changed

Lillie to Ocean Bay Development Corporation.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

one.

11

Now, the first page changed is under paragraph numbered

The first party shall receiven and you crossed out 3,000 shares and

changed it to 4 shares; isn't that correct?
(TR 133) A
Q

Yes.
All right. And then the percentage share of the company

was changed from, I believe, twenty percent to fifty percent?
-5io-
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I

A

Yes.

Q

Then reading down further, -- does the court have a copy?

guess the cour.t.has a copy.

THE COURT: Um-hum.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

You have told us and I want the court to know that the word

"being" after locating the ·property -- "being .. is not a change in there -a delineation that you put in there. Somebody else put that in there.
And reading down further --.would you read to the court
the portion of the last part of the paragraph one that you say that you
put?

A
I

didn't

s~y

I added "and investing twenty-five percent of all investments."
anything about loans or anything else. That's the only thing

I put in there -- "twenty-five percent of all investments. ••

Now, somebody

after l 1eft -- Mr. 01 i tsky can te 11 you whom -- put in the word "future 11
between "all investments"· and then they got to this part -- some shorthand,
which I can't read and 11 invest and loan twenty-five percent 11
I

--

shorthand.

can't read the rest of that.

(TR 134) Q

You didn't put this in?

A

All right.

Q

The changes that you have made, you discussed in that

A

Except a thousand dollars per share instead of one dollar

paragraph?
per share.

I don't know what that•s all about.

Q

Did you change the thousand dollars to one dollar per

share?
-57-
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A

That •s

Q

So, in the Lillie agreement then, the shares were to cost

11\Y

handwri t i .ng.

a thousand dollars a piece and you were to get three thousand shares?
. A

Yes.

Q

Free?

A

Right.

Q

All right. But in the Seaview Beach agreement, the shares

were to be one dollar a piece and you were to get four shares?

(TR

135)

A

I really didn't know that but --

Q

Or is it $100?

A

I don't know.

Q

But that's your handwriting?

.A
Q

Well -On the change on the amount per share from $1,000 to

whatever figure you have; isn't that your handwriting?

A

That's one

~ollar

come to think about it. Yes, that's

one dollar not a thousand.dollars.
THE COURT:

The final signed contract that you have, that

language is in it?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

Oh -- the signed?
No, that.
That means they changed it after I signed

it.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

That's the final, signed version?
Let me see that.

(Shown to witness for examination.)

(TR 135)
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THE WITNESS:

That•s what I was saying. After I left

they made a lot of changes -- after I made mY changes.
THE COURT:

Everybody did a lot of scribbling?

THE WITNESS:

Sure. What I signed was what I finally

signed.

(TR 136) BY MR. WEISBERG:
you remember what was actually paid for the capital ·

Q

D~

A

No.

Q

All right.

A

You said it was four dollars or something like that. So,

stock?

I really wasn't too concerned about that phase of it.

if that•s what you said.

Q

You wouldn't deny that it was $100 a share, would you?

A

Not if you

Q

All right.

A

~ow,

s~

so.

the last part of that contract, that•s not

~

hand-

writing on the bottom of page one.

Q

Turn the page.

A

11

Second or third paritesn I put.

11

Although first party 11

-- this is under four -- 11 Shall in the corporate treasury 11

--

only thing

is personal funds. They know I changed that to only twenty-five percent
of the funds for financing corporate activities.

Q
11

Did you cross out the word not in the first line on
11

11

although the first party shall not" and make it "shall be"?
A

(TR 137)

Yes.

I don•t know if I underlined that or not.

I didn•t put at it•s inception". That's somebody else's
11

(TR 137)
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handwriting.

"Even though he does at it's

inception~

he shall be personally

res pons i b1e for fifty percent of 1oss. ••

Q

The fifty percent -- is that your hand?

A

I put that.

I don't know what this is on the left of five.

I can't read it. O.B.D. -- Ocean Bay Development instead of Lillie
Corporation.

Down here where it said on the last page. And then something

else to be added on the bottom of last page.

I didn't put that

in. And

then paragraph seven, I didn't even know it was going to be discussed and
that came up in the contract-. ·
Q

All right.

Now, I give you .then, the exhibit, a copy of --

THE COURT:

Which do you want?

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

I wanted the -Right there ·;n 0\Y fi-le.

That's my file.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Directing your attention to the Seaview Beach agreement

that was finally signed, I

~sk

you to compare these two agreements and ·

answer the question that l asked you earlier.

Isn't it true that the

only major changes other· than parties between the two agreements is -has to do with the fact that in this particular case you were putting up
..

a twenty-five percent interest of your own money?
(TR 138)

A

No.

Q

Would you find a change that is other than that?
THE COURT:

Forgetting about the names and dates and

places.
THE WITNESS: All right.
A

In the first place, they bought me and paid for 3,000
-\o.O-

(TR 138)
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shares of stock, which was $3,000.

I didn't get any $3,000. Maybe I got

$4, so that•s one difference.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
But in the Seaview agreement as it was transacted, you

Q

did get up for you the capital stock that was put up, whatever amount;
isn't that correct?
A

What, $4? ·

Q

Or $400 or whatever the figure was, it was put up for

you, wasn't it?
I certainly don't remember putting up $2 so let's assume

A

that it was.

q·
to the

fac~

I

admit the $4 was put up for me, all right.
Now, would you find me any other changes that don't relate

that·.you at this particular case were putting up some of your

own money?
(TR 139}

A

Yeah.

Paragraph seven, which was added, certainly has

nothing to do with the Lillie contract because it wasn't even in there.
We only have six paragraphs. This one about paragraph seven is a
completely new one. The wording ·-Q

.A
Q

This is the first refusal paragraph?
So that's different.
Are there any other changes that don't have to do with

your putting up -A

Give me a little time on that because it's hard to read

two contracts at once.

Q
court.

Take all the time you like if it•s all right with the

D. I. levine - Direct (Adv.)

{TR 139)

A

It may

Well, the wording is the same in paragraph two.

be basically the same idea but the wording is not the same because it ends
up representing two shares for each party and the other ends up

11

per share

for stock to be issued ...

Q

Is the difference there it has to do with your percentage

of interest and the amount of money you are putting up?
A

(TR 140) Q

In that particular paragraph, I would say so.
You would say that that paragraph two doesn•t have anything

to do with the percentage interest of the respective partners?

A

I didn't say it didn't have anything to do with it.

I

said it looks like they are about the same but it's hard to read two at

one time.
Q

A.J 1 right.

A

All right.

let's say paragraph two is the same.

Okay.

Paragraph three. .
Q

Whatever you would like to take.
THE COURT:

There is one change in that.

THE WITNESS: · In paragraph two, sir?
THE COURT:

In paragraph three.

THE WITNESS: Oh.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

I thought you got to three.
All right.
I mean that's the only change on this

Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 1, which is· a rough draft but I
don't know what changes are on the signed document.
THE WITNESS:

You know what? You have got me looking

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

(TR 140)

at the modified one and not the -- what do you have me looking
at here?
MR. WEISBERG:

All right. Just a minute.

are right, Mr. Levine.

I think you

I think he ought to have the Lillie

agreement that was stipulated that was attached to the stipulation.
(TR 141)

THE COURT:

There it is.

(Shown to witness for examination.)

MR. WEISBERG. Here•s the Lillie agreement.
THE WITNESS:

Gentlemen, don't you have a better copy

of the Lillie.agreement? Where it says instead of "second
and third party", I put "all parties". Well, that's quite a
~hange,

Mr!_ Weisberg.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Doesn't that have to do with the percentage of money that

you were to put up?

capital.

A

No, sir.

Q

It doesn't have to do with the money you were to put up?

A

No, sir.

It has to do with the securing of additional

It has nothing to do wi-th the land purchases. That's for

additional capital: See, one of them says they should be responsible for
second and third parties. That means I am not responsible.

It's a

tremendous difference. This is a very germane difference. One of them
I don't have to put up. Here it says all parties which means I agreed.
I am going to put up as much as you people.

I actually put up more. When

you try to say these contracts are identical that's not true.
{TR 142) Q

Doesn't that have something to do -- that you are putting

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.}

(TR 142)
up a bigger interest?
A

No, it doesn't have anything to do with

Q

All right. Go ahead and continue.

A

All right. So, that•s a big difference right there.

Q

All right.

A

Well, in four, one of them says 11 at it•s inception 11 and

that's very specific.

~

interest.

In other words -- let me see which one.

Olits~

in

paragraph four says "although first party shall be responsible for placing
in the corporate treasury only twenty-five percent of the personal funds

for financing corporate acitivity at it's inception ... That's the whole
point. That means on the land purchase. The beginning, it means after
that, the developments of other funds I put· up fifty percent.
Q

Doesn't that only relate to the fact that in this

particular instance you were putting up some of your own money?
A
(TR 143) Q

That's the reason the contracts are different.
All right. That's all that·I have been trying to show·

the court. That's the only reason the contracts are different.
A

Well, it makes quite a difference.

In other words, this

is the first time I put up money.

I never put up any money with any

other. This time I put up some of

~

own money. Therefore, since I put

up some of mY own money, I expected to get more for

~

services than I

would have had I put up nothing at all.
Q

All or substantially all of the changes from the Lillie

agreement to the Seaview Beach agreement are simply for the purpose of -A

No. What paragraph four says, I have got to go ahead and

be responsible also for fifty percent of the expenses.

{TR

143)

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)
Q

Weren't you responsible for fifty percent of all losses?

I'm sorry. For the twenty percent of all losses in the Lillie contract?
A

If there were losses, yes.

Q

Wasn't that the same percentage interest you owned in

A

That's right.

Q

Weren't you responsible for fifty percent of losses in the

Lillie?

Seaview contract?
{TR 144) A
Q

That's pretty academic.
That's the same amount that you own in the Seaview deal,

isn't that correct?
A

Fifty.percent, that's right except for one thing.

put up any money.in Lillie.

I didn't

I received fees. There's a big difference.

You didn•t finish that contract, Mr. Weisberg.

Q

I'm sorry. Do you have any other changes?

A

I am not going to admit there were any other changes. I

don't want to waste time but I think I have a right to see them.
{Shown to witness for examination).
MR. JONES:

I have another copy of the Lillie but I

don't know if it's a whole lot better than that one or not.
MR. WEISBERG:

I hope you are not waiting for a question

from me.
THE WITNESS:

No, I'm not.

It seems to me like in

paragraph six in the Lillie , one, it says "where first party
shall be permitted to withdraw in the form of salary, dividends
or fee and I was permitted to withdraw a fee of $125 for every
11
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{TR 144)
house I built.
$35,000 or more.

(TR 145) the word "fee".

I built 255 houses and I received a fee of

I noticed that Mr. Stein evidently cut out

These things may not .seem like --

Q

Cut out the word 11 Salary" too, didn•t he?

A

That makes it even more dissimilar.

Q

The only thing left is dividends; isn•t that correct --

between salary, dividends and fees?
Let me see the rest of them and see what else. All right.

A

Two out of three things in that paragraph cut out.
you
m~ce

did

\'~as

took

th~

It seems to me what

Lillie contract -- I made some changes and they

some changes and they are not identical.

Q

Okay. Are you through with it?

A

!f you're through, I'm through.

Q

All right.

Now, Mr. Levine, after the contract was

finally typed -- after the agreement was finally typed, did you review it?

MR. JONES:

Your Honor, I would ask at this point for

clarification as to what agreement we are talking about.

With

all this confusion --

MR. WEISBERG:

The Seaview agreement and I apologize again.

BY HR. WEISBERG:
Q

After the Seaview agreement was finally typed, did you

review it?
(TR 146) A

I would assume that I would have tried to review what I

signed.

Q

All right.

Now, after the agreement was entered into you

did attempt to develop the property, didn•t you?
- (.,£,-
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(TR 146)
A

You want me to tell you yes or no or how? Yes, I did.

Q

Was it your understanding that one of the duties that you

indeed had was to develop the Seaview property from the Seaview agreement?

A

You are going to have to be a little more specific.

you mean improved with improvements, Mr. Weisberg, as

I

If .

explained to your

father -- we didn't have any water. We didn't have any sewer. The whole
ninety acres was below sea level and we couldn't -- if you are trying to
indicate that I was going to start building, now because you can't build
down there without water.

Q

Was it your understanding that eventually your duties

included developing the property or the ultimate sale?
A

be

~

Or the ultimate sale, yes, I st.ill feel that that would

duty_ if I were allowed to do it.

I

might add protecting in there.

Q

I'm sorry?

A

You might add the word protecting in·there.

(TR 147) Q

Now, after you made your first sale, which you participated

in with Sam Weisberg and Harry Weisberg of the Seaview property you.made,
you split the amount that you received from the down payment between the
Weisberg's interest and the Stein's interest and made payment to them;
didn't you?

A

Yes.

Q

You did the very same thing with your next sale in the

Seaview property with the down payment?

A

Yes.

Q

And in fact, as the monies came in toward your interest

from the sale of your partitioned property, you split those monies evenly
-{., 1 -
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{TR 147)

between Stein and Weisberg in each instance up until the point where you
asked them for release; is that correct?
A

That•s

Q

Now, didn't you make these payments because you felt under

$84,000 and some

~ight.

~ollars.

the terms of the original
A

No.
I would like to finish mY question.

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Let him finish the question.

THE WITNESS:

I'm sorry.

(TR 148) BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

--

deal that you were obligated to repay the Weisberg

and Stein interest for monies advanced on your behalf?
A

Original deal.

Q

I was just finishing the question.

Your answer is no.

I will start over. Didn't you make these payments in this fashion
because it was your understanding with regard to the Seaview deal that
you owed the Weisberg and Stein interest repayment· of the monies advanced
on your behalf?
A

No. · According to the 1961 agreement, no.

Q

Well, why then, did you make these payments out of the

first monies that you received?
A

After Jack Stein died, Bobby Stein and his two brothers,

Eddy Stein and Arthur Stein -- and I don•t remember whether his sister
came to fflY house or not -- they called up and said they would like to
talk to me·and came over to my house and this was in May or June of 1971.
And they came over and Bobby said, David, we have been studying -- the
11
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(TR 148)

agreement and the way we have interpreted it, you don•t owe us any money
toward repayment from which you purchased land with. 11 I said, "You are
exactly right.
(TR 149)

I don't owe you any money accor.ding to the contract 11 and

they got up and they left and that was the first meeting at

which it was ever discussed. That was in May or June of 1971. A few
days later -- I don•t know how many days -- I say within three days -Bobby Stein came back over and sat in my house and said, 11 David, we know
the property is real valuable and we did put up $62,500 and gave you
that share of the 1and.

11

He said, "Would you have any objection to paying

us the principal back?" And at that particular time I think we promoted
the Seaview land property.

"I realize we never had in over ten years --

we never had an offer of even a nickel but I know if we sold it we would
make a lot of money.

I said, "I have no objection of paying you back

your $62,500 if I ever get it and I will pay you out of mY first proceedings
of the sale ... And he said, "Will you put that in writing?" I went to
the typewriter and took a piece of my stationary and said, 11 You· tell me
what you want ... You have the letter there so his Honor can see.

Q

Eventually.

A

Do you want me to read it? I can't memorize it.

Q

I would like to ask you --

A

Let me finish my story first.

I said, Look Bobby, I
11

will pay the $62,500 but I'm certainly not going to pay any interest
that you paid on the land because it's bad enough to pay the principal."
{TR 150)

And I stopped in the middle of my paragraph in mY letter and

said something to the effect, "In answer to your inquiry as to rny
interpretation of the contract, I am pleased to state that I will pay

-b9-
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(TR 150)

$62,500" or I don't think I -- yes. I must have put the amount in and

then I said, "Now, I don't want to pay any interest so how are we going
to state that?" Then he said, "Put in parenthesis 'Exclusive of interest•."
So, I did and I signed it and he didn't sign it.

He didn•t ask me to

do anything for Weisberg. He didn•t get me to do anything for Weisberg
and he left.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

No one signed it?

I signed it. After I signed it -- whether

I was foolish -- I felt it was

mY obligation to pay them. Almost

two months later we started getting sales. Weisberg was
practically going bankrupt so I got him a sale. As soon as I
got the money I started paying
BY MR.

another

~

money.

~IEISBERG:

Q

What --

A

Let me finish with mY story. After I paid $40,000, I got

p~ent

in March, I guess of

~73,

and meanwhile Mr. Weisberg

could never come up with his taxes or anything else and so I said,
(TR 151) "I am going to put the money in escrow for Weisberg because if
he doesn't come up with it, I have to come up with it." I did that on
one payment. Then I called and said, "Since you asked me to put it in
writing, before I give you the last $40,000, I would like a release so
I don't have to pay any more."

And that's the first time I ever heard

the word "interest" and Bobby came over and said, "We want interest on
the money, ..

Q

I said,

11

You are out of your mind."

He asked for interest on the money that he put up for

you?

-\0-

(TR 151)
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A

I just said that.
THE COURT:

That's what he said.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Bobby Stein asked for interest on the money that he put

up for you?
A

For the land purchase.

Q

What do you mean?

A

They bought me one-fourth of the land -- twenty-five percent

of the land.
Q

Yes.

A

And they paid for my land with their money.

Q

Yes. And he asked for money in interest on the amount

that he put up for you?
(TR 152) A

He asked me for interest that he had paid to certain

sellers.
Q

He only asked for the interest that was payable on the

purchase price of the land that he put up for you; is that what you are
saying?
A

Interest that he paid.

Q

That he put up for you? I'm sorry. let me just get it

straight. He only asked you to pay him the interest that he had advanced
on behalf of your share of the purchase price and toward the purchase
price?
THE COURT:

You mean from the lending institution that

he had to pay interest to?
MR. WEISBERG: No, sir. That's what I am trying to get

(TR 152)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)
stra.ight here.
THE

Interest of Weisbergs' loss by reason of

COURT:

putting up money?
MR. WEISBERG:

No, sir. No claim has been made for

that. That's what I want to get into.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

The purchase price of the land is stipulated to

be

$500,000, you don't deny that?
A

(TR 153) Q

Right.
Plus interest on the rate of five percent on the unpaid

balance?

A

That was the contract of the purchase.
THE COURT:

Interest that --

MR. WEISBERG:
of $85,000.

And interest is stipulated to be a total

Is that close enough, Mr. Jones? Isn•t that

correct?
MR. JONES:
MR. WEISBERG:

I don't see how.
Interest on the unpaid balance of

$500,000 is stipulated to be in separate quarters.
THE COURT:

How long did it take to pay the $500,000?

MR. WEISBERG: Ten years, I believe.
THE WITNESS: Sir, we paid $20,000 a year on the first
lease for ten years on five percent interest and on the second
piece we paid 75 down, cash, and 55 for four years so we had
ten years.

It was a good --

THE COURT: $85,000 isn't unreasonable you all say?

-1"l-
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(TR 153)

MR. WEISBERG: No, sir. What I am getting at is this
$85,000 was actually paid to the vendors as part of the purchase
price.
THE COURT:
(TR 154)

He paid the vendors?

MR. WEISBERG: By all parts.
THE COURT:

Do you admit or disagree that $85,000 worth

of interest over a period of ten years is out of line?
MR. WEISBERG: That's not a question. They had an
obligation to buy this property.
THE COURT:

You are asking did the Weisbergs pay $85,000?

MR. WEISBERG: No, sir.

In terms of the obligation. Do

we have a stipulation up here? The terms of the obligation on the
contract that has stipulated to with the Waters' group that sold
the property and you correct me if I'm wrong, was a total of a
$500,000 purchasing price payable over a ten-year period, payable
in -- was it annual installments?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Right.
Plus five percent?

MR. WEISBERG: At· the rate of five percent on the unpaid
balance.
THE COURT: By the time you paid the principal $500,000
off, you would have to pay $85,000?
THE WITNESS:

That's not Weisberg and Stein. That's

all the interest paid by all four parties, right?
(TR 155)

MR. WEISBERG: Absolutely right. We have it here in the
stipulation.

I think it's important enough for the court to

(TR 155)
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see.
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

I agree that that's basically right.
What was the $85,009 interest paid out of --

sales?
THE WITNESS:
in the spring.

No.

We

bo~ght

this and took title in '62

We never even had a legitimate offer until '71

and that come about two months after I wrote that letter.

I

certainly didn't think -THE COURT:

How were you all making pay on the principal

and the interest -- out of your own pockets -- all four of you?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

And every time I made mY

payment.
THE COURT:

Share and share alike?

THE WITNESS:

I made mY twenty-five percent.payment on

the twenty-five percent of the interest so the total was
$85,000.00.

*****
(TR 158)

THE WITNESS:

All right.

Do you want me to continue

this? So, Stein came to mY house -- Bobby Stein and he
(TR 159) said, "We are not going to take that last $40,000. We want
interest still." And I said-BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, the interest that they were talking about, that's

exactly what I am asking you.
A

I will tell you, I got so upset when I heard that they

wanted more than $125,000 that I didn't even ask him what kind of interest

-"\4.-
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(TR 159)

it was because I blew mY stack because I just gave him tens of thousands

of dollars a few days ago and he thanked me for it and I said, "It's a
hell of a time to come and ask me for this.
.

You never gave me a notice."

.

I have got letters from him and from your father stating exactly how much
I owed you and never mentioned interest.

He mentioned the total amount

I owed him so I didn't ask him what the interest was for.

any mood to go into a discussion.
1t.

I wasn't in

I said, "That's the way you feel about

I was nice enough to make these payments. All I have done for you

and you're coming in here and getting greedy, 11 and I said, 11 The hell with
it and I am not going to give you anything. 11 I got a little bit angry.
THE COURT: That's why we are all gathered here today.
THE WITNESS: That's right.

(TR 160)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

The fact is that in June of '71 when Mr. Stein came to

your house with however many of his brothers and sisters after his father
had died, didn't he tell you that he didn't know what this agreement was
supposed to be?
A

No, he didn't.

I have a pretty good memory.

Q

He did not?

A

He said, "The way I interpreted this contract, you don't

owe us anything for any payments for land purchases. 11 I said, 11 That's
exactly right. 11 And the three of them or four of them got up and left.

Q

At the next meeting you wrote out a letter stating that

what your interpretation of the agreement actually was, didn't you?
A

He asked me if I would be willing to pay that money and

I said, 1 will be glad to pay it out of the first proceeds of sales
11

(TR 160}
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1f we ever have any ...
Q

Wasn't it in fact your interpretation of the agreement --

your understanding of the agreement that what was agreed to you, Jack
Stein and the Weisbergs agreed in fact that you would pay them the monies
advanced on your behalf?
(TR 161) A
anything.

He and I agreed a few days earlier that I didn't owe him
He got an interpretation from his lawyer.

Q

I am not asking about his interpretation now.

A

Who wrote up the contract?

Q

What I am asking you for is wasn't it a fact that your

understanding of this agreement was that you were supposed to put back
the monies that were advanced to you?
A

No.

His and mine were that I was not supposed to.

Q

Who is 11 his"?

A

When he came to mY house.

Q

Bobby Stein?

A

Bobby.

Q

Forget for a minute you have met with Bob Stein and back

up a little bit. Prior to your meeting with Bob Stein -- the day before
or week before or whatever time you like and if you want you can go all
the way back to 1961 -- wasn't it your understanding prior to your
meeting with Mr. Stein that you had an obligation to repay funds advanced
on your behalf to the Weisberg and Stein interest because of the Seaview
Beach agreement? .
A

(TR 162)

For those years I had never been reading the contract.

I was busy trying to do something with the land. We didn't ·

(TR 162)
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have any sales so it was pretty academic.
THE COURT: Now, answer the question.
THE WITNESS: The answer is no •. To the best of mY
knowledge I have no

knowl~dge

that I ever discussed paying them

back any monies. Maybe I am wrong but I don't remember ever
having told them I was going to pay them any monies back.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

When you finally gave Mr. Stein a letter, didn't you,

in fact, state that this was your interpretation of the agreement?

A

That•s the way he wanted me to state it and as long as

I was willing to state it --

Q

Why were you willing to pay it if you had no obligation

whatsoever.
THE COURT: He has explained it. He said Bobby said
the thing had turned out to be a gold mine so how about paying
what we advanced for it.
THE WITNESS:

It is a gold mine. We already proved that.

Mr. Weisberg --

(TR 163)

THE COURT: Wait,· Wait. We could keep talking about this
for a week.
THE WITNESS: I made very effort in the world to pay that
whole $125,000.
BY MR .. WEISBERG:

Q

Is this the letter that you wrote to Mr. Stein or for

Mr. Stein?
(Shown to witness for examination)
-77·

(TR 163)
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A

Sure. On my own typewriter.

Q

Who typed it, do you know that?

A

I typed it.

He was standing over my shoulder.

I said

it before.
MR. WEISBERG:

I would. like to introduce this.

THE COURT: Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 2.)
THE COURT: You have endeavored to ask didn't his letter
constitute a legal admission to his construction and interpretation
of the contract -- is that he owes $125.000; isn't that a question
that has been -(TR 164)

MR. WEISBERG:
interpretation.

No, sir.

I wasn't asking for his legal

I was just asking for his understanding.

I

would love to -THE COURT:

This must have been his understanding.

It

says you are entitled to the principal and toward the purchase
of the above described property. Of course, exclusive of interest
is in there.

It speaks· for itself. The afternoon of -- I

believe it was June 19, he paid the first proceeds and I don•t
know how you are going to guild it some more.
MR. WEISBERG: No, sir.

If the court considers the

guild as guilded, I will
THE COURT: He says his objective reason for paying it -he thought it was a fair thing to do.
THE WITNESS:

Right.

It says exclusive of interest.

I

(TR 164)
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tried to pay it.
THE COURT:

I believe I do understand it at last.

MR. WEISBERG: All right.

Now~ ~t

any time prior to the

writing of this letter --.can I get that date, Judge?
THE COURT: June 19, 1971.
{TR 165}

MR. WEIS8ERG: Maybe I will strike that question.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right. Now, what about with respect to the Weisbergs'

interest? This letter is directed to the Steins.
A

I thought I already stated that. Since I did it, it

seemed only natural to do the same thing for Weisberg.

I don't know how

I can make that clearer.

I didn't give

I didn't give them a letter.

them a written obligation but I felt it was the right thing to do.
THE COURT:

It

~ays,

11

Jack Stein, second party, et als 11

which means others, doesn't it?
THE WITNESS:. I'm sorry.
THE COURT:

I didn't -- he asked me --

Next question.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Mr. Levine, getting back to when the corporation was

first formed, still on the same topic but getting back to that time
period. wasn't it intended that the monies that were to be put into the
corporation were to go in a loan?
(TR 166)

THE COURT: What?
MR. WEISBERG: The monies to buy the property to
purchase the Seaview Beach property.-- pay Waters• group off.
THE COURT:

Were to go in as loan to the corporation?

D. I. Levine - Direct {Adv.}

(TR 166)
BY MR.

~IEISBERG:

Q

Wasn't the intention of the parties who were in this

Seaview corporation -- agreement that this was

~onies

going in as a loan

to the Ocean Bay Development Corporation or the Marina Acres?

A

I signed the contract and that contract was finally done

by Mr. Stein and we agreed on the tenms and whatever I signed there is
what the intention was.

It seems to me like it was stated there.

THE COURT: Would not you call it a contribution of
capital rather than a loan?
MR. WEISBERG: No, sir.

I believe that the evidence will

show in Lillie it was put in as a loan and that in this case it
was intended to be put in as a loan.
THE COURT:

Interest-bearing loan you are talking about?

MR. WEISBERG: No, sir. Just a loan to the corporation.

(TR 167)

THE COURT:

It doesn't really matter what you call it --

whether you call it contribution or fatning of the goose.
MR. WEISBERG:

It could matter when we get later on into

the case.
THE COURT: Go ahead.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

What I am asking you is this and I think the court ought

to direct an answer. Wasn't the original set up -- the very first
transaction that was consummated·-- wasn't that to put.monies into Ocean
Bay? Call it a loan on the corporate books and then use the money out
of Ocean

B~

A

to pay for the first Waters• property?
No, because Ocean Bay was immediately dissolved.

-8o-

It was

(TR 167)
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only temporary. Only one check -- just a few hundred dollars to get it
started then we dissolved it.
THE COURT:

You better get tQ Marina.

MR. WEISBERG:

I will, your Honor, but I better take it

one step at a time.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Do you recognize this right here? Isn't it a fact it is

in your hand?
(TR 168)

(Shown to witness for examination.)
A

These are the first checks dated from January 14, '62

and these are stubs of deposits and disbursements.
THE COURT: Ocean Bay?

MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

You recognize them, right?

A

Yes.
MR. WEISBERG:

Let me just get it marked.

I would like

to offer this in evidence.
THE COURT:

I think it's Number 3 for the Plaintiff.

(Received and marked in evidence

by

the court as Plaintiff•s

Exhibit Number 3.)
THE COURT: Why don't we all take a little recess.
(Whereupon the court recessed. After recess the trial
proceeded as follows:)
THE COURT: You are going to reserve his direct testimony?
MR. JONES: Yes, sir.

I want to ask him just a few things

D. I. Levine- Direct {Adv.)

(TR 168)

and then reserve the right to put him back on.
(TR 169) BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Mr. Levine, showing you again the Plaintiff•s Exhibit

Number 3, which is entitled Ocean Bay Development Corporation, and you
testified as check stubs, I show you on the left-hand side on the
cardboard on the inside some handwriting figures and names and so forth.
Is that your handwriting?

A

Yes.

Q

All right.

Now, would you just read the words without any

figures? For instance, December 21.

Do you want to read that? What's

on the inside flap here that's in your handwriting? Not anything but
the handwriting.
THE COURT: Why don•t you let me look at it first?
MR. WEISBERG: All right. Made a note in December 1961 -something about a loan from Jack Stein and Weisberg. D. I. -that's you. The 22nd, return of loan.
THE WITNESS: That's right.
THE COURT: And at the bottom a 62, names and figures.
All right.

I see what you are talking about now.

Go ahead.

(TR 170) BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, Mr. Levine, I ask you then, wasn't the very first

transaction in this checkbook a loan into the corporation.
A

No.

Q

It was not?

A

No.

Q

Well, what is meant then by 1oan up at the top here in
11

11
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{TR 170)

your handwriting and the figure of $10,000? Isn't that amount for the
down payment $10,000? Wasn't that paid with the Waters• contract?

A

Mr. Stein instructed

me

to take

~hese

three checks and

for one day to put it in his loan and the next day to take it out. That's
the only time in fourteen years the word "loan has ever been mentioned.
11

THE COURT: That's a withdrawal?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir. Had it been a loan to the
corporation of property payment it would have been there.
THE COURT: I see. Bookkeeping deal.
THE WITNESS: He did quite a few things like that and
whaterer he did, I put in there but it was paid back the next.
day.
THE COURT: Paid back each individual?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
(TR 171)

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Doesn't it pay back all but $100?

A

Don't ask me if he paid all but $100?

Q

You don't recall?

A

No.

Q

Wasn't the $10,000 the initial payment made to Waters

binding with the binder more or less -- with the Waters• contract?

A

I imagine it was.

Q

That was the amount as you recall, wasn't it?

A

Yes, but he must have replaced it immediately because we

paid them back.
Q

All right.

Isn't it true or let me ask it this way.
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{TR 171)

Would you deny that the reason why this loan was immediately returend
was because, in fact, the Ocean Bay Development Corporation charter hadn•t
come through yet?
A

I certainly don,t remember anything like that.

Q

All right. Well, I ask you, dated here December 21, 1961;

that•s correct, isn't it -- the loan day?

A

I will assume so.

Q

All right. Do you recognize this document? You may not

have seen it.
(TR 172) A

No, I have never had this document. This must have been

in your files or in Jack Stein's file.
(Shown to witness for examination.)

Q

This came from the court house.

A

Well, I don•t have it. So, I never had it so I don't

recognize it.
(Shown to opposing counsel for examination.)
MR. JONES:

It says down here the 9th day of January.

THE COURT: What is it -- a stipulated copy of what?
MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Of what?
MR. WEISBERG: A certified copy of the Certificate of
Incorporation.
THE COURT: The lodging of the charter?
MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir, and I would like to have it's
introduction showing that -- it looks like January 9th was the
date of incorporation and

m~be

the application was December 28 --

(TR 172)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)
29, received.

There's two dates on it.

We both looked at it

and I wish to introduce it.
THE COURT:

"Foregoing certificate duly recorded in mY

(TR 173) office as the acting chainman of the State Corporation Commission."
No, no.

The certificate of John Fentress, Clerk of the Court.

The foregoing certificate has been recorded in mY office as of
the 9th day of January 1961 and is now returned to the State
Corporation

Con~ission

by certified mail and the charter was

issued on December 28, 1961 by the State Corporation Commission
in Richmond.
MR. WEISBERG:

I would like to move for introduction of

that.
THE COURT: All right.

Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 4.

(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's
Exhibit Number 4.)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, I ask you again Mr. Levine, after seeing this --

December 28, 1961 -- only if you would deny that the monies were taken
back out on the following day because, in fact, you didn't have a
corporation from which to issue checks?

(TR 174)

A

I didn't know all that and --

Q

But you won't deny it, will you?

A

I have no knowledge of it.
THE COURT: The Articles of Incorporation were signed

by David I. Levine, Jack Stein and Sam Weisberg on the 5th
day of December, 1961.

-&s-
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(TR 174)
MR. WEISBERG:

~ight.

THE COURT: Sworn to on the same date, 5th of December,
1961, then sent to the Corporation of Commission for filing then
he got around to it December 28. The 9th of January, Mr.
Fentress got around to filing. Circuit Court of Princess Anne,
Virginia Beach.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, the corporation, Ocean Bay -- the checkbook, which

I believe you testified the first check was January 14, 1962.

The last

check in here is dated July 16, 1963; isn't that right?

A

Yes.

Q

All right. And the last check, doesn't that distribute

that that check plus the previous checks, I believe of similar date -doesn't that distribute the leftovers in the Seaview Beach bank accounts?
MR. JONES: 1 1 m going to object to testifying from these
stubs, asking my client about what the checks did.
(TR 175)

THE COURT: The .witness says those· check stubs are in his
handwriting.

If he doesn't remember he can say so.

MR. JONES: All right, sir.
THE WITNESS:

I will be glad to answer it.

THE COURT: All right, sir.
A
checks in.

It was taken away from me then and somebody else put some
Evidently I was instructed to close the books, sir, and when

we closed the checkbooks, we had a balance of a few dollars left over
so we paid back a certain amount to me and a certain amount to them.
But this was not for money put in for land purchase. This was money put

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)

(TR 175)

in for expenses. So, if we -- we probably paid back whatever percentage
we put in.

If we have a return of whatever we paid in expenses, then

I would be entitled to fifty percent and they

~uld

have --

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

In this particular instance-- correct me if I'm wrong--

there was a balance in the account of firty-six eighty-eight and the
distribution in the close-out was David I. Levine, one seventy-two and
Sand and Jack, seventeen fifty-eight each.
A

(TR 176) Q

There is only one problem. That's not mY handwriting.

Am I wrong?

A

That's not my handwriting.

Q

Am

A

That's not my handwriting.

Q

I am asking you if I am wrong.

I

wrong?

THE COURT: He is not going to say you are wrong. He is
saying he didn't write it.
THE WITNESS:

I didn't write it.

THE COURT: Somebody wrote it.
THE WITNESS:
s~

If they put down it was a refund you cannot

it was a refund.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

I point out to you there was forty-six eighty-eight in

the account when the account was to be liquidated and that relative
propositions of distribution were, David Levine, one quarter of $11.72,
Jack Stein, one quarter plus 12 and a half percent of $17.58 and Sam
Weisbe.rg the same thing as Jack Stein.

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

(TR 176)
A

Well, who did it?
THE COURT: What, on the last one?

MR. WEISBERG: One quarter plus 12 and a half percent.
THE COURT:

For two of them -- 12 and a half two is

(TR 177) twenty-five, isn't it?
MR. WEISBERG: Twelve and a half times two is twentyfive.

I

believe so, Judge.

THE COURT:· I see what you are getting out. You are
saying that they have got a rebate of what they are entitled
to plus twenty-five percent between them.
MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: And you are making your points that show
they were entitled to twenty-five percent.
MR. WEISBERG:
THE WITNESS:

I

hope so, Judge.

If you look at the handwriting, you will

see there is two different handwritings.
THE COURT:

I

realize that but that's the point he

has endeavored to make.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Now, I ask you if you can identify this checkbook called

Marina Acres on the front.
(Shown to witness for examination.)
A

No.

Q

Have you ever seen that?

A

If I did it was when we had depositions but I never

(TR 178) saw any books either -- your accountants -- all this is in

-3&-
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{TR 178)
somebody e1se •s handwri t i.ng.

I didn't write any of these checks.

find where I put one figure in here.

I can •t

I didn't keep any books except those

first couple of checks. That must be your girl.'s handwriting.

Q

Let me ask you this. Could you remember when the Marina

Acres checking account was liquidated?
A

No.

If you will tell me, I will acknowledge it but I

don't remember.
Q

Do you have any dispute with this figure of $95.31 as

a balance in the Marina Acres checking account just prior to liquidation?
Do you have any dispute with that?
A

I don't imagine I would.

Q

Do you take any issue with the fact that on the distribution

of that $95.31 on July 16, 1963 you received $23.82?
A

I have never looked at the books and I trust --

Q

Stein and Weisberg received $25.34 each. Do you have

any dispute?
A

I assume Mrs. Lichtenberg was acting honestly. At that

time I wasn't suspicious and if she said we have a balance and I am
giving you $17, I took the $17.
(TR 179) Q

Now, Mr. Levine, isn•t· it true that you always considered

the loan -- the money put up for you on behalf of your quarter interest
in the Seaview Beach property by Weisberg and Stein as an advance?
A

I thought we already went into that but I will

again no.
THE COURT: We went into that right thoroughly.

*****

s~
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(TR 179)

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

I

show you a sheet of paper with three checks copied on

it and call your attention to one dated March 22, 1972.

Is that your

hand?
(TR 180) A
Q

of $12,000?

Yes.
Would you read the handwriting after four there as payment
Can you read that? I can't read that figure.

A

Payment toward money advanced toward Seaview .land purchase.

Q

All right. That's your handwriting?

A

Yes. All of them will be the same.

Q

Well, in fact, Mr. Levine, they are not all the same.

A

Well, go ahead. All right. Go ahead.

Q

What

A

We reimbursed land payment. Seaview.

Q

Reimbursed?

A

Um-hum.

Q

And on 12-13-71?

A

Reimbursed.

Q

All right. Now, just directing my attention to one that

doe~

it say on this one prior to that dated 12-3-71?

is different on check number 433 of David I. Levine for $506.98, what
does it say on this one?

A

It says payment toward money advanced for Seaview land

Q

All ri·ght. Now, also a little bit different, Check

purchase.
Number 473.
(TR 181) A

Seaview repayment of advance.
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(TR 181)
Q

I thought that I would give them to the court but go ahead.

A

In the first place if I can have one minute to explain

this -THE COURT: Give me the pays and the amount.
THE WITNESS:

Pay Sam Weisberg and Tidewater Industrial.

MR. WEISBERG: Capital.
THE WITNESS:
is 12-13-71.

Industrial Capital Company, $16,346. This

Jack Stein estate. The next one, Sam Weisberg.

Next one is Jack Stein. Next one is Sam Weisberg.

Robert M.

Stein. Seaview Beach complex. Sun Realty escrow. And Alan
Fleder.

Now, the reason --

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, let me ask this. Don•t these copies of checks

represent the real checks that were payments that you made on behalf of
the monies advanced for Seaview Beach?
A

Yes.

Q

All right.

A

In June 19 --

In this case I would like to introduce this.

MR. WEISBERG:

Please Mr. Levine.

THE COURT: Just a moment. This exhibit consits of
xeroxed copies of checks stapled together, consists of seven
pages and it is Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 5.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's
Exhibit Number 5.)
THE COURT:
around $85,000?

I take it these represent a total amount of

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)

(TR 182)

MR. JONES: That•s the amount we stipulated to.
THE COURT: Right.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right. Now, Mr. Levine, getting back to the question

I asked you earlier.

Didn't you always consider that the advance that

was made on your behalf was to be repaid or reimbursed?

A

Once again -THE COURT: Don•t answer that question. That has been

answered three times so let•s go to something else.
MR. WEISBERG: All right. Can I have about thirty
seconds?
(TR 183)

THE COURT: Sure.

BY MR. WE.ISBERG:
Q

All right. Now, Mr. Levine, you have testified that the

Ocean Bay Development Corporation was dissolved or abandoned, that the
Marina Acres Corporation suggested that and that was abandoned or
dissolved. And in that connection I would like to ask you what was your
understanding relative to the Seaview Beach agreement as to the obligations
remaining and vice versa, if any, after the abandonment of the original
corporation?
THE COURT: What was the date of that, approximately?
MR. WEISBERG:

I assume it would be the day of somewhere

in the neighborhood of the checks.
THE COURT: You mean these checks -- your Exhibit Number 5?
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir. The --well, your Honor, the

corporations, I do not believe the corporations were ever --

- 9J-

{TR 183)
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THE COURT: Ocean Bay was back in '60?

MR. WEISBERG:

'61. No, not those checks, your Honor.

The check stubs of Ocean Bay show that. Ocean Bay, at least in
this checkbook made a distribution.
(TR 184)

THE COURT: Way back yonder?
MR. WEISBERG: Right. And the contract that we have calls
for the formation of Ocean Bay.
THE COURT: Yeah.
MR. WEISBERG: And my question is, is it his intention
of the parties --

MR. JONES:

I object to the question.

I don't think it

is clear. He used the word 0bligation in his question and
11

11

we don't know what obligation means. What obligations is he
talking about?
THE COURT:

Repeat the question.

MR. WEISBERG:

I will do the best I can.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

After Ocean Bay -- the development corporation -- was

abandoned and the property deeded, we stipulated the property was deeded
or the property was deeded to the individuals -- now, after that -- I
am not talking about the partition now, just talking about prior to the
partition, did you have any understanding as to whether or not the parties
still had an agreement of any sort with regard to Seaview Beach?

(TR 185)

A

Yes.

Q

All right. What was that understanding?

A

The understanding I had was I received a one-half of

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

(TR 185)

undivided interest in the total property without any written indication or
notice that I owed anything on it and that I was still supposed to perform
the duties as I had been doing. This was around 1965. And back-dated
the deed for tax purposes which was all his maneuvering.

Q

Let me ask you this. Would it be your statement then that

after this dissolutionment of Ocean Bay and after Marina -- in fact, when
the individuals were the only parties that owned the land that all rights
and duties outlined in the original '61 agreement were to flow through to
the individuals?
A

I think that's a legal question I don't know about.

Q

I want to know the intention of parties.
THE COURT: Did you conduct yourself -MR. WEISBERG: That's fine.
THE COURT: -- in accordance with the original agreement

as if it was still in operation?
THE WITNESS:

I did until such time they refused·to sign

the easement on the property.
THE COURT: And everybody else conducted themselves up
to the time of the easement?
(TR 186)

THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Which was what time?
THE WITNESS:

I imagine early '73.

I will qualify that

and say I did until they revoked me in writing then I couldn't
do any more of mY obligations. Up until that time I did it.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right.

I show you a document that has two pages dated
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(TR 186)

August 24, 1971 -- letter dated to Israel Steingold -- a copy. Do you
remember that letter?
A

Yes.

Q

All right.

Now. the interdelineations for the record are

mine and whatnot on the document originally. And is this letter -- this
letter was written by you to Israel Steingold, wasn't it?

A

Yes.
MR. JONES: Just a minute. As far as the letter is concerned,

your Honor, I don't quite understand what Mr. Weisberg is trying
to do. The testimony is clear as to what Mr. Levine thought
about the continuing obligation under the Seaview Beach contract
and I don't know if that letter -- it certainly doesn't impeach
him.
(TR 187}

MR. WEISBERG: No.
I

I

am just backing up what he said.

feel I ought to give it to the court.
THE COURT: Letter of August 24, 1971 -MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Unsigned and it's a copy.

Addressed to Mr. Israel Steingold.

Plaintiff's

Exhibit Number 6.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's
Exhibit Number 6.}
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right. Now, you stated that you felt no obligation

to repay sums advanced by Weisberg and Stein toward your quarter interest
of Seaview Beach.

A

No.

You stated that?
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(TR 187)
Q

Excuse me? Prior to your letter?

A

I think the very important thing here is on June 19

wrote a letter in which I committed myself and
I

~nything

I

afterward where

admitted I committed myself I did it because I conscientiously tried

to pay it.

Q
ask it right.

That's not the question I tried to ask you and I didn't
Prior to your letter to Bob Stein that we have admitted

into evidence, your understanding, you have testified to, was that you
(TR 188) had no obligation.
THE

COURT:

He said it four times.

MR. WEISBERG:

Right.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, what I want to ask you is this.

How did you treat

the monies paid on your behalf on your tax returns during the years that
payments were made on Seaview Beach property?

A

I didn't treat them at all because what you are dealing with

is the purchase of a piece of land.

You don't have to worry about what

it costs until you sell it then when you sell, you figure how much it
costs you then you pay taxes on your gain or loss, so I didn't treat it
at all.
THE COURT: You don't have to report it as income?
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

There was no income, sir.
I know but the IRS calls a lot of things

income.
THE WITNESS:

I have been checked by the IRS years and

years.
-9~-

(TR 188)

D. I. Levine- Direct {Adv.)
THE COURT: I didn•t say you had any problem.
asking you this.

I am

If you give me an interest in a piece of

land in consideration of my doing

some~hing

for you, rendering

(TR 189) you a service of some kind and the property is worth $100,000
this year•.s income tax, I do not have to record a $25,000
income of this year?
THE WITNESS:

I would say when you get Mrs. Moulton,

my office manager and CPA-- is pretty brilliant.
THE COURT:

I am asking you a legal question and maybe

I shouldn•t be doing it.
THE WITNESS:

I don't

~now

the legal answer.

THE COURT: I don•t know either.
THE WITNESS:

In other words, sir--

THE COURT: You just said -- you just testified that you
didn•t have to report that until there was sale of land then
the income was reportable.
THE WITNESS: Based on the cost.
THE COURT: Back on mY -- if you give me one quarter
interest on a $100,000 piece of property and five years later
we dispose of the property then and then only, five years
later, do I report to Uncle Sam somebody has done·me a mighty
pretty favor?
THE WITNESS: Until that time we hadn't sold
(TR 190) anything.
THE COURT: I am not asking a theoretical question.
THE WITNESS: A practical answer. At that time, before
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(TR 190)

I signed that agreement, I felt that my costs were $125,000
and after I agreed to pay the other $125,000 to them then
I felt that my cost was $250,000 so then when we made a sale

that year we based it on $250,000. So, the IRS couldn't come
in and say anything because we based the cost on $250,000
instead of $125,000. MY tax returns show that and they have
been checked and double-checked and everything else.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Even though you haven't paid the extra $125,000 fully

you still took the basis?

A
~

You have to have the basis of the land purchase.

cost became to me $250,000.

I didn't sell the whole piece.

Then
I sold

a part of it so, I had to base it legitimately on what I felt the total
cost would be, which was $250,000.

I

promise you that I think we know

more about that than you do.

MR. WEISBERG: It doesn't take much {TR 191) to know
more than I do about taxes.

*****
{TR 197)

Q

Didn't you become aware that Sam and Harry Weisberg had

assigned their rights to Legum Furniture Corporation back in 1972?
A

(Pause)
THE COURT: Rights in what?
MR. WEISBERG:

I'm sorry.

ment. Thank you, your Honor.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
~-

In the Seaview Beach agree-

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

(TR 197)

Did you become aware of that at least by April of '72?

Q

It seems to me just like -- just this past February you had this case
continued because you didn't even know.
A

(Pause.)
THE COURT: Answer the question.

(TR 198)
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

I am asking you weren't you aware as early as April of

'72 that the Weisberg brothers had assigned their rights in the
Seaview agreement to Legum Furniture Corporation?
A

No, because most of the money seemed to go to Fleder

and Caplan, so evidently they assigned their rights to receive money
to Fleder and Caplan.
THE COURT: Who are Fleder and Caplan?
THE WITNESS: They are money lenders who are related to
Mr~

Weisberg and even though he went in Chapter 11 and their

presentation every time I made a payment, I am sure they got
over $200,000 of the money instead of the Chapter 11 Corporation.

I don't know what's going on with all of that. All I

know is that Fleder and Caplan has most of the

mon~

and not

Legum Furniture Corporation.
MR. WEISBERG: That is a collateral matter.
THE COURT: When did you first know that Legum Furniture
Company and the Weisbergs had assigned their rights under the
Seaview affair to Legum Furniture Corporation?

(TR

Dir~ct

D. I. Levine--

198)

THE WITNESS: I would say the

d~

{Adv.)

that the case was --

(TR 199)

THE COURT: Instituted?
THE WITNESS: No, the

d~

in which we were thrown out be-

cause they said they didn't realize that their rights were not
the Weisbergs.
THE COURT: What was that date?
THE WITNESS:

Around February 5th of this year when they

went into Chambers.

I wasn't there. And Mr. Garrett came out

and said the case is being continued because the Weisbergs
discovered -THE COURT: That's when you first knew?
THE WITNESS: If they didn't know, I sure didn't know.
THE COURT:

February 1975.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

I show you a letter that is a copy dated '72, Steingold

and ask you if you remember writing that letter.·
(Shown to witness for examination.)
A

I sure do.
MR. WEISBERG: All right. May I have that letter,

please? Your Honor, I would like to introduce this as -THE COURT: That will be Number 7 for the
(TR 200) Plaintiff.
{Received and marked in evi·dence by the court as
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 7.)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

(TR 200)

MR. WEISBERG: I would like to allow the letter to speak
for itself.
MR. JONES: What's the 'date on that letter?
THE COURT: April 11, 1972.
MR. JONES:

It•s about the third or fourth paragraph

down. Mr. Weisberg is trying to impeach Mr. Levine by saying
that Mr. Levine referred to some corporation. There is no
reference to Legum Furniture Corporation.
THE COURT:

I can't read and listen. Paragraph number

four -- shows in view of the fact there is no "A 11 corporation
in the 80 acres remaining for the Seaview Beach property. Your
question is what corporation, right?
MR. WEISBERG: That•s not my question.

1•m introducing

this to show that he was aware.
THE WITNESS: There is no mention of assignment.

You

asked me specifically was I aware that the rights were·
(TR 201) assigned.
MR. WEISBERG:

I am getting to that.

I just want to

introduce this.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Mr. Levine, do you remember getting a letter from me on

June 30, 1971? This is a copy -- a file copy.
(Shown to witness for examination.)

A

Yes.

Q

All right.

Is that a copy of that letter that you

received to the best of your memory?
.,

-101-
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(TR 201)
A

Yes.
MR. WEISBERG: All right. Thank you. May I have that,

please?
I would like to introduce this.
THE COURT: All right.

Plaintiff's Number 8. Letter

dated June 30, 1971 from Weisberg to Levine.
MR. WEISBERG: Let it speak for itself.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 8.)
MR. WEISBERG:

I'm sorry, your Honor.

I didn't realize--

THE COURT: Go ahead.

(TR 202)
BY MR.

W~ISBERG:

Q

Mr. Levine, the agreement that you had with the Seaview

agreement, I don't think there is any dispute, calls for you to pay
fifty percent of the losses that the Ocean

B~

Development Corporation

sustains?
A

Or profits.

Q

Well, I am just talking about the losses now.

A

Yes.

Is that

correct?
MR. WEISBERG: Would the court penmit me to use the
blackboard for questioning just a minute with figures?
THE COURT: Help yourself.
MR. WEISBERG:

I would like to ask Mr. Levine if he

would come down here and you stated you are a lecturer so I
'•

-to "2..-

D. I. Levine - Direct (Adv.)

{TR 202)

am sure you are familiar with the board.
you to do this.

I

would like to ask

Keep it simple. Assume and it is stipulated

that the total purchase principal ---principal and interest
paid on the Seaview Beach property was.
THE COURT:

Oh, .no.

MR. JONES:

I

am going to object to two things. First of

all we are building concern with losses because --

{TR 203)
THE COURT: Academic.

MR. WEISBERG: It may be but I have a very clear reason
for doing this and the reason is this.

That we are concerned

with the intention of the parties that entered into a joint
venture back in 1961. They contemplated that they would be
acting within a corporate structure.

The corporate structure

was admittedly abandoned and the parties continued to act
more or less as if there had never been a corporation and that
the agreement was a joint venture agreement.
THE COURT: What has the blackboard got to do with it?
MR. WEISBERG:

I want to show the court and I would like

to have for my own information, relative to the intentions of
the parties, how Mr. Levine would have treated a loss because
I think it's important to show intention,

rep~ent,

that sort

of thing.
THE COURT: You can ask him that· sort of thing from the
stand, can't you?

-ID3-

(TR 203)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)

MR. WEISBERG:

I can but it would be very difficult to

demonstrate these figures which are not that easy to keep in
your mind because I think it's important to show the intention.
(TR 204) It may not be but it will only take a minute.

If the court

feels it's not proper -THE COURT: One of the main objections is that would not
be there but so long.

If you had it in writing -- this

~ill

probably go to the Supreme Court of Virginia whatever I do, so
I

feel we ought to have all the evidence.

Suppose you work up

some figures and ask Mr. Levine if that isn't the way you would
handle a loss and let Mr. Jones object and I have got to make
a ruling.
MR. WEISBERG:

I will do it on a piece of paper then and

we can put it on a piece of paper.
THE COURT:

Do you want to do it tomorrow morning?

MR. WEISBERG:

I have got the figures, your Honor.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. WEISBERG: But I don't want to give them to Mr.
Levine.
THE COURT: See if he agrees with you.
THE WITNESS: The price of the property was $500,000.
(TR 205) It was not $585,000.
THE COURT:

He is right.

MR. WEISBERG:

I'm sorry.

THE COURT: He is right.
MR. WEISBERG:

The price wasn't but $500,000.

I asked him to assume that the purchase

- \o'-\-
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(TR 205)
price was $585,000.
THE COURT:
a fact.

He isn't going to assume anything that isn't

The fact is it cost $500,000 plus.

$85,000 interest

but interest doesn't buy land.
MR. WEISBERG:

Without interest the land wouldn't have

been bought.
THE COURT: That's academic though. Then you pay
$85,000 for the use of the money which is what interest is.

MR. WEISBERG:
the record that

I

If your Honor please, just let me sqy for

understand what the court is getting at but

my contention is the monies were put in the way they were in
Lillie in the form of corporate loan so that every dime had to
retain the corporate structure would have been put in as a corporate loan and if Ocean Bay had paid out $585,000 there would
have been $585,000 corporate loan.

I think I can show this by

(TR 206) the Lillie agreement because, in fact, it was done.
THE COURT: Maybe if you rephrase your question.

Assume

that the purchase price was $500,000 and $85,000 was paid in
interest.

MR. WEISBERG: All right.

I will do that.

THE COURT: But he isn't going to ever admit that the
property cost $85,000.

MR. WEISBERG: I will rephrase the question.
THE COURT: All right.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Do you have a pen or pencil?
.... .j()5-
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{TR 206)
A

No.

Q

I want you to assume instead that Ocean Bay Development

Corporation borrowed from the stockholders $585_,000 over a ten-year
period.

I

would like you to assume that you have a loan to Ocean Bay.

MR. JONES: Your Honor -MR. WEISBERG:

lt 1 s not going to be that academic.

THE COURT: Let him finish his question.

Don't you

answer.
(TR 207)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Assume there were loans to Ocean Bay Development Corpora-

tion, $585,000, arid I ask you to write that figure down.
THE COURT: What's the question?

MR. WEISBERG: And then assume that the property was
sold by Ocean Bay Development Corporation for $350,000.
THE COURT: Meaning a loss?

MR. WEISBERG: Meaning a loss.
Then I want you to show how all the property was sold.
All of it.

THE COURT: Wouldn•t it be simpler to ask him if the
corporation -- the whole deal -- had folded up and suffered a
$100,000 loss, how would the loss have been shared by the
Weisbergs and the Steins?
MR. WEISBERG: The only difference is that I want to show
that all of the property was paid for out of the corporation.
I want to presume that the property was paid for out of the
-(06-

D. I. Levine- Direct {Adv.)

(TR 207)

corporation and I want to presume that the money was put in as
corporate loans, which it was in Lillie and then I want to
see how he would distribute what's left in the corporation.
(TR 208)

THE COURT:

If he made a profit?

MR. WEISBERG: No, with the loss $350,000.
THE COURT: You are talking about distributed property
now.

You want him to figure out if four of them would have

absorbed a loss?
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes,~sir.

That's correct.

THE COURT: That's different from distribution.
you absorb the loss if I understand your question.

How would

Suppose you

had a $100,000 loss, how would everybody have absorbed it?
25-25-25-25?
MR. WEISBERG:

I think that's clear.

He would have absorbed $50,000 of $100,000 loss, isn't that
correct.
THE WITNESS: Are you answering for me or are you asking?
MR. WEISBERG:
THE WITNESS:

Is that correct?
I don't know.

I have never done a one.

THE COURT: First party shall be responsible and he shall
be personally responsible for 50 percent of the loss, if any
sustained by the corporation.

It speaks for itself, doesn't

it? I don't care what Mr. Levine says I am going to say that
(TR 209) he would have to assume a 50 percent loss. That's what the
contract says, doesn't it?
MR. WEISBERG:

It does, your Honor.
- \D1-
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(TR 209)

THE COURT: What are we doing all this for?
MR. WEISBERG:

How do you define loss? How do you define

profit? That's what I didn 1 t feel

li~e

-- the intentions of the

parties is probably important in governing what the court does
eventually in constructing the contract and I have done some
figuring.
THE COURT: As a practical man you know Mr. Levine is
never going to say that he had to pay in interest.

He has made

that so clear from the beginning of counsel's opening statement.

You can spend all day today and all day tomorrow asking

him did he have the intention up in his mind all the time.
is going to say no, no, no.

Because he said no, no, no.

He
We

are just wasting time now.
MR. WEISBERG:

You have got to convince me from the

contract, from the facts and from the law that he was required
to pay interest.

I don't care what his intention was, what

(TR 210) Mr. Weisberg was, what Mr. Stein was, what their intentions
are up here.

(Indicating the head by pointing.)

If your

Honor please, when the court goes to construing this contract -THE COURT: A lot of people have a contract and wake up
in court a year later and find out that the picture is a whole
lot different.

But they were charter to what they signed and

it says Mr. Levine would be responsible for 50 percent of any
loss.

Of course Mr. Jones has objected and it is pretty well

taken there was no loss.

It is all academic.

point is you are trying to get the intention.

I can see your

D. I. Levine- Direct {Adv.)

{TR 210)
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir, because ;nvest a loan is not

synonymous and it•s ambiguous as to whether it was -THE COURT: Do you want me to let you ask him once
more was it your intention to pay interest?
MR. WEISBERG: No, sir.

I am not interested in that

question because I honestly believe that he will divide this
proposition up differently if it•s a loss and I don•t know
why but I think he will.

I would like to have an explanation

{TR 211) of why but I really think he will.

It wasn•t a law situation

but it would help to show the intention of the parties as to
repayment, if in fact, he divided it up the way I believe he
will divide it up and if he doesn•t then I miss but I am on
cross examination and the purpose of it is -THE COURT:

I don't see --

MR. WEISBERG:

In other words, if the corporation had

lent, had borrowed the money from their individual stockholders
and the corporation had a loss and they sold all the property
and nothing left then I want to know how he would have construed this contract or what his understanding was as to how
the money left would have been distributed.
THE COURT: Maybe if I make my example. Suppose they
had a loss of $150,000. would Mr. Harry and Mr. Sam Weisberg
pay 25 of the loss each, Mr. Stein pay 25,000 and Mr. Levine
pay 75,000 of the loss, which will total $150,000? Is that
what you are getting at?
MR. WEISBERG: That•s kind of it, Judge, but I really

{TR 211)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)
had more to it than that.

I

don't mind if he answers that

{TR 212) question.
THE COURT: Back up and try your. question once more and
let's see what it is.

MR. WEISBERG: We have a contract, in other words that
assumes a corporation and we

are~.trying

to prove --

THE COURT: Don't tell me. Ask him.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right. Mr. Levine, we have a contract that assumes

a corporation and it's going to be our effort that the monies to be put
into the corporation are going to be put in in the form of loan and we
are going to offer proof to that effect.

First of all I want to know

do you have an opinion as to what percentage of losses you were responsible for according to ·this -- the Seaview Beach agreement?
MR. JONES:

I am going to object again and I have got

an additional objection to this. The section that Mr. Weisberg
is referring to from the contract is paragraph four.
four has to do with development costs.

Paragraph

It doesn•t have any-

thing to do with the land purchase.
THE

COURT: That is so right.

MR. JONES: And that's the reason this whole line of
(TR 213) questioning he is attempting to embark on is so far out of
line.
THE COURT:

I saw that before lunch and I should have

seen it after lunch.
MR. WEISBERG:

I sustain the objection.
I would like to just point out in that

(TR 213)

D. I. Levine- Direct (Adv.)
regard that the paragraph four -- I don't have a proper copy
of it.
THE COURT:

It

s~s

here 50 percent loss for every

reasonab,e.effort to keep secure finances for the corporation.
MR. WEISBERG:

In that same paragraph, doesn't it say

although he shall be responsible for placing in it "at it's
inception? ..
THE COURT:

But it's based on losses as a result of it's

activity and that doesn't have anything to do with purchase of
property because the property -MR. WEISBERG:

That's one of the major activities the

corporation was formed for, Judge, was to purchase property.
That was the whole thing.

Questions of property and to either

get it sold or develop to the point of sale.

This was the only

activity of the joint venture to buy this piece of property and
develop it.

That was the activity.

To buy and develop it is

(TR 214) the reason we are -- it says the reason we are forming this
corporation is to buy this piece of property.

Where is the

agreement? "For the purpose of purchasing a tract of land,"
and that's one of the major purposes was to purchase a tract
of land right in the very second paragraph.
THE COURT: look here at number four.
four.

This is number

It consists of two parts;· The purchase of 1and and

development. That's what I put on it.

Of course your attor-

neys will be permitted to tell me why it's not a fair interpretation but listen to this.

"Although first party shall be

-\\\-

(TR 214)
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responsible for placing in the corporate treasury only twentyfive percent of the personal funds for financing corporate
activities at it's inception ... That•s. number one.
MR. WEISBERG: Right.
THE COURT:
Then number two.
twenty~five

11

At it's inception." He bought the land.

It starts off although he shall put up only

percent for corporate activities at it's inception--

although he must do that at twenty-five percent, nevertheless
(TR 215) in effect, "He shall be responsible for fifty percent of the
loss, if any, sustained by the corporation as a result of it's
activities."

I take it it means subsequent activities?

MR. WEISBERG:

No.· sir.

It doesn •t say that.

THE COURT: Well, why have two provisions? One for
inception and one for later activities?
MR. WEISBERG:

I will tell you, your Honor.

The reason

for that is because he didn•t have to put up a dime in the
very beginning_ on his twenty-five percent that we are putting
up, nevertheless, when it came time to make funds available
for development at that time, he had to actually put up fifty
percent of what he was -- of his share.

In other words,

initially on the land purchase he only had to put up twentyfive percent.

After the land purchase and during the develop-

ment activities he had to put up the whole fifty percent.
THE COURT:

It doesn't say he had to put up fifty percent

of any loss sustained by the activities.
(TR 216)

MR. WEISBERG: What I am saying is if it had said sub-

- \ \ ')...-

(TR 216)
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sequent it would have changed the interpretation.

In fact,

your Honor -THE COURT:

It's ambiguous, I will admit.

MR. WEISBERG: The testimony has already been that he put
up fifty percent of the developmental cost.

It has already

been testified to.
THE COURT: All right.

MR. WEISBERG: So that's why, your Honor, I wanted to
ask this question.
THE COURT: Do you want another admission? Did you
put up fifty percent of the developmental cost?
THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE COURT: That's number two.
MR. WEISBERG:

Do you want any more?

If it's not admissible I think the court

would find out after he tried it and the court could certainly
disregard it.

I would like him to show if indeed he admits to

being responsible for fifty percent of the losses.

If he admits

to that -THE COURT: Even if he did admit it, I would hold him
liable to fifty percent of any loss.
(TR 217)

MR. WEISBERG: But if he does, I can't ask mY question to
him. The question I do want is to get him to do this math and
show how his understanding -THE COURT:

I sustained the objection in the math.

and ask him some questions.

Go on

(TR 217)
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BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q
returns.

All right.

Now, getting back to this business about tax

I am not so sure I understand this.

~ach

time that a payment

was made on your behalf from '61 let's say up to '71, approximately that
period of time and prior to your sale of any piece -A

Um-hum.

Q

Your testimony is that you did not treat the payment on

your behalf as a fee; is that correct?
A

We didn't treat it at all -- didn't mention it.
THE COURT: As a fee?
MR. WEISBERG: As a fee or salary or compensation for

his services or anything of that nature.
THE COURT: Took no note of it?
MR. WEISBERG:
(TR 218)

Took no note of it.

THE WITNESS: That's right.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

And then when you had your first sale, that was in '72?

A

No. The first sale, sir, was consummated in December of

'71 after I wrote the letter in June 1 71.

Q

And in your '71 tax return you show your basis in the

property for the first time?
A

Ye.s.

Of course, because it's the first time we had

occassion to show the basis for it.

If you buy a piece of land you don't

show the basis until you have some reason to.

Q

But when you reported interest expense on the quarter of

interest that you advanced for yourself --\\~-

(TR 218)
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A

We took that as an interest expense each year.

Q

But there was never any listing in your tax return and I

am just ignorant of what the basis was in the property itself?

A

No.

Q

Okay.

So that the first time you reported any basis whatsoever

in the property was· in 1971•s return?
A

That•s right.

Q

And at that time you reported $250,000 basis?

(TR 219) A
Q

That's right.
All right.

Didn•t you testify in depositions that the

reason why you -- that you gave Weisberg and Stein some of this money back
was because you intended to make a gift to both of them?

A

Now, you brought up the word 11 gift 11 •

initially introduced the word "gift 11 •

You are the one that

You said, 11 Were you charitable,"

and I used the word "gift" but not in a tax sense.

It was a gift because

actually I gave them something I didn•t owe them but in the semantic term,
you are the one that brought it up.

If you remember, Mr. Garret challenged

you several times on that.

Q

Do you remember Page 34?

A

No.

Q

In the deposition? I am going to quote it.

9:30A.M., Page 34 Line 2 commencing.

June 7, 1974,

I ask you:

.. Question: Are you saying you with your complete understanding
of what you are doing made a gift to him and the Weisberg interest
of a hundred twenty-five thousand dollars right then and there?
11

Answer: Yes.
- J/5-

(TR 220)
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"Question:

For no other consideration other than you liked

them? 11
"Answer:

Yes ...

Later on in the same page on Line 21:
"Question: Are you trying to revoke your gift?"
.. Answer:

No."

MR. WEISBERG:

All right.

Let me just confer and I think

maybe that•s all.
THE COURT: All right.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

I ask you Page 40 in the same connection, Line 7, in the

same deposition:
.. Question:

I want to know what the intention was, Mr.

levine?" Of giving the $125,000.
11

Answer:

Mr. Levine:

The intention was to be generous, that•s all.

That was the intention, to be generous, and I happen to be a
very generous person and I can prove that if I have to all
through my life."

*****
(TR 227) BY MR. JONES:
Q

I want to direct your attention back to the marked up copy

of the old Lillie contract which was written over and on which you have
underlined certain things in pen and your Honor, I believe that is
Plaintiff•s Exhibit Number 1.
THE COURT:

That is right.

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
-/It-

D. I. levine - Cross (Adv.)

(TR 227)

BY MR. JONES:
Q

(TR 228)

Do you have one of these, Mr. Levine, with you?

I don•t think you do.

Here•s a

photo~tat

copy.

(Shown to witness for examination.)
Q

I want to direct.your attention, Mr. Levine, specifically

in this Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 1 to paragraph four and specifically
I want to ask you about the language At it•s inception," which you can
11

see was penned in on Line three of paragraph four.
THE COURT: And that is not his handwriting because he
didn•t underline it.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Is that your handwriting, Mr. Levine?

A

No, I don't write that well.

Q

And so, when would that have been added to the contract?

A

That was added after I left Mr. Stein with Mr. Olitsky.

I don't know but it was put in there and I didn't even put it in there
but evidently that's the way the contract came out and it distinguished
between -MR. WEISBERG:
very responsive.
THE COURT:

If your Honor please, I think that's being

He has answered the question.
He has got a right to give his explanation

I would think.
(TR 229)

MR. JONES:
THE WITNESS:

Thank you, your Honor.
To distinguish between what we had in

paragraph one which related to the land purchase and what we
had in paragraph four which referred to the expenses and the

-\\\-

(TR 229)

D. I. Levine -

development funds.

MR. JONES:
THE COURT:

Cross (Adv.)

That's all.
All right, sir, and -So, take paragraph four, Line 2, 3, 4, and

5 -- if the word "activities" in Line 5 had been modified by the

word 11 Subsequent", it would be a little clear what you all
allege you were talking about; wouldn't it?
Yes, I'm sure it would but I didn't draw that

THE WITNESS:
up.
THE COURT:

I mean that would have been a completely

different change modifying "activities?"
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: Go ahead.
BY MR .. JONES:
Q

And therefore the distinction then, Mr. Levine, between

paragraph four and the numbered paragraph one in this agreement, would
you explain that, please sir?
(TR 230) A

Paragraph one as far as my consideration, what I had to

do, they gave me a consideration of one-fourth of the property for the
activities that were outlined in paragraph one but then to distinguish
between the twenty-five percent and the fifty percent, evidently Mr. Stein,
after I left put in there that, even though I paid only twenty-five
percent of the funds at it•s inception, which means when we bought the
land, then I would be personally responsible for fifty percent.

And I

put up fifty percent of all the expenses after that, even though
technically I could have put up twenty-five percent.

Honestly, I didn•t

read the contract and I know I was responsible for fifty percent of all
-\\~-

D. I. Levine- Cross

(TR 230)

(Adv.)

the expenses, so every time there was expense taxes or development
funds, I put up fifty percent.

I wasn't reading the contract daily.

Q

Amount -- development funds include what type of

A

Oh, thousands of dollars on engineering, thousands of

expenses?

dollars on taxes, thousands of dollars on promotion.

They were the

main items.

*****
(TR 232)

MR. JONES: The next thing I would like to direct, your
Honor, to Mr. Levine. pertains to the checks that were written
which would be for the corporation that are in evidence.
Your Honor, I believe the Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 5, a
series of photostat copies of checks, cancelled checks.
THE COURT: That's right.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

And these, are they, Mr. Levine -- I think you know

what I am talking about.

And these checks are into evidence and the

first one dated December 13, 1971, for instance bears the notation
where

it

says
THE COURT: Suppose you had the court's copy to Mr.
Levine to help you on his handwriting.
MR. JONES:
A

(TR 233)

I

I

can't read it either.

am pretty good on his handwriting.

It says, "Reimbursed toward land purchase, Seaview."
THE COURT: What did it say?
THE WITNESS:

11

Reimburse toward land

purchase~

Seaview."

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

(TR 233)
BY MR. JONES:

Q

And without the necessity of going through all these,

because the various notations appear on these
it is an exhibit in evidence.

I

c~ecks

Mr. Levine, and

ask you why that language was chosen.

Why that's on these checks?
Because after the June 19 letter, which I agreed to

A

interpret the contract as owing
for me.

$125,000, which I then said was advance

Once I did that I had no compunction about stating that many

times and I did it on the checks and I did it by certified mail and I
have letters where I sent to Mr. Stein and Weisberg telling them that
my wife and I had only one intention and that was to pay the $125,000
obligation I had as quickly as possible.
interest.

It said $125,000.

I

didn't say obligation plus

I also have letters from them admitting

. that all I owe them is the interest not the principal.
Q

All right.

Then Mr. Levine, I think you have a series

of letters that I gave you and I will return this exhibit to the court.
(TR 234) A
Q

All right.
And I would like to identify them as we go along.

First

of all there is a letter dated August 17, 1971, addressed to Mr. Levine
and signed by Mr. Stein.

I

MR. WEISBERG:

don't think you put that one into evidence.
Okay.

I

have no objection to that.

THE COURT: This would be Defendant's Exhibit Number 1.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Defendant's Exhibit Number 1.)
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, you received this letter Mr. Levine, signed by Mr.

(TR 234)

D. I. Levine - Cross (Adv.)

Stein, which he signed the copy and I direct your Honor to the paragraph that begins on the bottom of the first page and continues over
and ask you -A

This is certified mail.

It was dated August 17, 1971

and addressed to David I. Levine. That paragraph which is the fifth
paragraph says, In addition I think that final payment for the property
11

should be made at settlement from the proceedings of sale.

The Stein

estate will provide it's share and the Levine and Weisbers shares will
come from their share of the proceeds at settlement.

In addition, the

balance of any monies due you at settlement will be paid one-half to
(TR 235)
Sam and one-half to the Stein estate as partial payment toward the
$62,500 obligation owing to each of us by you.

It is my understanding

that as further proceeds from the property come due to you these will
be paid to us until said obligation is satisfied." Here on August 17,
1971, he states very clearly "payment of the $62,500 obligation owing
to each of us by you."
Q

It didn't say anything about interest.

That was my question.

There is no mention of interest?

THE COURT: I thought $62,000 was including the interest.
THE WITNESS:
the principal.

No, sir.

That's half of $125,000.

That's

So, here he is and I certainly was under the

assumption after I wrote him the letter and subsequently he
writes me a letter saying $62,500 obligation.
exclusive of interest.

He didn't say

I thought I had every right to believe

I didn't owe him any interest.

(TR 235)

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

BY MR. JONES:

Q

And Mr. Levine, with reference to any sales of the

property, this letter from Mr. Stein was when? .
(TR 236) A

This letter was when we anticipated a sale.

Q

Ues, sir.

A

We hadn•t anticipated it when I wrote him the commitment

but at that time we though we were going to have a sale.
THE COURT:

In August 1971?

THE WITNESS: Yes sir. The letter was in June 1 71.
BY MR. JONES:

Q

Now, I show you a letter also dated November 31, 1971,

certified mail, addressed to Mr. Sam Weisberg and Mr. Robert Stein, and
which is a photostat copy of a letter.
(Shown to witness for examination.)
(Shown to opposing counsel for examination.)
I

A

ask you if you sent that letter.

Certified mail, return receipt requested, to Mr. Sam

Weisberg and Robert Stein, two separate letters, November 31, 1971.

(TR 237)

Q

Let me ask you first, did you send this letter?

A

Yes.
MR. JONES:

This will be our exhibit.

THE COURT:

Defendant's Exhibit Number 2.

(Received and marked in evidence

by

the court as

Defendant•s Exhibit Number 2.)
THE COURT: What's the significance of this letter?
Are you going into that?

-\')..."A-

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

(TR 237)

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
BY MR. JONES:

Q

All right.

A

It says, "However, if either of you are not agreeable to

And in the next to the last paragraph in that

letter --

committing the property for sale at some terms agreeable to all of us
then we should have a meeting to decide just what actions should be
taken.

Barbara and I have only one desire in this matter ... That was

my wife.

11

That is to pay back the $125,000 obligation we owe you on

the property.

If we were not going to be allowed to sell the property,

this debt should continue...

I sent that certified telling them I had--

they sent me letters and I sent them letters.

This has to do with a

sale.
Q

The obligation that you are talking about in this

A

Was the commitment I made in consequence with the June

Exhibit,

19 letter.
(TR 238)

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

Now, there is another set of let-

ters and, your Honor, I think we will do these since they all
pertain to the notices.
THE COURT:

We would like to have these marked.

Notices of what?

MR. JONES: These are three letters dated -THE COURT:

From whom to whom?

MR. JONES: April 15, 1966 from David Levine addressed
to Dear Jack and Sam. Then there is an October 1, 1969 letter addressed to Dear Jack and Sam, signed David.
-IJ.3 . .

Then there

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

(TR 238)

is March 18, 1971, addressed to Mr. Sam Weisberg and with a
typed signature, David and these letters relate to notice that
payments were due on the $500,000 obligation for the land
purchase.
THE COURT:

I got you.

Let's clip it together and mark

it one exhibit.

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

(Shown to opposing counsel for examination.)

MR. JONES:

I might add that these do not purport to be

all of the letters that were sent giving notice but these are
typical.
THE COURT: On the purchase price of Seaview trustees?
MR. JONES: Yes, sir.

(TR 239)

THE COURT:

Let me clip them and mark it.

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
THE COURT:

Defendant's Number 3.

(Received and marked in evidence by the court as
Defendant's Exhibit Number 3.}
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, Mr. Levine, I ask you, how when payments were due on

the $500,000 obligation with the trustees of Seaview Beach, who gave the
notices?
A

I gave the notices to Mr. Weisberg and to Mr. Stein

because they were habitually late coming up with the funds so a good
time in advance of the time the funds were due I had to write them and
try to emphasize the fact that I would have the funds in on time.

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.}

(TR 239)

Sometimes I couldn't advance it like I sometimes did and if they
didn't get it in on time it was possible the owners would try to foreclose.
Q

Now, with reference --

THE COURT: I am placing Plaintiff's Exhibits here to
help you out.
MR. JONES: Thank you.
{TR

240)

BY MR. JONES:

Q

With reference to these letters in the Exhibit, I ask you

to take a look at the way that you notified them that the payments were
divided up and to explain that to the court.
A

This is March 18, 1971.

11

Dear Sam: This is to notify you

that our next to· last payment fer the Seaview Beach property is due by
about April 5th and payments are to be broken down as follows:
$8,250 which represents $7,500

p~ment

and $750 interest.

One,

Two, $8,250

from Bobby representing the same amount for payment and interest, and
$5,500 from me representing $5,000 payment and $500 interest.
I will have forwarded my check to Iula made out to Seaview Beach Complex by the last day of this month.

Please be sure that you do the same

so that Iula can get her check off in time.
One more payment and we will have no more land payments or interest due
on the whole thing. Sincerely, David"
Back in October '69, 11 Dear Jack and Sam: On November 1, 1969, we owe
our next payment to the Seaview people.

The total balance is $80,000

so we owe $40,000 plus five percent interest on $80,000 for the year
- JJ,.5-

(TR 240)

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

totalling $44,000.

~share

is $11,000.

Your shares are $16,500 each.

I again remind you that a late payment could result in our losing the

property.

My check to Seaview Beach complex will be in Jack•s hands by

October 2411 and the other goes on about some other things and the last
one is April 15.
(TR 241)

THE COURT:

Doesn•t that work out roughly one-third for

you and two-thirds for them?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

One-fourth for me and each of them

puts up thirty-seven and a half percent.
THE COURT:

I see.

THE WITNESS: April 15, 1966 which is -- that's five years
difference.

It says:

11

Dear Jack and Sam: Ten days ago I

opened an account called Seaview Beach complex.
$30,000 into the account.

I deposited

A check for $27,000 was written to

the trustees of Seaview Beach representing $20,000 payment and
$7,000 interest. My share was $5,000

p~ent

and $750 interest

which is __ .. I keep saying all through these letters -MR. WEISBERG: Your Honor, I don•t think he can argue
the case from the stand but it keeps coming up.
THE COURT:

I didn•t take it as argumentative.

MR. WEISBERG:

It was until I interrupted.

THE COURT: He raised his voice a little but the content
wasn•t argumentative.

His tone was argumentative but the

content was not.
(TR 242}

MR. WEISBERG:
THE WITNESS:

Ok~.

I better lower my tone.

-\~~-

D. I. Levine- Cross (Adv.)

(TR 242)
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, Mr. Levine, these are not all of the notice letters

that you sent out?
A

I would say fourteen or fifteen notices.

Q

Yes, sir. And each time --

A

The same contents.
MR. JONES: Your Honor, that's going to be all my

questions.
THE COURT: And you reserve the right to call him as a
witness.
Do you have anything further, Mr. Weisberg?
MR. WEISBERG:

I'm afraid I do.

THE COURT: Go ahead.
MR. WEISBERG:

Can I see that Defendant's Exhibit Number

2?

REDIRECT EXAMINATION (Adv.)
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right.

Now, Mr. Levine, you have said over and over

again that prior to your letter to Stein that you did not consider the
(TR 243)

monies advanced for you had any -- you had any obligation to repay.
what I want to ask you is this.

No--

What did you consider those funds prior

to your letter to Stein? How did you characterize it -- as a gift, as a
fee, as a salary? That's what I'm asking.
A

I thought we said that was a consideration for my services.
THE COURT:

It has been said about four times.

D. I. Levine- Redirect (Adv.)

(TR 243)

THE WITNESS: All day yesterday.
MR. WEISBERG: Well Judge, he said 11 gave him."
THE COURT:

It's already into evjdence. He said the
11

consideration of my services. 11 That is what was in my head,
just repeated because it's all in the evidence.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, is there any contention on your part that the

agreement -- Seaview agreement -- in any way differentiates between
principal that would be put up for purchase of property or interest
that would be put up for purchase of property? Would you like to have
that agreement before you?
(TR 244)
A

I thought we went into all that unless I'm wrong.

If I

didn't think I owed you the principal, I certainly wouldn't have thought
I owed you interest on something that wasn't principal.
Q

What I am asking you is, this agreement that is here, is

it your contention that there is anywhere in that agreement that there
is a distinction between the purchase price for the property broken up
into principal pay and interest pay?
A

If I didn't recognize any principal, I don't know how I

could recognize any interest on principal.
Q

All right.

Isn't it true, Mr. Levine, that you actually--

you and Jack and Sam always refer to your obligation as a $125,000
obligation as a label? Wasn't that just a label where they label what
they put up for you?
THE COURT:

I don•t follow the question.

D. I. Levine- Redirect (Adv.)

(TR 244)

MR. WEISBERG: The many letters put into evidence, the
sixty-two fifty or one-hundred twenty-five -- whether or not
he was talking about half the parties and he is -- his counsel
has brought up the point that he never said anything about
interest.

Well, my contention is and

I

want to know what he

feels about it, that this figure was just a label because he
knew that a quarter of $500,000 was $125,000.
(TR 245) the figures of the interest.
on the unpaid balance.

It was

alw~s

They never had

changeable.

It was

So, I am asking wasn't it just a label

and I think I can prove it was.

I hope to prove to the court.

THE COURT: Just a -- that all this became a cliche?
MR. WEISBERG:

I hope to prove to the court that that's

true.

THE COURT: Go ahead.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now -- letter after letter. That's what

I

am asking.

Wasn't it used as a label -- the $125,000 figure -- wasn't that just a
label for the monies put up for you?

A

No, because your reason is wrong because after we paid

off all the indebtedness on the land, then the label couldn't have
changed because $125,000 plus whatever interest was paid off.

So~

when

you said it was always changing, it couldn't be always changing because
the last couple of years we paid it off.
Q

But, in fact, didn't you write letters and receive letters

after talking about the $125,000 to you before it was even put up?
A

No.

D. I. Levine- Redirect (Adv.)

(TR 245)
Q

Well, this letter of November 31, 1975 that you wrote--

the certified letter that is your Exhibit Number 2 -- didn•t you just
read -A

1975?

Q

November 3, 1971.

Exhibit Number 2.

Didn•t you just

read that .. Barbara and I have only one desire in this matter and that is
to pay back the $125,000 on the property?

11

A

If you will repeat the --you will see --

Q

I am asking you.

A

Let me hear your question.

Q

What I will ask you then, is this letter dated November 3,

1971 -- was written by you prior to the last payment on Seaview Beach
property, isn•t that correct?
A

If the last payment was after that it•s correct but it

was written after mY letter of June 19, 1971.

Q

I

understand what you are saying and I am asking you,

wasn't the last payment on the Seaview Beach property subsequent to the
November 3, 1971 letter?
A

Yes, but--

*****
(TR 250)

CALVIN BREIT, called as a witness on behalf of the

plaintiffs, having been first duly sworn, was examined and testified
as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Mr. Breit, would you inform the record of your name and
-\~C-

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 250)
address?
A

My name is Calvin Breit and I live at 6410 Ocean Front,

Virginia Beach.
THE COURT: And your occupation?
THE WITNESS:

I

am an attorney.

THE COURT: Oh, I see.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Are you over twenty-one years old?

A

I

(TR 251) Q

am afraid so.

Could you tell the court if you had occasion to get in-

valved in the agreement with David Levine, Sam Weisberg, Jaci Stein and
others? January of 1961 regarding development of properties out in the
Portsmouth area, Norfolk contract I believe it was?
A

I did.

THE COURT: You are talking about Lillie now?
MR. WEISBERG:

I hope so.

THE COURT: Okay.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Was that agreement -- we will repeatedly refer to it as

the Lillie agreement.

A

Urn-hum.

Q

Was it not a corporation called Lillie or something of

that nature?
A

Lillie Rea l.tY Corporation.

Q

Is this a very poor copy, but a copy of the Lillie

agreement?

-131-

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 251)

THE COURT: That•s not in evidence but it•s a part of
the stipulation, isn•t it?
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: All right. Go ahead.
THE WITNESS:

Let me take just a moment to refresh mY

memory.
(TR 252)

THE COURT:

Do you want to look at the stipulation

agreement copy?
THE WITNESS:

I can read this Judge. This is the

agreement all right.
THE COURT: Mr. Breit, this agreement, were there other
people involved?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, all of the signatures on the contract

were involved.
THE COURT: And none others I take it?
THE WITNESS: Well, not-- that's not exactly so.

Peter

Babalas and Calvin Breit included in this group although not in
signatures of the contract. Then other members of this law
finn.

THE COURT:

I see.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Now, could you tell the court how the Lillie Corporation

was set up and what the percentage interests were of the various parties?
A

When it was originally formed, Peter Babalas and Calvin

Breit received forty percent of the outstanding stock. Jack Stein and
Sam Weisberg received forty percent of the outstanding stock and David I.
-!3t:J-

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 252)

Levine received twenty percent of the outstanding stock.
(TR 253) Q

And the stock, the description price of the stock, who

put that up? What was the amount and so forth?.
A

It was a very nominal sum.. If I recall, we capitalized

for something like $6,000.

Q

Now, did Mr. Levine put up -- ·
THE COURT:

Is there any debate about the forty-forty-

twenty?
MR. JONES: No, sir.
THE COURT: Well, on the stipulation agreement or contract agreement where the signatures put their names, I put
twenty percent, by Mr. Babalas and Breit and forty percent
by Mr. Weisberg and Mr. Stein. This is for mY information to
clarify the stipulat1on.
MR. WEISBERG:

Your Honor, that is how it was set up.

THE COURT: No disagreements?
It is forty-forty-twenty?
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

I wanted you to know I made those notations.

All right. ···Go ahead.
(TR 254)
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

You wouldn't deny that the capital stock may have been

$15,000 instead of $6,000, would you?
A

In thinking it over, I believe you are correct.

fifteen shares
-/33-

That

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 254)
MR. WEISBERG:

I believe Mr. Jones will stipulate to

that.
MR. JONES: Yes, fifteen thousand is correct.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, the monies put up for the capital stock, who put up

those sums -- the $15,000?
A

All of the monies were originally put up by all of the

parties except for David Levine.

All right.

Now, Mr. Levine put up no

money. The understanding was that the other parties were to advance all
the funds necessary from time to time and although $15,000 was capitalized,
we treated it as capital for tax purposes rather than for ownership purposes.

In other words, we intended to get that back before Mr. Levine

received any monies.

Q

Wasn't there considerable additional sums put into this

corporation?
A
(TR 255) Q

Quite a large amount.
Weren't those sums used for the purchase of a piece of

property in Norfolk County?
A

We purchased a piece of property and that was the sole

purchase of the corporate venture was to buy that piece of property in
Portsmouth and develop it in Chesapeake.
THE COURT:

For residences?

THE WITNESS: We had a sort of a multi-year plan, Judge,
and we originally planned to develop in a residential home
community and actually -THE COURT: The supporting of it?

- l ~'-f -

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 255)
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, we left certain lands.

We did

start construction and built a large number of homes which proved
to be unprofitable and then we didn•t build any longer.

There

Levine later built some homes on the property on his own account
and paid us a certain amount for each lot he took from us.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Let me back up just a little bit.

I want to ask you were

the number of additional amounts of funds put in this by the other parties other than Levine to finance purchase of the property besides this
$15,000?

(TR 256) A

Yes, we had, I think sometimes in excess of $100,000

invested in the project which we treated on loans.
THE COURT: And none of the monies were contributed by
Mr. Levine?
THE WITNESS: That's correct.
THE COURT: At any time?
THE WITNESS: At that time although Judge, later on and
I don't recall exactly when it occurred, I believe Mr. Levine
bought out another twenty percent interest from the WeisbergStein group.
THE COURT: That was purchase money and capital?
THE WITNESS:

Yes and then any additional funds that

were needed after that, he had to come up with that appropriation of shares.
THE COURT:

I see.

C. Breit - Direct

{TR 256)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, you say that the monies up to a hundred though were

put into a corporation and showed as a loan on

~he

corporate books.

Were

any of those loans showed returnable to David Levine?
(TR 257) A

Well, now, I didn't keep the books and records so I don't

know what the accountants showed on them.

Q

What was the intention?

A

We would put it in as needed and draw it out of the first

Q

Was David Levine to get any of that?

proceeds.

THE COURT: Any reimbursed money?
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Any reimbursement money or any distribution of the pay

back of the loans was David Levine?
A

No.

Whoever put the money up was supposed to get it back.

Q

All right.

Now, in fact. performance, have the parties

that put in money as loans to Lillie received back all of the monies that
they lent?
A

Yes.

Q

Today?

A

Yes.

Q

They have received it all?

A

Yes, completely.

Q

Did they receive that money prior to Mr. Levine receiving

any monies from profits or on the Lillie deal?
(TR 258)

THE COURT: You mean were all the loans repaid before

C. Breit - Direct

(TR 258)

Mr. Levine shared -- was the first order of -THE WITNESS: Yes.
THE COURT: To pay these loans

o~f

before you start

stripping profits?
THE WITNESS:

Yes. There is a payment in the record

from Mr. Levine of $40,000 which Mr. Levine immediately loaned
back to the corporation and the sole purpose of that was for a
tax advantage. Mr. Levine was entitled to draw a fee, so we
paid him that $40,000 fee, took it as a deduction to the corporation.

He took it as income at a time when the income would not

affect his tax materially but he immediately put it back. in the
corporation. The corporation shows on the records. I believe, a
$40,000 accounts payable to Mr. Levine but there is an agreement
among all of the parties that he is not to receive that money
back.
MR. WEISBERG: Okay.
THE COURT: Bookkeeping?
THE WITNESS:

Bookkeeping entry only.

*****
(TR 264)

C. Breit - Cross
CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Mr. Breit, as far as the $3,000 for the capital stock of

David Levine was concerned, did you and the other persons who were putting up money expect to receive back the $3,000 that was put up for from
Mr. Levine!s stock?
THE COURT:

From mY -- from Mr. Levine or out of the
-/37-

C. Breit - Cross

(TR 264)
assets of the corporation?

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Did you expect to receive that back from Mr. Levine?

A

No, we expected to receive every penny we invested into

the corporate treasury to whatever purpose and no matter how treated
back before any of us received.any portion of the properties and that
included the capital account.

Q

And that included both land purchase and development

A

It was the bottom line for whatever reason we were to put

cost?

in the money that was needed and we are to withdraw the first.

(TR

265)

Q

And Mr. Levine put up no cash whatsoever?

A

Not at the beginning.

Q

At the inception?

A

That•s correct.

Q

And did you expect to receive back from him personally

the $3,000 that was invested on his behalf for his twenty percent of

stock?
A

Only if they were lost and we didn•t get it out of the

corporate treasury.

He was to share in twenty percent of the loss so if

there were a one-hundred thousand dollar loss he would have had to give
us $20,000.

Q

Now, you mentioned a loan of $40,000 to Mr. Levine that

Mr. Levine made back to -THE COURT: Would you repeat that Mr. Jones?
following.

I wasn•t

(TR 265)

C. Breit - Cross
MR. JONES:

Do you want to go back to the question I was

asking about the $3,000?
THE COURT: Yes, I see in the

co~tract

he was personally

responsible for twenty percent of the loss. Now, your question
is what? I see where he has got 3,000 shares and representes
twenty percent. All right.

Go ahead.

MR. JONES: Now, well, is the court unclear as to the
answer?
THE COURT: No, I just wasn't following your question.
MR. JONES:

Now, your Honor, I am talking about the

$40,000 which was paid to Mr. Levine.

{TR 266)

THE COURT: Oh, I see.
MR. JONES:

I

which he claims as income and then he

loaned back to lillie Realty Corporation.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, as to that $40,000 Mr. Breit, when that money was

loaned back to Mr. Levine to Lillie Realty Corporation, did that
obligation bear interest?
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

It wasn't twenty-four hours involved, was it?
It was just a bookkeeping interest.

Nothing

more.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

There was no interest obligation on that, was it?

A

We never discussed it and I don't think anybody contem-

plated it.

Q

And Mr. Levine did that to help out everybody in Lillie

c. Breit - Cross

{TR 266)
Realty?
(TR 267)A

That's right.

The reason we loaned it to him or rather

gave it to him as a fee, he wasn't entitled to _the fee at that moment.
Do you understand? And we gave it to him with the intention of him
giving it back immediately and assuming the tax burden that the $40,000
carried to the extent that we had a substantial saving on taxes.

It was

a big advantage to the company.
Q

So, it was to the advantage of Lillie Realty that this

whole transaction -- this whole -- let me rephrase that -- that whole
transaction about the $40,000 accrued to the advantage of Lillie Realty?

A

Yes.

~

All right, sir.

Now, I believe there were approximately

255 houses built by the Lillie Realty.

A

I don't remember the number.

Q

But as far as you know there were a number of houses as

far as Mr. Levine himself is concerned.

He was paid a fee of $125 per

house for every house that Lillie Realty Corporation built?

A

I do not remember.

Q

You can't remember whether or not Mr. Levine was paid a

$125 fee per house for every house that was built by lillie Realty?

THE COURT: There is a void.

You can't do anything about

it, can you?
THE WITNESS:

I just can•t remember.

(TR 268)understanding among the parties.

It may have been an

I just don't recall.

*****
{TR 272)
BY MR. JONES:
-\'-to-

(TR 272)

C. Breit - Cross

Q

Mr. Breit, did David Levine ever put any money into land

purchase or development cost or Lillie Realty Corporation before he
purchased the Weisberg interest in Lillie Realty Corporation?
A

Are you referring to the purchase?
THE COURT:

Your question is the money that Mr. Levine

ever put into Lillie, was purchase money for the 285 lots, is
that what you are saying?

MR. JONES: What I am asking him is, did Mr. Levine contribute any money to Lillie.
THE COURT: Other than the purchase money.

MR. JONES: Other than the purchase money.
THE COURT: For the lots that he wanted to develop himself.
MR. JONES:
THE WITNES$:

Yes, sir.
I don't know the time table.

He put in money

{TR 273)only twice to my knowledge, once when he purchased the lots from
the corporation for his own account and when he bought a twenty
percent interest of one of the stockholders and paid for that and
subsequent to that, any time any funds were needed he would have
been required to come up with the funds that that twenty percent
interest represents and I don't know how much he put in on that
basis.
THE COURT: That's pretty clear.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, regarding the twenty percent interest that he pur-

chased, are you aware of any of the details of that transaction?
A

Just peripheral.

I may have drawn a document for Mr.

- ,~,-

C. Breit - Cross

(TR 273)
Levine in regard to it.

I don't even recall whether it was executed.

THE COURT: Do you remember who bought out?
THE WITNESS:

He bought out part.of Mr.

~!eisberg's

interest.

THE COURT: And then he has had to stand in his shoes as
far as future responsibilities.
(TR 274)

THE WITNESS: That•s exactly right.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

And do you recall whether the note that was given to

purchase the Weisberg interest was a non-interest bearing note?
A

I have no way of remembering.

I don't recall.

*****
{TR 275)

IULA V. LICHTENBERG, called as a witness on behalf of

the plaintiff, having been first duly sworn, was examined and testified
as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right.

Would you tell the record and the court

please, your full name, address and what you do for a living.
A

Iula V. Lichtenberg; I live at

544~

Virginia Beach Boulevard

and I am a bookkeeper.
Q

All right.

Now, Mrs. Lichtenberg, who do you do your

bookkeeping for and how long have you been so employed?
A

Well, I work for Haskell-Crockin Company and the Stein

Company and I have been so employed by them since 1951.
THE COURT: What was the last name?
THE WITNESS:

MY

last name?

(TR 275)

I. Li chtenbe.rg - Direct

THE COURT: The last person you worked for?
THE WITNESS: Stein family.
(TR 276) BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right.

Now, Mrs. Lichtenberg, it may help the court

in 1961, were you working for Jack Stein and his family.?

A

Yes.

Q

As a bookkeeper?

A

Yes.

Q

At that time your last name was Cannady, wasn't it?

A

Yes.

Q

And did you work for Jack Stein and his family in his

enterprises from 1961 continuously up until the present as a matter of
fact?

A

Yes.

Q

Now, did you keep the books relative to Jack Stein•s

interest concerning the Seaview beach deal?

A

Yes.

Q

Are you familiar with the Seaview beach deal from the

standpoint of your books?
A

Yes.

Q

How was the monies paid on behalf of the Levine twenty-

five percent -- Levine interest treated on your books?
A

Repeat the question.

Q

All right.

(TR 277) gun I think.

Let me back up.

I am trying to jump the

Your books reflect the fact that Jack Stein

or his interest advanced or put up monies on behalf of the -- of

-14

~-

I. Li chtenbe.rg - Direct

{TR 277)

David Levine's interest with regard to purchasi.ng the property that was
the subject of Seaview beach agreement?

A

Yes.

Q

And how do your books show those advances to be? How

were they carried on your books?
A

As an account receivable.

Q

All right. And did they bear any interests? Were they

set up with any interest to be paid?

A

Are you --

Q

The accounts receivable that you have.

A

Are you asking me was he supposed to pay a --

Q

Whose he ?

A

Mr. Levine

Q

All right.

A

Are you asking me was he supposed to pay say six percent

11

11

on a year's interest payments on any monies that were put up for him?
Is that the question:·

Q

That's the question.

A

No.

I was not to charge him any interest.

*****
{TR 278) BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

The testimony has already been that Mr. Levine was not

charged interest by monies advanced to him. That was the first question.
Is that correct?
He wasn't charged any interest on the money.

A

Right.

Q

The testimony has been that the monies advanced on behalf

(TR

I. Lichtenberg - Direct

278)

of David Levine were carried on Jack Stein's personal books as a
receivable.
(TR

THE COURT: Right.

279)

MR. WEISBERG: And I am now asking if, on that receivable,
the way

tha~

it was carried, was there any distinction made or

any separation made relative to the nature of the receivable
as·to the monies advanced on behalf of principal versus interest
on payments on Seaview beach property.

I think that I asked

it right.
THE COURT: You are talking about the interest they had
to pay to the trustees of the Seaview?
MR. WEISBERG: That's what I am asking and I am asking
if there was any separation.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Was one of them carried as a fee versus a loan?

A

Yes, sir, I showed that.

For instance, in one payment

that a principal amount of $5,000 and interest of two hundred fifty.

Q

And was that whole amount carried as a receivable?

A

Yes. That was carried over and added to the balance

as an additional loan.
THE COURT: Against who?
(TR

THE WITNESS: Mr. Levine

280)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

May I have the portion of your books that relate to

those transactions?
A

Yes.

(TR 280)

I. Lichtenberg - Direct

Q.

The receivables?

A

That's it.
*****

{TR 281} BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right Mrs. Lichtenberg, do you have the figure that

you claim that your books show as presently owing David Levine on that
receivable?
(TR 282} A

Yes.

Q

What is that total figure for Jack Stein's behalf?

A

$30,828.25.
*****

(TR 282) BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Is that the total amount that Mr. Stein paid or the

amount presently owing?
A

That•s the amount presently owing.

(TR 283) Q

All right. And that includes the -- all right.

that•s clear.

let me ask you something Mrs. Lichtenberg. Did Mr.

I think

Weisberg -- Sam Weisberg have many transactions with Mr. Stein that you
were bookkeeper for or at least a party to through your bookkeeping?

A

Some, yes.

Q

All right. And did you frequently keep books on behalf

of Mr. Weisberg's transactions that Mr. Stein was also involved in?
A

Repeat it.

Q

Did you frequently keep books for Mr. Weisberg's .interest

in matters that Mr. Stein was also involved?
A

In some instances.

(TR 283)

I. Lichtenberg - Direct
MR. WEISBERG: All right. That's all.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Let me ask you something. Do you recognize this check

stub, Marina Acres on it?
A

Yes, urn-hum.

Q

All right. What -- tell the court what that is, where

you got it from.

A

Well, this is a check stub, belonged to a corporation

called Marina Acres, that I believe Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine and Mr.
(TR 284) Weisberg ·formed after they closed Ocean Bay Corporation and
this little corporation was held for a short period of time.

Q

All right. Were these figures that are written in the

book -- were these figures

~n

your handwriting?

A

I wrote these checks. This is mY handwriting.

Q

All right. And did you write these last checks on the

final distribution of the account of July 16, 63? Is that your hand
1

here?
A

Yes, that's my handwriting.

Q

July 16, '63, the next page.

A

And the last page, July 16.

Q

All those are in your handwriting?

A

Yes.
MR. WEISBERG:

I move this for introduction.

THE COURT: All right.
MR. JONES:

Is that the -- that's a new one.

THE COURT: That's Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 12.

(TR 284)

I. Lichtenberg - Direct
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 12.)

(TR 285)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

I show you this Exhibit Number 12, Plaintiff, and refer

you to the third page of this Exhibit. There is an entry here dated
1965 in your handwriting; is that not your handwriting?

A

That's mY handwriting.

Q

Would you read that handwritten part to the court?

A

"David levine owes Jack Stein one-fourth of all monies

paid out by Jack Stein on the Seaview beach property.

Payment made as

follows:"

Q

All right. Then after that, you have payment that Jack

Stein made.

Is that what you have.

A

I have money transactions.

Q

All right.

Now, Mrs. Lichtenberg, do you recognize --

excuse me just a minute.

MR. JONES: Oh -- this one, the assignment part, is not
on there.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Do you recognize this copy of a stock certificate of

Ocean Bay Development Corporation, signed by David Levine and attached
is what appears to be the back of that with an assignment on it to
Sterling.

You read it.

(TR 286) A

Can you recognize this document?

It's a copy of stock certificate for Ocean Bay Development

Corporation.

Q

What I am asking is, have you seen that piece of paper

(TR 286)

I.

Lichtenb~rg

- Direct

before?
A

Yes, sir, I notarized it.

Q

Does it appear to be a true copy

A

Yes.

Q

Do you have any idea where the original is?

A

No, I do not.

Q

Have you looked at some -THE COURT:

~f

the original?

No need to go into all of that. He is not

objecting.

MR. WEISBERG: All right.

I would like to move for the

introduction of this.
THE COURT:

Number 13 -- Plaintiff's 13.

(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's
Exhibit Number 13.)

MR. WEISBERG: Thank you.
BY MR. WEISBERG:
All right.

Q

Now Mrs. Lichtenberg, what is this? Did you

write this on the back, bottom of the stock certificate, second page of
the Exhibit?
(TR 287) A

No, that looks like Mr. Jack Stein's personal handwriting.

Q

Can you read that to the court.

A

It looks like 11 reassign this date to Jack Stein", and then

underneath, Sterling Furniture Store Incorporated, by Jack Stein, secretary ...
11

Q

Before that up in the printing, could you read the

printing above that where it was the formal printing with it filled in?
A

"For value received, I hereby sell and sign and transfer

I. Lichtenberg - Direct

(TR 287}

to Sterling Furniture Store Incorporated one share of the capital stock
represented by the --

Q

And what's the date of that?

A

October 31, 1962.

Q

1962?

A

Yes.

Q

And then the handwriting that you just read came after

A

Yes.

Q

Reassigned?

A

November 16, 1962.

that?

*****
{TR 288)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

CROSS-EXAMINATION
BY MR.

JONES:

Q

You pronounce it Lichtenberg?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Mrs. Lichtenberg, with reference to the figure that you

have testified to, namely $30,000 -- $30,828.25, would you distinguish
between what amount of that you say is principal and what amount would
be interest?
A

That was put out over in a period of time.

a figure on that.

I do not have

I didn't break it down.

MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I believe that's in

the stipulation and broken down.
THE COURT:

I will look at the stipulation and see if it

-\"50-

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 288)
is.
MR. WEISBERG:

If I remember, it•s around number eight.

THE WITNESS: I have a total

fig~re

of how much over a

period of time was put out and how much was put out in interest.
MR. WEISBERG: Your Honor, Mr. Jones, it's stipulated to
in numbers 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16, the amounts that were actually
advanced and how they were -(TR 289)

MR. JONES: Well, am I to understand then that $10,000 -excuse me-- well, I think it would be $10,125 of that $20,000
amount would be interest.
THE WITNESS: I have $10,625.
THE COURT: That's what stipulation fifteen says.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, with reference to this interest figure, have you

ever had a different interest figure?
A

Have I ever had a different interest figure?

Q

Than the figure that you have just given me? I mean -THE COURT: You mean a different final interest figure.
MR. JONES:

A
!

Yes, sir.

I had a different total figure because at the beginning--

am going to have to give an explanation.
THE COURT: All right.

You are entitled to do that.

THE WITNESS: All right, sir. At the beginning of all of
(TR 290)these transactions, I believe Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine and Mr.
Weisberg purchased this piece of -- two pieces of property and
I believe, if I remember correctly, that Mr. Levine was handling

(TR 290)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross
a lot of the transactions and checks are -- were sent to Mr.
Levine to make payment to the trustees and I believe one was
sixty-three and another was sixty-four .and if my memory serves
me right it was in two parcels with two different notes and Mr.
Stein told me he was sending Mr. Levine a check for a sum and I
did not fully understand the transactions and I discussed it
with Mr. Stein and I talked to Mr. Levine many times and he was
very helpful and I had a difference because one check stub of
Ocean Bay on the back of the check stub, one check was sent and

. then one was returned and that•s why this little attached sheet.
I

had my figures incorrect.
MR. JONES: All right.

Now your Honor, if I may have that

Exhibit that is that little -- this attached sheet that, is and
this is Exhibit Number 11 of the Plaintiff, your Honor. This
attached sheet is headed up memo at the top of the page.

(TR 291)
BY MR. JONES:
Q

On what date was this memo made?

A

I

Q

During which day?

A

I

Q

July 1975?

A

Yes.

Q

And so, now, all the other entries on this page-- well,

made it during this month.

I

don•t remember which day.

went back and checked all the figures and so forth.

July.

there are actually two pages?

(TR 291)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross
A

It was the beginning interest.

I did not understand.

Q

Were all these other entries made on the dates that

A

Yes and the check numbers are by them, I believe.

appear?

MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, this error is the

one and for Mr. Jones• benefit -- is the one that caused me to
reduce my demand.
THE

COURT: All right, sir.

MR. WEISBERG: That•s why we are in error when we originally filed because of the error of that and we have stipulated
(TR 292)that that is -- it's proper now but it wasn•t then.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, with respect to these check stubs, Marina Acres

account, which is the Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 12, is this your
handwriting? As I understand, this was your handwriting on all of these
check stubs.

A

Yes.

Q

Now, do you know where the cancelled checks are from this

A

No, sir.

Q

On these check stubs, the last one of which would be dated

account?

July 16, 1963, who told you what to write in here on these check stubs?
Did you have instructions? What I am asking is did you have instructions
from Mr. Jack Stein as to what to put on each check stub?
A

From Mr. Stein or :Mr. Levine.

sent me a lot of letters and notes.

Mr. Levine called me and

Here's one for comparement, April

(TR 292)
15~

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

1966.

~My

share was $5,000 payment and $1,750 interest .. and that's

where I obtained mY information was from one or the other.
THE COURT: Excuse me.

Who made that statement about

"this is my share?"
THE WITNESS:

Mr. Levine.

THE COURT: And what does he say again?

(TR 293)

THE WITNESS:

I just read one sentence from the letter.

"My share was $5,000 payment and $1,750 interest ...

BY MR. JONES:
Q

And that was a letter from Mr. Levine to you explaining

how to disburse funds for the payment to the Seaview beach trustees?
A

Well, it was a letter explaining a lot of things because

he stated for the report we now -- "On the first transaction $120,000
payable before April 10 of each year with five percent interest" and so
forth.

Q

Now, did you keep all of the books for Mr. Jack Stein

during the period that you were keeping the Seaview books?
A

I kept all of Mr. Jack Stein's personal books.

Q

Did you keep all of his books for all of his ventures?

A

His personal, yes.

Q

Well, you didn't-- I don't understand when you say only

his persona 1.
A

The reason I am answering this way is I didn't -- he was

a partner in this and I did not keep or do everything for, say, Ocean

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 294)

Bay because I believe Mr. Levine was keeping it from the beginning or
for a while and

m~be

for Marina Acres.

I

didn't do everything.

Q

But from what date did you keep

A

The Seaview beach complex?

Q

Yes.

A

I believe Mr. Levine opened that account in 1966 if mY

~he

Seaview beach books?

memory serves me correct and probably brought it over to the office and
from that time on I kept it.

Q

So, from 1966 you kept the Seaview beach books and did

you call those books the Seaview beach complex? Is that what you call
it?

A

That was the title.

Q

Is that what you entitled that set of books? Now, what

was the primary nature of Mr. Stein's business?
THE COURT: Varied. Varied.
A

Varied.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Was he a money lender?

A

In some instances.

Q

Did he own S.B.I.C?

A

Yes, sir.

(TR 295)Q

Did he own more than one S.B.I.C?

A

No sir.

Q

Did he set up businesses and then sell them to the

people who were manning them?
A

Not that I can recall.
~55-
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(TR 295)

Q

like Mr. Donn of Donn Furniture and people of that nature?

A

Not that I can recall.

Q

Now, when people owed Mr. Stein

m~ney,

did you send them

statements as to how much they owed and when they were to pay?
A

That was to be answered in some instances also.
MR. WEISBERG: Just a moment please. Just a moment.

I think it's fine if he wants to ask if she did in this instance
but if he is going to talk about the last fifty years, let
literally, whatever it is, I
relevancy.

~hink

there ought to·be some

I don•t have any objection to ·that.

THE COURT:

I think he is trying to establish what she

had been doing for him and did she do this in instances.
MR. JONES: That's exactly right.

I think it's important

that she did something different.
(TR 296)

THE COURT:

I overrule the objection.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Mrs. Lichtenberg, did you send out statements for Mr.

Stein to people who owed him money?
A

In some instances.

Q

Did you ever send out statements periodically to David

levine to the effect that he owed any money to Mr. Stein?
A

I wouldn't say I sent him statements periodically.

Q

Did you ever send him a statement at all regarding the

Seaview Beach complex? That is, Mr. Levine a statement that he owed
Mr. Stein any money on the Seaview beach complex?
A

I really don't remember.

I talked to Mr. Levine so much

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

{TR 296)

on the telephone and we discussed this so many times on the telephone
until I really don't know if I ever really wrote him and said any
figures or any amounts.

Q

Let me ask you this.

Do you have a copy of any statement

you have ever sent to Mr. Levine indicating that he owed Mr. Stein money
either on the Seaview beach matter or on any other matter?
(TR 297)A

Q

I don't think so.
All right.

Now, when land

p~ent

and interest payment

on the purchase money for the Seaview beach property were due, did you
notify Mr. Levine that the payment was coming up or did he notify Mr.
Stein?
A

Well, I think mainly the first-- Mr. Levine would have

this letter or other letters and notations he would have sent me a
letter, a notation or he would have called Mr. Stein or come into the
office and discussed it.

Q

To the best of your knowledge, did Mr. levine ever fail·

to place into the Seaview beach complex account the proper money on
time?
A

For his portion that he was supposed to send to me?

Q

Yes.

A

No, he always sent it on time.

Q

All right.

Now, on some occasions, to your knowledge,

were there times when Mr. Stein asked Mr. Levine to advance money for
Mr. Stein for a brief period of time for these. Seaview payments?
A

That Mr. Stein asked Mr. Levine to advance him money?

Q

Yes, for a short period of time.
-157-
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(TR 297}
A

Not that I recall.

Q

But there might have been?

(TR 298}A

He could have in a conversation and I wouldn•t maybe have

known.
Q

Do you remember records showing whether Mr. Levine ever

when he sent to you his payment, in addition included to be deposited
in the Seaview account an additional sum of money that would represent

Mr. Stein's portion of the payment?
A

I cannot remember accurately if there could have been

absolutely one
days or not.

w~

I

or another if he would advance it for two or three

can't remember that way.

MR. JONES: I don't think we should put this in evidence.
I

think this just might refresh her recollection, your Honor.
THE COURT:

I

am going to show you, Mrs. Lichtenberg,

what purports to be a part of the record that you have kept
and this is dated April '66 and we have here this was $30,000.
THE WITNESS:

By Mr. Levine. Monies put on -- all right.

Now, go to the same date.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

And it says "Jack Stein and Sam Weisberg to refund their

share ...

(TR 299}A
Q

Urn-hum.
So this would be an instance, would it not, where Mr.

Levine put up the money for everybody?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

To your knowledge, did Mr. Levine ever get paid interest
-IS~-

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 299)

for any of these monies that he advanced on behalf of his associates in
this Seaview beach venture?
A

No, sir, and I think that was replaced about five days

later if you will turn to the disbursement side.
Q

Well, this is probably so.

A

No, sir, not that I recall.

Q

Now, during the entire period of Mr. Stein•s and Mr.

levine•s dealings, what was the tenor of their relationship?
THE COURT:

You mean was it amiable or what?

MR. JONES:

Describe the nature or describe the relation-

ship between Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine up until Mr. Stein's
death.
THE COURT:

Were they cooperative and friendly?

THE WITNESS: They were very good friends.
(TR 300)
BY MR. JONES:

Q

Do you ever recal any controversy between them whatsoever?

A

Not to my knowledge.

Q

And did Mr. Stein pretty much go along with Mr. Levine's

judgment in the Seaview beach property?
A

I don't know what you mean by going along with his

judgment.
Q

Well, did he let Mr. Levine more or less have a free hand

as far as the development of the property was concerned?
A

That's very hard to answer.

This was formed I believe

because I think Mr. levine found or came aware of this piece of property

(TR 300)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

and Mr. Stein and Mr. Weisberg became partners with him and I believe
that their hopes was that within a short period of time that they would
sell this property or develop it or something would happen within a year
or so, that would go only a short period of time.

Q

Now, when is the first time, Mrs. Lichtenberg, that you

ever knew of Mr. levine being actually asked for interest; the interest
we are talking about here today?
THE COURT: On the $125,000 advance?
MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
(TR 30l)A
I

I don't know.

I

don't think he was asked in that respect.

think what happened was -MR. WEISBERG: Just a moment. Just a second.
understand the question.
THE COURT:

I

I

don't

thought I did but now I --

It's a simple question.

MR. WEISBERG: Well, I am not understanding whether it
was the interest that was actually paid to Waters we are talking
about or whether it is a question of asking of interest because
monies were paid.
THE COURT: You pick this up on cross-examination.
THE WITNESS:

I don•t recall the day or the time that

Mr. Levine was asked for payment but to my knowledge, he was
asked for payment of $32,384.50 you owed this.
amount.

It was one

It was one accounts receivable with one --

(TR 302)
BY MR. JONES:
Q

But it wasn't asked for.

He wasn't asked for that during

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 302)
Jack Stein's lifetime, was he?
A

That sir, I do not know.

I do not remember.

Q

You don't remember if demand was ever made on Mr. levine

during Jack Stein's lifetime?
A

No, sir, I don't know that.

Q

Are you aware of any negotiable or even non-negotiable

note or any writing or memorandum of any kind whereby David Levine
indicated that he would repqy or pay the interest portion of the $30,828.25
we are talking about?
A

Well sir, I am not aware of a note for mY account receiva-

ble of the amount at any time.

I am not aware of any notation in regard

to that except Mr. Levine's handwriting.

I said in the beginning on

the back of the Marina Acres check stub where he had listed those three
checks that I had become confused about and I believe the word loan
11

11

was written on there.
Q

Well, that's in that checkbook? We went into that, your

Honor, about the things listed on the stub.

Now, did Mr. Levine, before

the depositions that were taken in this case, ever see the books that
you have testified about here today and put these sheets in evidence?
(TR 303)A

In regard to Mr. Jack Stein's books?

Q

Yeah.

A

I don't know, sir.

Q

Are you aware that he ever did see them?

A

I really don't know.

He could not have/he could have.

He could have been in the office and said, 11 Jack, how much do I owe
you? 11 I couldn•t say he did or he did not.

- \Cp \-

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

{TR 303)
THE COURT:

All right. That answers that.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Did Mr. levine

alw~s

come up promptly with his one half

share of all the expenses in order to pay the bills for the development
cost?
A

To the best of mY memory, Mr. Levine always sent me any

monies that he was supposed to send me, such as having the buildings
torn down -- the old buildings on Seaview beach or real estate taxes or
that sort of thing.

Q

Now, I would like to talk to you about the procedure when

you received monies into the Seaview beach complex account so that you
could send payment to the trustees of Seaview beach and directing your
attention to that subject, when Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine -- when a payment was due, would Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine give you a check for that
portion of payment and fnterest on the $500,000 purchase price?
(TR 304}A

When a payment was going to become due to be paid to the

trustees, you are asking me would each of them give me their portion;
is that the question?
Q

Yes rna• am.

A

I will answer it this way. Mr. Stein would give me a

check for his portion and Mr. Weisberg was to give me a check for his
portion.

David was to give me a check for an amount and then Mr. Jack

Stein and Mr. Sam Wesiberg was to give me each equal amount to pay for
David and that's how the accounts receivable --

Q

You have your books there, do you not?

A

Seaview beach?

- \~'l-

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 304)
Q

Yes, ma•am.

A

Yes.

Q

I ask you to look at the entry for October 30, 1968

under receipts.

Now, under that entry, I believe your receipts do not

show Mr. Weisberg making any deposit into the Seaview beach complex
account in order to make up a payment equal to that of Mr. Steins;
is that correct?

A

On the particular day, I do not show an entry for Mr.

Weisberg.
Q
(TR 305)A

Now, would you explain what happened and why it happened?
Sir, I -MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I don't want to

get in the way here but we have stipulated that the amounts
were paid and who paid them and the exact amounts.

They are all

stipulated to so it's already in evidence.
THE COURT: All right. Stipulated to.
MR. JONES: We have said that the payments were made but
I think it could be important to this litigation, the payment
somebody made-- this payment but I think it's important as to
who made it.
MR. WEISBERG: We have stipulated to that, your Honor.
THE COURT:· I don't know.
MR. WEISBERG:

We stipulated who?

Yes sir, it says Weisberg paid, Stein paid.

THE COURT: Separate paragraph. Of it sure does.
MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir.
THE COURT:

I think it's stipulated to that.

It's all covered.

- \\o~-

It's just time consuming.

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

(TR 306)
MR. WEISBERG:

I

told him.

MR. JONES: All right.

We won't pursue it.

I am sure

they don't want us to go into that.
THE COURT: We have been into it.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Now, I would ask you about this. On April 6, 1971, there

is an entry under receipts for $8,250 and it says -- now you have got
a notation on your books, 11 David paid on Lillie note for Sam's payment
here. 11
A

Right.

Q

Now, to your knowlege, did David Levine charge Sam Wesiberg

interest on that transaction?
A

Well, to my knowledge, no, but I would not have knowledge

of their transactions between those two.
Q

All right.

Let me ask you this.

Now, when Mr. Stein and

Mr. Levine would meet, you said Mr. Levine would sometimes come up to
your office.
A

Would they usually meet in your presence?
Sometimes they did probably and sometimes they didn't.

Many times they probably didn•t.
Q

Was Mr. Weisberg there when Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine met

about Seaview?
A
(TR 307)Q

Rephrase that please.
Yes ma'am.

When Mr. Stein and Mr. Levine would meet in

Mr. Stein's office -A

Yes.

Q

-- Concerning Seaview beach.

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

{TR 307)
A

Yes, sir.

Q

-- Was Mr. Sam Weisberg ever there?

A

I would say that he was there probably many times the best

that I remember.

I wouldn't

s~

he was there every time.

Q

Waul d you say he was usually there?

A

It's a long time to remember, sir.

Q

All right.

Now, at the time that Mr. Sam Weisberg -- are

you aware of the sale of his twenty percent stock in Lillie Realty
Corporation to David Levine?
A

I think I heard it discussed.

Q

All right.

Now, did you know that Mr. Stein split this

transaction of this stock purchase with Mr. Weisberg?
A

Now, you are into the Lillie deal I believe, are you not?

Q

You were keeping Mr. Stein's books, weren•t you?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

At this time?

A

Yes, sir.

{TR 308)Q

Did Mr. Stein tell you anything about--

A

He just discussed a lot of it but I can•t recall all these

Q

Well, we are talking about that involved a total of

details.
$162,000 and a little bit more, almost $163,000.
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I was afraid that

was what we were talking about.

Now, I would like to object.

We are now discussing a transaction that happened a long time
after Lillie was incorporated and was outside of the Lillie

(TR 308)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross
framework.

In other words, Mr. Jones is now attempting to

bring in a transaction between, I believe, it's Weisberg and
levine regarding a sale of a portion of the Weisberg stock in
lillie some number of years after Lillie was formed and I don't
see what light it can possibly-THE COURT:
testimony.

I

It•s all in evidence already from Mr. Breit's

don•t know what we are going into this witness

with all that repetition for.

Mr. Breit covered all that.

MR. WEISBERG: Yes.
BY MR. JONES:

Q

Was Mr. Bob Daniel -- Robert Daniel Mr. Jack Stein•s

accountant?
(TR 309)A
Q

Yes, sir.
Did you ever see Robert Stein or any other of Mr. Stein's

children either present

or

discuss with both Jack Stein and David Levine

Seaview matters?
MR. WEISBERG: Your Honor, please, I object.

I dQn't see

what possible relevancy that has.
THE COURT:

THE WITNESS:

Overruled.
I m sorry.
1

Repeat it.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Yes ma'am.

Did you ever see either Robert Stein or any

of Mr. Stein's children discuss with both Mr. Jack Stein and Mr. David
levine Seaview Beach matters?
THE COURT: Did the children of Mr. Stein engage in any
of the conferences dealing with the Seaview property? That's

(TR 309)

I.

Lichtenberg - Cross

the question.
A

Well, at the time that this was being purchased and these

payments made, I would think not, in that period of years.
MR. JONES: All right.
THE COURT: Were they youngsters?
THE WITNESS: They were youngsters.
(TR 310)

THE COURT: Now, when if they did, did they become engaged
in conferences and discussions dealing with the Seaview property,
if you know?
THE WITNESS: Well, I know that once we went to Portsmouth
to Mr. Levine's office, Mr. Stein and myself and -THE COURT: The children?
THE WITNESS: Mr. Robert Stein, one of the children.
THE COURT: When was that approximately?
THE WITNESS: Two years -- three years ago.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

That was in April of 1973, wasn't it?

A

Probably.

MR. JONES: Excuse me, your Honor.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

I am going to ask you one final question, please ma'am.

How long was it after Robert Stein became executor of his father's
estate that the subject of interest being payable by Mr. David Levine
concerning the $125,000 payment we are discussing here -- how long was
it before that subject of interest came up?
(TR 3ll)A

A subject of interest-- it seems to me, sir, if I recall,

- \l,1-

(TR 311)
I

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

don't remember the year that I sent Mr. Levine a letter or a notation

itemizing the monies that I had -- the checks and stating that so much
was owing and due.
Q

Are you saying that you had been sending Mr. Levine bills

for the interest that•s claimed in this suit?

A

I sent him a statement if I remember correctly itemizing

the page that you have in evidence with a balance due on it.
it was.

That's all

It was just a statement.

Q

Was that prepared at Mr. Weisberg's --Michael Weisberg's

request? Let me show you the page and ask you if this is the page?
(Shown to the witness for examination.)
Q

Is that the page you are talking about right here?

A

That's it.

MR. JONES:

I would like the record to show that that's

page two of this Exhibit 9, which is Plaintiff's Exhibit 9.
THE WITNESS: What's the date on that, sir?
(TR 312)

MR. JONES: April 16, 1973.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Did you and Robert Stein ever discuss interest before the

last payment was tendered by Mr. Levine on the $125,000?
A

How do you mean discuss interest? In what respect?

Q

In any respect.

A

We discussed the total properties, the purchase price,

every aspect of the property and how much Mr. Levine owed Mr. Stein
because that was part of Mr. Stein's estste.
Q

Yes, ma•am.

Isn't it true that Robert Stein never said

-\to~-

(TR 312)

I. Lichtenberg - Cross

that David Levine owed the interest that we are concerned with here
today until more than six months after he became executor of his father's
estate?
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, that's an impossible

question to answer unless he is asking her in her presence
did he ever discuss it.
THE COURT: You don't have to answer anything you don't
know of your own knowledge.

Do you of your own knowledge? Can

you answer that last question?
(TR 313)

THE WITNESS: To tell you the truth I didn•t understand
the question.
THE COURT: Do you know of your own knowledge when Mr.
Robert Stein first claimed interest against Mr. Levine?
THE WITNESS: This $30,000 that we are talking about,
that balance due?
MR. JONES: No, the $10,000 of six hundred is what you
have separated out.

What is it, $10,625 is interest?

THE WITNESS: The best of my knowledge, he

alw~s

claimed

that it was due.
THE COURT: That's the answer that he got.
MR. JONES:

I will go into that later. Thank you, your

Honor.
THE COURT: All right, sir.
REDIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Mrs. Lichtenberg, as you received payments back from

{TR 313)

I. Lichtenberg - Redirect

David Levine, how did you apply those payments against the receivables
on your book? I understand the book is in evidence.

You can refer to

them but just for the court.
(TR 314)A

Just for instance, if mY balance showed any amount --

$50,000 and if Mr. Levine had sent me a check for twenty, I would
apply the twenty against the fifty and have a $30,000 balance.
Q

Now, that fifty, the balance that you are talking about --

the $50,000, would that have been a separate balance as to interest and
principal or was it all one sum?
A

No, it was one amount.

It was one amount of money that

Mr. Jack Stein had advanced for David Levine.

Q

And that was sums paid on behalf of the purchase of the

property, right?
A

Right. To apply to the note.

Q

Then the $30,000 odd dollars, that you have left as a

balance -- the $30,000 that Mr. Stein is now claiming today?
A

Right.

Q

Is there any breakdown claims as to principal and

interest of that $30,000?

A

No, it was one amount. Mr. Stein told me I am to put up

a portion of David's payments and that is the way it was carried.

*****
(TR 316)

S. Weisberg - Direct
SAM WEISBERG, a plaintiff, called as a witness on his

own behalf, having been first duly sworn was examined and testified as
follows:

(TR 316)

S. Weisberg - Direct
DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right Mr. Weisberg, would you tell the court your

name, your address, what you do for a living?
A

Sam Weisberg, 1106 North Shore Road.

Q

Is that Norfolk?

A

Yes, sir and I am president of Legum Furniture Corporation.

Q

Mr. Weisberg, would you state to the court your relation-

ship to counsel.
A

Michael Weisberg is my first born son.

Q

Thank you. All right.

Mr. Weisberg, would you tell the

court when did you.f.irst hear about the Seaview beach property?
A

I belonged to Gopher group and Doctor Battleman that

brought this proposition to our group and being a half a million dollar
proposition of -- there were twelve people in that

gro~p,

professional

people and they thought it was too big of a thing to get into.
Q

Was that prior to your first discussions with Mr. Levine

about this property?
(TR 317)A
Q

Yes, sir.
All right.

How long after that was it that Mr. Levine

brought the property to your attention?
A

Talking about exactly, it was after that.

Q

When did you and Mr. Levine first discuss Seaview beach

property?
A

David and myself were playing golf and at the Country

Club and went back home. He said, 11 ! have a good proposition where we

s.

{TR 317)

Weisberg - Direct

can become millionaires and it would be -- it could be similar to the
Lillie deal ... because we had just completed the Lillie deal that same
year.
Q

All right.

What was the substance of your discussion at

that time other than what you have said?
A

He asked me if I thought that Jack would be interested and

he took me to the property which I realized was the same property because
it was a colored beach there and I

~

very familiar with it.

I have

lived out at Virginia Beach for the past thirty years.
Q

All right. And what next happened between you, Stein and

Levine with regard to your getting together on this property?
A

After David Had showed me the property and suggested that

I ask Jack if he was interested, the following week I told Jack what
David had had and I thought it looked very good and we got together -David, Jack and mYSelf.
(TR 318)Q

All right.

And did you finally enter interview -- do you

recall finally entering into the agreement that we have been referring
to as the Seaview beach agreement?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

All right and what was your understanding as to the deal

that•s in that agreement?
A

Exactly like the Lillie deal with the exception that he

wanted to put in twenty-five percent of his own self, personally and
be responsible for twenty-five percent, same as Jack and myself but
Jack and myself would put up twelve and a half percent each to cover
his for coverage of services to develop the property.
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Because it was

(TR 318)

S. Weisberg - Direct

the same as Lillie where he got just twenty percent but he got no
investment there but this he represented three of us.

Each had an

investment and we put up twelve and a half percent each so he would
develop the property and after the -- there was no stipulation of
exact time, whenever it was completed.
Q

Let me ask you this.

What was then the nature of the

twelve and a half percent -- your understanding as to the nature of the
twelve and a half percent of the monies that you were to put up for the
other share and Jack was to put up for the other share Jack was to get?
(TR 319)A

Q

Put it up as a loan for him.
And was there any understanding as to the repayment terms,

if any, of the loan?
A

The only one -- only when it was developed.

The first

monies, if we got our investment back, that he would share fifty percent
of the losses.
Q

All right.

Now and he would -- go ahead.

A

He would -- before he got a dime out of it, everything

would be paid out to all -- and any profits, all losses after that he
would take a fifty percent loss or fifty percent profit.

Q

All right.

Now, was there any interest to be charged

David Levine with regard to the monies that were advanced by you and
by Stein on behalf of his twenty-five percent share?
A

No, sir.

Q

No interest to be charged?

A

No, sir.

Q

And was there any reason for that?

.... ,.,~-

S. Weisberg - Direct

(TR 319)

A

He was to develop the property to the best that it could

be developed.
Q
{TR 320)A

Was it a -- all right.
That was more or

l~ss.

Q

That•s all right. Just answer responsively.

A

That was more or less

jus~

compensation of twenty-five

percent was the development of the property.

r•m sorry.

Q

All right.

A

That•s it.

Q

What duties did you understand that David Levine was

Go ahead.

supposed to have had with regard to the development? What were his
duties supposed to be?
A

He was to develop the property in the best

w~

that it

could be developed and of course he would confer with us if there was
any -- he had to lay up funds as well as we did but as the Lillie property
we-- Jack Stein and myself, were on a lot of heavy notes.

This was

pretty much to be patent in the same way.

Q

I want to ask you about this particular transaction and

what I want to ask you now is with regard to the duties that David
levine had as developer up until at least a point that litigation was
contemplated.

How do you feel that he has performed his duties as

developer up to that point -- up to where litigation was contemplated?
A

Satisfactory.

Q

Now, do you feel that it was an intention -- by intention

of the agreement that David Levine still has further duties with regard
to this property in the development of it?
-17~-

(TR 321)

S. Weisberg - Direct
A

Yes, sir.

Q

What duties do you feel are remaining?

A

I feel that he should develop the other side of the

property to the best thing that could be brought in on it. This was
a plat that he had made where it showed housing and apartments and a
marina and just a lot of things -- shopping center and a lot of things.

Q

All right.

Now, did you keep your own personal books

with regard to the Seaview beach property?
A

No, sir.

Q

All right.

A

Iula.

The transaction I and Jack had, Iula kept track.

We did fifty-fifty together and it was pretty simple.

Whatever we put

in she kept a record for it in any kind of a deal that we were in.
just halfway.

Q

It's

If I had $10,000, Jack put up -That's all right.

Are you saying you relied on Iula as

books with regard to the Seaview beach transaction?
A

Yes, sir.

*****
(TR 322)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All right, Mr. Weisberg, I show you a copy of what appears

to be a check stub with numbers 1537 through 1539 and ask you if you
can identify that?
(Shown to witness for examination.)
(TR 323)Q

A

Can you identify that?
Yes, sir.

-175-

(TR 323)

S. Weisberg - Direct
Q

Tell the court what that check stub came from -- where

it came from.
A

This comes from the Sam and Harry checkbook and --

Q

All right.

Now, would you read the handwriting portion

of the check regarding of check number 1538 -- the handwrit1ng portion?
A

The date, November 1, 1973, the trustees-MR. JONES:

Honor.

I have an objection at this point, your

Maybe I just missed it but I don't think we established

who kept this -- whether he is testifying whether Mrs. Lichtenberg
kept it or whether Sam and Harry kept it.
MR. WEISBERG: Mr. Weisberg was -- this checkbook was Sam
and Harry Weisberg's own checking account.
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
MR. WEISBERG: Was it kept for you at your request?
THE WITNESS:
(TR 324)

MR. WEISBERG:

It was kept in my office.
Did you get that out of your records in your

office?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
MR. WEISBERG: And are those records kept in the regular
course of your affairs?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
MR. WEISBERG: And are there any further objections of
this, Mr. Jones?
MR. JONES: And I know he is trying to get around the
hearsay rule but he didn't ask him who wrote those entries
on the check stubs.
THE COURT: Whose handwriting is on the stub?
-17~,

(TR 324)

S. Weisberg - Direct
THE WITNESS: A girl that works for me from my office.
MR. WEISBERG: Before I go further, do you recognize
this check here that I hand you, Number 1538?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
MR. WEISBERG: Does it correspond to the stub?
THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: Who signed the check?
MR. WEISBERG: Thank you Judge. Who signed the check?

{TR 325)

THE WITNESS: Harry Weisberg.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right.

A

Yes, sir, I recognize his signature but the girl in the

Do you recognize his handwriting?

office wrote -THE COURT: I overrule any objection as to read it.

What

was the amount? Tell the court.
THE WITNESS: The check was for $18,000.
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Would you please read the handwriting portion?

A

November 1, 67, trustees of Seaview beach, initialed it
1

per H. W., which is Harry Weisberg, principal, $10,000, interest,
$2,000, loan to David Levine, $6,000 which is twelve and six is a
total of $18,000.

The loan to David Levine was $6,000. We had to

divide it up for our bookkeeping purposes and break it down.
MR. WEISBERG: All right.

Your Honor please, I would

like to introduce the check and the stub.
THE COURT:

I will staple them together and they will be

s.

(TR 326)

Weisberg - Direct

Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 14.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff's
Exhibit Number 14.)

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

All .right. Now, I call your attention similarly to check

stub Number 1353 and the check seems to correspond first.

I

ask you

does the check correspond the stub?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

All right and do all the same stipulations come here with

regard to the other check stub as to where the check was kept, who kept
it and that sort of thing?
A

It was kept in mY office.

Q

All right.

A

Sam Weisberg.

Q

All right. Would you read the handwriting portion of the

Now, who signed the check?

stub including the amount?

A

Dated April 16, 1967, Seaview beach complex and David I.

Levine, $3,250.
MR. WEISBERG: All right.

Your Honor please, I move to

introduce the stub.
THE COURT:

Fifteen for the Plaintiff.

(Received and marked in evidence

by

the court as Plaintiff's

{TR 327)Exhibit Number 15.)

*****
(TR 347)

s.

Weisberg - Cross

BY MR. JONES:
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(TR 347}

S. Weisberg - Cross
Q

Now, Mr. Weisberg, did Mr. Levine ever sign any kind of

note or any kind of memorandum or any type of writing whatsoever in
which he indicated that he was indebted to you for the interest or
your portion of the interest paid for the $500,000 purchase money on
the Seaview beach property?
(TR 348)A

I don't recall that.

Q

You don't recall? When you say you don't recall --

A

I don't remember.

Q

You don't remember whether he ever signed any writing or

note or memorandum saying he would pay you interest or you just don't
remember at all?
A

He didn't say he would pay me interest.

I am not asking

for any interest. Money that was laid out as Mrs. Lichtenberg told you
previously.
Q

You are not asking for him to pay you the interest -- this

$10,620 in interest?
A

That was monies lent out for him.

It was a principal.

Every time a payment came due to the Seaview beach complex or whatever
we call it, we had to make payment.

If we just pay the principal and

didn't pay the interest.
Q

Did he ever sign anything?
MR. WEISBERG:

He has answered the question.

I think he

has been interrupted. The question has been asked a million
times.
THE COURT:

Did you finish your answer?

THE WITNESS: Say that the principal interest were the

(TR 348)

S. Weisberg - Cross
same as far as I was concerned.

(TR 349)

THE COURT: If you pay the principal and not the i'nterest,
they foreclose on it?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

All right.

Did Mr. Levine ever sign any note or memorandum

that he would repay to you the portion of the interest that you were
p~ing

above and beyond the one-fourth portion on the Seaview property?
A

back.

It's all in the contract what he was supposed to pay

Everything that was put up, principal or interest.

Q

All right. All that was put up?

A

For him and we were supposed to get back the principal

and interest.

It was all lent to him.

It was a loan to him.

Q

When you say that then you are relying on the contract?

A

Well, it was, yes. That's how the Lillie deal was.

We

did exactly the same with that.

Q

Now, Mr. Norman Olitsky drew the Seaview beach contract,

did he not?

THE COURT: December of 1961, right.
MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
A

(TR 350)

Norman Olitsky was my attorney.
THE COURT: Listen, everybody said Norman Olitsky said

he made it.
Virginia.

Here's the agreement Norman Olitsky, Portsmouth,
Now, you can ask him what your relationship is with

Norman Olitsky. We don•t have to prove he drew this agreement.
It's solid proof.

s.

(TR 350)

Weisberg - Cross

BY MR. JONES:

Q

What's your relationship to Norman Olitsky, if any?

A

He was my attorney at the time.

Q

All right.

A

Yes, sir.

Q

What's their relationship?

A

I think Harry can tell you that.

Q

All right.

A

Harry -- I don't know exactly.

Q

That's fine.

A

Okay.

Q

Now, the contract that is in evidence, that bears the

Is he related to Harry Weisberg?

signatures purporting to be your signature and Harry's signature - you
signed Harry's signature to that contract, did you not?
THE COURT: Are you talking about December 1961 agreement?
(TR 351)

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: All right.
A

If I can look at it I can tell you.

We always sign

each other's names .on everything -- anything I work on.
(Shown to witness for examination.)
A

Yes, sir. That•s my signature and I signed his name

with his pennission.
MR. JONES:

Yes~

sir.

lHE WITNESS: We have been in business together for
about -- many years and we always did things that way.

*****
-/91-

(TR 355)

S. Weisbe.rg - Cross
MR. JONES:

I am completely waiving that question, your

Honor.
Do you remember the first time that you met with Robert
Stein as executor of Jack Stein's estate concerning what
obligations, if any, David Levine had to co-venturers in the
Seaview beach? -THE WITNESS:
MR. JONES:
(TR 356)

I don•t recall.
-- property?

THE WITNESS:

I don•t recall.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Now, were you present when Mr. Jack Stein and Norman

Olitsky met and the agreement of December 21, 1961 concerning Seaview
beach was drawn

up?

A

Was I present at Norman Olitsky•s office?

Q

When Mr. Jack Stein and Mr. Olitsky went over the draft

and worked out a final draft?
A

No, sir.

I don•t. recall going there with them.

Jack

Stein took care of my interest all the way through until he passed away.
Q

Now,· in light of that --

A

Norman Olitsky was also my attorney.

Q

Yes, sir.

Did you ever, yourself, discuss with David

Levine the tenms of the Seaview contract in relation to what funds were
to be repaid you prior to the execution of the contract?
A

It was exactly like the Lillie deal.

He said, 11 Sam, this

will work like the Lillie deal. 11 It was all the same in the same year
only this came about from the time we started the Lillie before the end

-/3cJ.-

(TR 356)

S. Weisberg - Cross

of that year.

*****
(TR 363)

THE WITNESS: No. The loan that was made from Fleder was
put up at the Chapter 11 and that was put up and I put up all of
my--

THE COURT: Everything you owned?
THE WITNESS: Mortgages -- everything that I had because
that 250 or else I would have lost Chapter 10 and this was
to protect me.
THE COURT: When was that done?
THE WITNESS:

It was finalized in February of 1 72 when I

got out of the Chapter. That's the time it was done -- all the
deeds were made up.
THE COURT: And you made the assignment to Legum Furniture
Company in February '72 also?
THE WITNESS:

I believe so.

THE COURT: So, that•s contemporaneous, isn't it? All at
the same time. That's what contemporaneous means.
(TR 364)

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

I put up everything that I owned.
It was contemporaneous.

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.

I intend to try and rebut him.

THE COURT: Well, you have got the answer.
MR. JONES:

That's all my questions, your Honor.

MR. WEISBERG: You may stand down.
Mr. Robert Daniel to the stand please.
----oOo----!3.3,.

I would like to call

(TR 364)

R. Daniel - Direct
ROBERT D. DANIEL, called as a witness on behalf of the

plaintiff, havi_ng been first duly sworn, was examined and testified
as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

State your full name, your address and your occupation,

A

Robert D. Daniel; I live at 1335 Brandon Avenue and I

please.
am a certified public accountant.
(TR 365)

Q

Were you the certified public accountant of Mr. Jack

Stein's personal affairs in the period of 1961 up until his death?
A

Yes, I was.

Q

And are you still the certified public accountant for

his estate?
A

Yes, I am.

Q

Now, Mr. Daniels, did you have occasion in the keeping

of Mr. Stein's -- in the preparing of Mr. Stein's taxes and so forth
to familiarize yourself with the Seaview beach deal between David Levine,
Jack Stein and Weisberg?
A

Yes, I did.

Q

Now, Mr. Daniels, do you know how the Steins -- Jack

Stein treated the monies advanced on behalf of David Levine's twentyfive percentage interest in the Seaview beach property on Jack Stein's
book?
A

It was a loan.

It was due to Mr. Levine.

Q

All right. Now, have you ever had occasion in all these

-;g¢,

(TR 365)
years

t~

R. Daniel - Direct
get any conformation with

~egard

to the nature of that obligation

-- the.nature of that loan from David Levine?

A

Yes.

Q

Would you tell the court the circumstances of what

(TR 366) happened?
A

It was a couple of years as well as I can recall but prior

to Mr. Stein's death, he wanted a certified statement and in order to
certify a statement you have to go through certain procedures of
confirmation, nets and receivables, things of that nature on the books.

Q

When did he die so the court may have that information?

A

I don•t recall. A couple of years ago.
THE COURT: Would not the papers you have show that

year?
MR. WEISBERG:

I believe 1970.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

What you are about to tell us -- can you remember at what

time relative to Mr. Stein•s death?
A

I would say a year or so pr1or to his death.

Q

Go ahead and continue please.

A

During the course I sent Mr. Levine a confirmation setting

forth the amount that Mr. Stein•s books showed that Mr. Levine owed
Mr. Stein?
Q

All right. And then what? Did you receive confirmation?

A

I received either a telephone call or a note from

(TR 367) Mr. Levine telling me that the amount was wrong as far as the
note I had as compared with the note he showed.

-ns-

In talki_ng with him he

(TR 367)

R. Daniel - Direct

said that he was not supposed to repay the interest that had been advanced
at his behalf.

Q

And did you do anything after that in the way of firming

up the understanding of Levine?

A

Naturally.

I went back

to~

client's records and relayed

to him what Mr. Levine had said and during the conversation he indicated
that he would discuss the matter with

~r.

Levine and that at a later date

he told me he had discussed it with him and that they came to the
agreement.
MR. JONES: Your Honor, I am going to object to that
because Mr. Stein is deceased and we cannot --

MR. WEISBERG: We are not going to try and get any
testimony as to what Mr. Stein told him. We are not going
to try and -THE COURT: Okay.
MR. WEISBERG:

I wouldn't do that.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Now, did you have another occasion to contact Mr. levine

after your last conversation with Mr. Stein?
(TR 368) A

Yes, I did.

Q

Then what was the substance of that conversation?

A

He confinmed that he had talked it over with Mr. Stein

and that they reached an agreement and the impression I got was that
they had agreed that the figures that I had were correct.
MR. WEISBERG: All right. Thank you very much. Your
witness.

(TR 368)

R. Daniel - Cross
CROSS-EXAMINATION

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Did you obtain any written

A

I don't recall whether his original answer to me was by

confi~tion

from Mr. Levine?

phone or whether it was a notation on the bottom of the paper that I
sent him.

I am not quite sure.

Q

So, if you were going to make a certified statement, don't

you have to have something in writing back from these people to show
that the balance you show is proper?

A

That's correct and Mr. Stein changed his mind during the

course and said he didn't need it and we didn't pursue it any further.
(TR 369) Q

You never completed that certified statement?

A

No, sir.

Q

Did I understand you to say -- who wanted the certified

A

Mr. Stein wanted it on his own affairs.

Q

Now Mr. Daniel, you testified about being Mr. Stein's

statement?

accountant during the Seaview beach property, were you also his accountant
during the Lillie Realty Corporation?

A

Yes.

*****
(TR 370) BY MR. JONES:
Q

All right. Mr. Daniel, with reference to Lillie Realty

Corporation, in Lillie Realty Corporation, was Mr. Levine paid fees by
the corporation?
A

Only on one occasion that I recall that there was.an amount

(TR 370)

R. Daniel - Cross

that was paid to Mr. levine, that I can remember.

Q

All right. sir.

Let me try to refresh your recollection.

I have got here what purports to be the Lillie Corporation books and I

think you can tell me if they are real quickly.

A

It looks like it, yes, sir.

Q

All right.

I have got -- where I have got these markers

in this book, I want you to look into -- you know which column any fee
to him would have been in.

I think -- yes, sir, construction superintendent's

salary, would have been a fee for Mr. levine?

A

I guess it would have.
This is September 1964, is this the one you had reference

to?

Q
(TR 371)

Yes, sir.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

Kind of shocked you, didn't it?
Yes, it did.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

How much fee was paid to --

A

$7,500.

Q

Now, I am going to show you another one, same situation,

A

$5,400.

Q

And --

$5,400.

THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

What•s the date of that?
December 64.
1

BY MR. JONES:
Q

And then I have a marker in there for another one.
-~~~-

Do

R. Daniel - Cross

(TR 371)

you see?
A

Yes, I see.

Q

Which corporation?

A

David Levine Incorporated.

Q

David levine Enterprises, Incorporated?

A

That's correct.

paid it. The same thing.

That's paid to the corporation.

I

Let's look back and see what they were

don't know whether Mr. Levine got these.

Well, that one there was not.
(TR 372) Q
A

Okay.
These were paid to his corporation.

I don't know whether

he got them personally or not.

Q

But it would have been paid to David Levine Incorporated,

$5,400 and what was the date of that?

A

December 8.

Q

All right, sir. Now --

A

The same thing with these two here. April of '65.

Q

All right, sir.

So, I see there are two fees there.

Would you say who they were paid to?
A

David Levine Enterprises, Inc.

$3,500 and $4,450, both

on the same day apparently, 30th of April 1965.

Q

All right, sir.

A

This one I know about.

Q

That was paid to David Levine?

A

That's correct.

Q

And what was the date of that?

I am going to show you another page.
That's the $40,000 I had reference

to.

(TR 372)

R. Daniel - Cross
A

16th of

Q

All right, sir.

~ugust

1965.
Now, I thought there was one on -- it's

over here. This is a loan, is it not?

A

That's what it says, "Repayment of a loan." Apparently

(TR 373) he loaned the company some money and was repaid back.

Q

Was there any interest on that loan?

A

It doesn•t appear to be.

Q

All right and what was the date of that?

A

14th of October 1965.

Q

Yes, sir, and that was $10,000; is that correct?

A

That's correct.

Q

Now, the next entry, do you see another fee paid to Mr.

Levine or to his corporation?

A

I see a fee paid to Mr. Levine here, 1965 of fifty-five

hundred bucks.
Q

All right, sir.

Do you know Mr. Daniel, whether or not

those fees you have just testified about represented $125 per house fee
paid?

A

No, I don't.

MR. JONES:

That's all your Honor.

REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Here look at this and then look at this.
(Shown to opposing counsel for examination.)

(TR 374) Q

Just two more questions

I

think.

Mr. Daniels, the first

time that you -- is not the confirmation -- I believe you said you sent

(TR 374)

R. Daniel - Redirect

a confinmation to David Levine after you were getting ready to do the
certified audit?

A

Yes.

Q

His initial response to you regarding that figure, the

figure that you had put to the Seaview beach advance, what was that
response in terms of -- you said he disagreed with the figure.

How did

he disagree with the figure? Did he say he didn•t know anything?
A

I told you before he said that the difference between the

two figures was represented by the interest that had been advanced on
his behalf rather than the principal.

Q

The difference between what two figures?

A

My figure and his figure.

Q

All right.

A

That•s right.

Q

All right.

You mean his

figure?

That was the initial reaction?

We have already been into the later reaction.

Did you ever receive this letter, David I. levine, dated October 26, t71?
A

Yes, I did.

Q

And if you read that first paragraph of the letter out

loud perhaps that would help the court and help you recall about these
{TR 375) figures that have been just brought to your attention.

Would

you read that out loud?
A

11

1 would appreciate your reading carefully number six

on the last page of this agreement.

This seems: to me that lillie Realty

Corporation could be saved a tremendous amount of taxes if I were
allowed to withdraw mY pro rata share of the net profits each year.

I

R. Daniel - Redirect

(TR 375)

have naturally not been able to withdraw funds in the form of salary,
dividends or fees before this date because I have been in on surplus
funds because all of the funds resulting from sales have been used to
pay off indebtedness."
Q

All right.

Does that help you at all with the nature of

the payments?

A

Well, I believe some of those payments I am not sure, was

to reimburse Mr. Levine's corporation for services of some of his
superintendents, as well as I can recall.

MR. WEISBERG: All right.

Your Honor, I move to introduce

this.
THE COURT:

Plaintiff's 17.

(Received and marked in evidence by the court as
Plaintiff's Exhibit Number 17.)

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q
(TR 376} A

Do you recognize this copy of a letter or a note?
Yes, I do.

Q

Did you ever receive that?

A

Yes.

In fact, this was typed.

I

think it was typed one

evening in my office if I am not mistaken.

Q

All right.

A

Well, the purpose of this writing was that this money was

Do you remember the purpose of this writing?

advanced to Mr. Levine and he agreed to put it back into the corporation
in as much as a paper transaction.

Q

The $40,000?

A

The $40,000.

It couldn't be paid to him at that time.
-/9d.-

R. Daniel - Redirect

(TR 376)

MR. WEISBERG: All right. Thank you.

If your Honor

please, I would like to --

THE COURT: Plaintiff•s 18.
(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Plaintiff•s
Exhibit Number 18.)
MR. WEISBERG:

Thank you, Mr. Daniel.

RECROSS EXAMINATION

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Are you saying Mr. Daniel that on that $40,000 that this

(TR 377) entry from the books, that $40,000 entry -- you are saying that
there was never no check written to Mr. Levine?

A

No.

I didn't say that.

I said it was in and out, which in

effect made it a paper transaction.

Q

Now, the books that I had you look at and from which you

read those figures were books maintained by you, were they not?
A

At that particular time, yes, we wrote those books up.

Q

I am going to show you this -- purports to be a statement

that you prepared as of May 31, 1972, for lillie Realty Corporation.
will ask you if it is what it appears to be?

A

It's mine, yes.

Q

And I will ask you first of all if the $40,000 shown in

here on the balance sheet for this loan payable stockholders.
A

The same $40,000?

Q

Yes, sir.

A

That's what it is.

Q

All right.

And does the loan exist today?

I

(TR 377)

R. Daniel - ReCross
A

of years.

I

haven't done any work on the books for the last couple

The last time I saw the books the loan was still there.

{TR 378)

MR. JONES: All right.

Your Honors we would like to

introduce this.
THE COURT: All right.

Defendant's 6.

(Received and marked in evidence by the court as Defendant's
Exhibit Number 6.)
BY MR. JONES:

Q

As far as the capital stock is concerned there was $3,000

worth of capital stock which Mr. Levine owned.

Was that $3,000 in capital

stock still existing at the time of this statement that I just showed you
was prepared?
A

Yes, it is reflected on the statement.

Q

And the last time that you had anything to do with Lillie

Realty Corporation was that three -- was that $3,000 of stock still there?

A

It will remain there until it is liquidated as far as I

know.
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

MR. WEISBERG:

That's all mY questions.

I have nothing further.

THE COURT: Okay.

Let's take a recess.

(Whereupon court recessed.

After recess the trial proceeded

as follows:)

*****
(TR 379)
ROBERT M. STEIN, a plaintiff, called on his own behalf, having
been first duly sworn, was examined and testified as follows:
.... \~~-

(TR 379)

R. Stein - Direct

DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

Mr. Stein, would you tell the court your name, your age,

your address and your occupation?
A

MY name is Robert M. Stein; I live at 112 70th Street,

Virginia Beach, Virginia; my age is thirty-one and I am an attorney.

Q

All right.

And do you practice with anybody that's in

this courtroom and could you tell the court that?
(TR 380) A

Yes, sir, I practice with Michael Weisberg, counsel for

the plaintiff.

Q

All right Mr. Stein, you are the executor of your father's

estate; is that correct?
A

Yes, sir.

Q

Now, when did you first have any personal contact with

Mr. Levine of any nature· with regard to the Seaview transaction?

A

I couldn't tell you an exact time.

I believe I was at

Mr. Levine's house many times over the years with my father I guess
primarily in connection with the Seaview beach transaction.

Q

All right.

Did you ever discuss with Mr. Levine the

obligations that he may or may not have with regard to repayment for
the monies advanced on Seaview beach property?

A

Yes, I did.
THE COURT:

Talking specifically about the $125,000?

MR. WEISBERG:

No, sir, monies advanced which would

have been all monies advanced.

I will make it clear.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Suppose you make it clear, Mr. Stein?
-\~~-

R. Stein - Direct

(TR 381)
A

Well, I believe I understand what you are asking.

I did

have discussions with Mr. Levine concerning the amounts that the assigned
interest had advanced for David Levine toward the purchase of the Seaview
beach property.
Q

Do you remember any particular instances where you had

these discussions?
A

Yes, sir. I don•t remember the specific date but I

remember going to Mr. Levine•s house for

Q

All right.

a

discussion.

Would you tell the court the substance of

the discussion related to what Mr. Levine had to say?
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

Is this before or after your father•s death?
After my father•s death but I believe it

was before I was living in Washington at the time.
THE COURT: After you qualified as executor?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: All right.

A

I was over at Mr. Levine•s house.

(TR 382) BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Where were you living at the time?

A

Chevy Chase, Maryland.

Q

What was your occupation?

A

Working as an attorney for Mariott Corporation.

Q

Go ahead.

A

I came to see Mr. Levine and to the best of mY recollection

we got into a discussion about the Seaview beach property and I told
Mr. Levine that I had reviewed what has been referred to here as the

(TR 382)

R. Stein - Direct

Seaview agreement, that I felt it was very unclear in terms of when he
had to repay the monies that we had advanced on his behalf.

Q

What did he say to you?

A

We talked about it and he said that the monies were to

be repaid from the first proceeds that he got in from his share of the
property.

In other words, from sales or from development of the property

and I then asked him -- I guess I felt like I didn't know that something
could happen to me or something could happen to him and I asked if he
wouldn't mind putting that in writing and he said anything I say he
would be happy to put in writing.

So, he sat down at his typewriter

and the best I can recollect that Mr. Levine's testimony was accurate.
(TR 383) Together we ·composed the letter -- the June 19 letter that has
previously been introduced.
Q

Is that Plaintiff•s Exhibit Number 2 you are r-eferring to?
(Shown to witness for examination.)

A

Yes, it is.

Q

Now, was there any discussion between you and Mr. Levine

with regard to the parenthetical expression,

11

Exc1usive of interest"

that's in that letter?
A

Yes, there was.

Q

Would you tell the court the substance of that discussion?

A

~1r.

Levine said, "I will be happy to put this in writing ..

and when we got to that particular phrase, he said,

11

! want to make it

clear that I don't owe you any interest on the money you
I said,

11

that's fine.

advanced,~·

and

That's my understanding also that you don't owe

us any money on the interest on the money we advanced for you."
-\~\-

(TR 383)

R. Stein - Direct
Q

Is that still your understanding?

A

Yes, it is.

So, we put down the words,

11

Exclusive of

interest .. to show that he wouldn't pay any monies on the interest on
the monies we advanced for him.

Q

I

was afraid I didn't make myself clear.

The monies that

were advanced in Lillie and Seaview contract, in each instance they
talk about percentages. The percentage and not dollar annual percentage
(384)

and the percentage of monies advanced would be the total percentage

of monies advanced whether it be on behalf of principal or interest.
That's our case and in Mrs. Lichtenberg's books and Mr. Daniel's books
and tax returns and everywhere the monies advanced were considered one
sum.
THE COURT:

Right here you talk about the $125,000.

THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

No, sir.
What are we talking about?

MR. WEISBERG:

We are talking about monies advanced --

what I brought up before with Mr. Levine.
THE COURT:

Let's see.

You are talking about Seaview

beach?
MR. WESIBERG:
THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

You are entitled to principal of exclusive

interest toward the purchase of the above described property.
Well, what was advanced in addition to the $125,000?
THE WITNESS:

There was a total. of $585,000 approximately

paid for the property -- one-fourth of that or $125,000 plus
one-fourth of eighty-five was advanced by the Weisberg and the
-\~~-

{TR 385)

R. Stein - Direct
Stein interest.
$10,000.

Half of that or six twenty-five plus approximately

I guess six twenty-five --

THE COURT:

That's already in

THE WITNESS:

Yes.

evi~ence.

In other words, what my understanding

of that letter was at the time and the parenthesis was that the
six twenty-five plus ten or seven twenty-five in round figures,
that the Stein interest had advanced toward David Levine was to
be repaid but that there was no -- $72,500 figure would not bear
interest.

In other words, seven twenty-five plus six percent

over the ten-year period that it had been advanced he merely
owed the seventy-two figure.
MR. WESIBERG:

We are not claiming interest because of the

money that we laid out ten -- eleven -- twelve years ago and
they have still stated we are not claiming for that.

There has

been no claim here until you get to April of '73 when he could
have and why our allegations should have paid us back because
he had the money out of the proceeds and didn't. That's the
only interest.

When I opened I think I confused the court.

(TR 386) The only interest that we are claiming above and beyond the
sums actually is the interest that we claim is due since this
got started, which was when Mr. Levine actually had the funds
available from the proceeds of the property by stipulation.
THE COURT:

What date was that?

MR. WEISBERG:

It was, I believe in the stipulation, if

you add it up comes up with March of '73 and I didn't make
formal demand until April of '73.

So, I didn't feel that we

{TR 386)

R. Stein - Direct
could claim until after formal demand of April
THE COURT:
us about it.

1

73.

Suppose you take a crack at it now and tell

It's getting late in the day.

Maybe I am getting

foggy.
THE WITNESS:

My explanation is that from the Stein interest

we had advanced for David or would have advanced by the end of
the transaction one half of a one-fourth interest.

That would

mean $62,500 paid to the trustees of Seaview beach plus
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

Stein family?
Right.

Plus $10,625 paid to the trustees of

Seaview beach or a total of $73,125.
(TR 387) principal.

I considered that the

It's one loan as far as I'm concerned.

It was the

principal that I advanced to or that my family advanced to
David Levine.
THE COURT: All of this had nothing to do with the $375,000
that the Steins, the Weisbergs and the Levines
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

Yes, sir, that s correct.
1

You are paying it regularly.

Everybody was

paying it regularly on the $375,000.
THE WITNESS:

But it was $375,000 plus an interest

portion paid to the trustees.
THE COURT:

Some of Mr. Levine's checks and some of you-

all's checks and some of the Weisbergs• checks and the stubs
and the checks show you are paying the. Seaview trustees principal
plus interest on the $375,000.
THE WITNESS:

On the five hundred total.
-~-

(TR 387)

R. Stein - Direct
THE COURT:

You win.

THE WITNESS:

On the five hundred.

So from our point of view, that which we are

advancing on David's behalf was a principal of the loan and
what it was used for -- whether it was used to pay bills or
(TR 388) whether it was used to pay principals on a loan was irrelevant.
These are our advance points of view of our advance.
principal loan and I was agreeing with Mr. Levine.

It was a
Whether he

used those words, "Exclusive of interest" on the $72,000 or
$73,000 advanced by us for his share.
THE COURT:

His twenty-five percent?

THE WITNESS:

Our twelve and a half percent of that twenty-

five percent.
THE COURT:

Right.

THE WITNESS:

That there would be --

THE COURT: Total twenty-five Wesiberg - Stein contribution,
right?
THE WITNESS:

There was no interest to run on that total

principal portion.
THE COURT:

I see.

I get you.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q
$73,000.

All right.

Now, you have just mentioned a figure of

There wouldn't be any figure in here -- excuse me -- I'm sorry.

All right.

Did you have subsequent discussions with Mr. Levine prior to

initiation of anytype of litigation about his understanding with regard
to his obligations, if any?
(TR 389) A

Yes, sir. Again, I don't remember the date but it was at
- cll)t-

(TR 389)

R. Stein - Direct

the t·ime that -- or just after the time that Mr. Levine tendered what he
was consideri.ng the last

$20~000

owed to us to repay the monies advanced

and I went to see Mr. Levine to tell him that I felt that he
was not entitled to a release because he had not paid the total that we
advanced for him and at that discussion, what had been -- what was
apparently the misunderstanding at the time of the letter, came out and
that Mr. Levine explained to me that he didn't owe the interest portion
of that, which we had advanced for him to the trustees of Seaview beach
and I told him that I thought he was mistaken; that, in fact, he did owe
it because it was all the same -- what we advanced we are entitled to get
back and he told me that this agreement was to work exactly like Lillie
agreement and that, in fact, he never paid back any interest advanced
toward the purchase of land in the Lillie agreement and I said to him,
and as close to the exact words as I can remember that, "David, it was
mY understanding both from Mr. Weisberg and from my discussions with my

father thatthiswas to work exactly like the Lillie agreement."
"I was under the impression that, in fact, the interest portion
had been repaid to Lillie and if you are correct, I owe you an apology,"
and he said, "your own accountant, Mr. Daniel, is the one that handled
the books and you can confer with him and if you are correct then I owe
(TR 390) you an aploogy and all we will be entitled to would be the
$20,000." So, I subsequently called Mr. Daniel and at great length went
into the Lillie transaction and what, in fact, had happened and Mr. Daniel
confirmed to me that all the money loaned by my·father into the Lillie
Corporation included amounts payable towards principal and interest on
the purchase of the property had, in fact, been repaid by Lillie. So,

(TR 390)

R. Stein - Direct

I believe that.

I don•t remember whether I went back over to David's

house or whether I called him on the phone and told him I thought maybe
he owed me an apology because we were in agreement that it was exactly
like the Lillie agreement but he was incorrect.

In the Lillie transaction

the interest had been repaid and that was the last half civil conversation
we had because there wasn•t another half to that conversation.

Q

All right.

Mr. Stein, getting back to the area of

development and developmental duties, if any, have you ever revoked Mr.
Levine•s authority to act on behalf of the Steins• interest with regard
to the Seaview property?
A

Yes, sir, with respect to the sand easement problem.

Q

Would you tell the court the circumstances relative to that

as best you can?
(TR 391) A

I was not involved or even aware of the original placing

of the sand easement.

I subsequently became aware of it.

Q

Tell the court what the sand easement is.

A

My understanding of it was that Mr. Levine had negotiated

with the City of Virginia Beach with the idea, I think, he testified that
a good portion of the land was not -- I think that in order to build in
Virginia Beach, the land must be at a level of ten feet above sea level
or there is a ten foot elevation figure.

I believe that's the correct

figure and that much of this land was low and that two -- three -- four
feet range and therefore it would cost considerable monies to fill the
land to a level where it could be built upon and Mr. Levine had worked
out an arrangement with the City so as they agreed -- Long Creek, they
would take the sand from the dredging operation and it would be convenient

(TR 391)

R. Stein - Direct

for the City because they would have a disposal area that would be inexpensive
-- the abutted Long Creek and it would be to our benefit because it would
add no expense to us -- raise the property at a point so we could build on
it and this should hopefully be worth several hundreds of dollars over a
period of time.

What came out in more recent years was that it was a

benefit to the property. There was a lot of sand fill put on the property
and much of the property was raised to a buildable level.

We apparently--

(TR 392) and easement goes two ways -- both a benefit in this case and a
burden.

If we wanted to sell the property or develop the property, the

easement would have had to be released by the City of Virginia Beach.
THE COURT: The easement consisted of a right to dump sand?
THE WITNESS:

And over forty acres.

THE COURT: Was the easement limited in area in any way?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir, it covered only forty of the eighty

acres.
THE COURT:

I see.

THE WITNESS: And the problem is as I later found out and
I did not know this at the time that it may be a perpetual easement
because it has been assigned to the corps of engineers -- U. S.
Corps of Engineers and by the terms of the easement, there are
two conditions for it to be released.

One of them is when all

of the property is up to a sixteen foot level and I don•t
remember the other one but it either event -- either of the
conditions, the easement could conceivably be there for another
forty or fifty years, which would certainly affect the sale of
the property. At the time I revoked the authority in regard to

R. Stein - Direct

(TR 393)

negotiating the sand easement, I was not aware of the burden
portion that this may be -- perpetual easement -- but what had
happened was Mr. Levine, I believe, we were at this time already
in dispute over the money and we had a meeting at Mr. Levine's
office in Portsmouth and Mr. Levine -- I was living in Washington
at the time.

Mr. levine had asked me to be there and be prepared

to sign what would be a release of the sand easement.
got there, there were reasonably harsh words.
good terms.

When I

We were not on

Once the dispute had arisen, due to the money and

I asked, because I felt that this was a major item with respect
to the property -- forty acres.

It had already benefitted it

properly, I felt substantially, and could conceivably benefit
the property in the future years and I wanted to know what the
circumstances of it were.

Mr. Levine was not in a good mood

at the time, as I interpreted it, to go into much detail or
discussion.

He wanted the thing signed but did agree to give

me some documents that he had copies of, of the easement
itself, so I said I don't even know what I'm signing.
(TR 394)

One of

those letters was a letter from his attorney, who is Mr. Jones,
who is in the court, to David saying he had reviewed the files
and considered the case and felt that we had a very good
probability of having a substantial action against the City of
Virginia Beach for breach of contract for failure over what
had been about the past six or seven years of the easement
term to actually place any more sand on the property.
What had happened was the original project that was going

(TR 394)

R. Stein - Direct
at the time the sand was put on the property subsequently -THE COURT: Downtown, didn't it?
THE WITNESS:

I think at the present time to some other

people's land before it started going on the resort strip. Until
I had a chance to read the documents and to review the material,
particularly in light of Mr. Jones• letter, I felt I didn•t want
to sign something because the release we were signing, if the
easement was being released, the City alone would be able to
sign but the City was asking in that document for a complete
release for any actions we might have against them and I felt
I wanted to have a chance to read and analyze before I signed
(TR 395) anything and that was the history. And at that point when we
had harsh words. I think wrote out right in the office -- in
mY own handwriting that I hereby revoke your authority to do

anything else with respect to the sand easement.
MR. WEISBERG:
THE WITNESS:
he passed away.

Did you ever -I subsequently wrote to Mr. Garrett before

I investigated on mY own and found out that the

easement had been.assigned to the corps of engineers and they
weren•t going to release it because the City did not have a
right to release it and unless the City would provide suitable
area for it at the City•s expense, they weren•t about to release
nor could they release it and I realize now we had a substantial
problem. Whatever our differences,

w~

didn't want to tie up the

property for another forty or fifty years and I wrote Mr. Garrett,
I beleive, stating that I was wi 11 i.ng to work through him or any

R. Stein - Direct

(TR 395)

way he wanted with Mr. Levine so we could try and resolve the
prob 1em and I be 1i eve I got one 1etter back sayi.ng, 11 Do you
have any ideas?" I don't remember if I had any ideas or if I
(TR 396) wrote that I thought Mr. Levine was going to be the one since
he handled it and I was willing to cooperate in any way.

BY MR. WEISBERG:

Q

All right. Getting back to the amount due and the amount

owed and so forth, I show you Exhibit Number 1 for the defendant.

It

appears to be a letter from you to David Levine. Do you recognize that
letter?
(Shown to witness for examination.)
A

I do.

Q

I show you another letter which is Defendant·•s Exhibit

Number 2, which appears to be a letter to you and Mr. Sam Weisberg from
David levine, dated November 3, 1971, the first one was dated August 17,
'71.

Now, both of those letters are in reference either from you or to

you of an obligation and there is an amount stated. Would you read those?

A

The letter that is from me, I refer to Mr. Levine's

obligation to the Stein estate as "partial payment toward the $62,500
obligation owing to each of us by you ...

(TR 397)

Q

Let's talk about that letter first.

A

All right.

Q

Where did you write that letter from?

A

That was from my office at Mariott in Maryland.

Q

All r.i ght.

A

Or in Washington, D.C.
- ~C'\-

(TR 397)

R. Stein - Direct
Q

All r.ight.

Now, could you tell the court .why you put the

figure $62,500 in that letter?
A

This was prior to the time that any dispute had arisen as

to amounts of money due and I guess to steal a phrase that has come out
today -- the best way I can think of describing it as far as I was
concerned, it was a label" and I thought of the property in gross tems
11

as a half million. The Stein interest being $125,000, meaning that the
half put up for the Levine interest was half of that or $62,500 and the
interest was a constantly changing factor as payments were made and
August of '71 when this letter was written, final payment hadn't been
made.

So, from that point of view, in terms of $62,500, the principal

portion of the purchase price wasn •t even owed -- that full $62,,500
wasn't even owed at that time but the figure was used as early as -well, I guess that was the earliest time I used it·but I thought of it
in just as gross terms as a label and that would be true in terms of
Mr. Levine and Barbara and 1 have only one desire in this matter and
11

that is to pay back the $125,000 we owe you on the property ... That
(TR 398) also was in 1971 and I didn't think about it any differently.
THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

You are talking about label rather than specific?
It couldn't have been specific because that

much money of principal hadn't even been advanced yet to the
trustees.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Did you, in fact have the books available to you in

A

Whose books?

Maryland?

-~-

(TR 398)

R. Stein - Direct
Q

Mrs.

A

No, I didn't have them with me in Maryland.

Lichtenb~rg's.

MR. WEISBERG: Thank you. Answer.Mr. Jones.

*****
{TR 399} BY MR. JONES:

Q

R. Stein - Cross

With reference to this June 19, 1971 letter, did you give

Mr. Levine anything in exchange for this letter?

A

I believe a thank you. That's all.

Q

That would have been the extent of it?

A

Right.

Q

Now, with reference to your construction of the word

.. principal" and the phrase, .,Exclusive of interest .. when -- let's talk
about the phrase, "Exclusive of interest ... Did you ever have a different
interpretation of what "Exclusive of interest" meant other than what you
have testified here today?

A

Again all I can say is this question has been the burning

issue in this thing since whenever that tender of payment was made and
it's almost impossible for me to say I ever had another interpretation.
There have been so many interpretations
(TR 400)

I certainly thought

a~out it

by

various people that, you know,

after the issue was raised to

try to determine what could possibly have been meant

by

either one of

us.
Q

At the time that this -- when were you admitted to the bar?

A

1968.

Q

All right, sir.

So, at the time-- weil, that's obvious.

So, the word "principal" -- whose word was that word "principa1? 11 You
-~09-

R. Stein - Cross

(TR 400}

were standi_ng over Mr. Levine's shoulder.

A

I don •t know.

Was this your word or his word?

We composed it t_ogether.

I s.u.ggested some

phrases; he su_ggested some phrases.

It's not a long letter but it's·

four years ago and I don't remember.

I don't think I could dispute

Mr. Levine if he testified as to one or the other because I really don•t
remember who came up with what phrase.

I

remember specifically he

wanted to make it clear that he didn't owe interest and that's why the
phrase was used.
Q

Do you remember testifying in your depositions on, I think

it's June 7, 1974, which was discovery depositions in this case?

A

Yes, I remember testifying.

Q

Yes, sir.

Do you remember indicating in your deposition

that at the time the letter was written you understood the meaning of
11

Exclusive of interest" those words, differently from what you said

(TR 401} you understood it at the time of the deposition?
A

I

understand what you are saying but I really don't recall.

THE COURT:

MR. JONES:

I don't try to begin to.
Do you remember stating --

MR. WEISBERG: Tell me what page.
MR. JONES:. Page 66.
Mr. Garrett was asking you -- he started asking you at the
bottom of page 65 the question,. "This 1etter of June 19th
addressed to him -- meaning Mr. levine, "addressed to you says
11

pretty clearly, doesn't it, 'You are entitled to the principal
exclusive of interest invested for me toward the purchase of
the above-described property'?" And he said, "Was that clear

(TR 401)

R. Stein - Cross
to you?" And you said, "Was what clear to me?,. And Mr. Garrett
asked so on.

11

Was what clear to me? 11 And it. goes back and

forth a little bit until we finally get. to the point where
Mr. Garrett said, "All right.

Was it perfectly clear to you

what it was; wasn't it, what he said there?.. And your answer
was, "I understood.it at the time differently from what I
realize now he meant. 11
Can you remember saying that?
(TR 402)

THE WITNESS:

I assume I said it.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Well, what I am asking you is how did you understand it at

the time that the letter was written? Apparently you understand the
meaning of .. Exclusive of interest 11 differently today.
A

No, sir.

I think what I testified to was that I understood

it then as I testified when Mr. Weisberg questioned me and that I realize
now that that's not what Mr. Levine meant when he said the phrase in
there.

So, when I said I understood at the time of the writing of the

letter differently from what I now know Mr. Levine meant, that's exactly
what I meant.
Now, in your deposition on page 67, you indjcated the

Q

following:

11

When I later reread the thing, .. meaning this letter, "and I

don't mean at that particular time; as a matter of fact, it didn't really
come up -- I don't believe I even looked at the letter again until we
had a dispute over whether the rest of the monies were going to be repaid,
that I realized that the $62,500 represented principal on loan and not
interest protions paid to the sellers.
- .J../1-

(TR 402)

R. Stein - Cross
So, the answer to your question is that at the time mY understanding

of the 'Exclusive of interest' was that the loan, the monies we had
advanced on behalf of David did not bear interest." Now, at the time
{TR 403) that the letter was signed, the $62,500 that you have used in
your deposition here, you went using this sixty-two thousand -- I mean
at the time that your deposition was taken, were you or were you not
usi~g

$62,500 as a label?

A

I obviously was.

I would think -- I mean it's hard for

me to remember back because you have read a lot of sentences but
certainly at the time of the depositions I was aware of the interest
factor in the loan and had sued in fact for it when I used the figure
$62,500, if I understand the contents of what you are saying.

MR. WEISBERG:
is fair.

If your Honor please, I don't ·think this

It's a rather complicated sentence and I think if

Mr. Jones -- you want to show him the sentence and let him -THE COURT:

If he just looks at it and I don't look at it,

then I don't know what we are talking about.
MR. WEISBERG:

Your Honor, I have another copy.

THE COURT: What line?
MR. JONES:. On page 67 and we are starting-- well, the
whole thing starts on page 66.
THE COURT: Where, right now?
(TR 404)

MR. JONES:

Right now on page 67 and line 8 through 12.

THE COURT: All right.
MR. JONES:

Middle of·a sentence on line 8.

In that part is where the $62,500 was used.

THE COURT: Read to me what you read out loud.

R. Stein - Cross

(TR 404)

THE WITNESS:
the

thi~g

Start on line 6.

"When I later reread

-- and I don•t mean at that particular time; as a

matter of fact, it didn't really come up -- I don't believe
I even looked at the letter again until we had a dispute over
whether the rest of the monies were going to be repaid that
the $62,500 represented principal on loan and not interest
portions paid to the sellers."
I think I understand your question better. At the time
I used the $62,500 there, I was speaking of a specific amount
because I said it represented principal and not the interest
portion.
BY MR. JONES:

Q

You apparently understood the word 11 principal" at your

deposition to mean something different from the word 11 principal 11 in
this letter.
(TR 405) A

Q

I don't see how you come to that conclusion.
Because you have used the figure $62,500 which you said

on line 11 represented principal and you have told us that the word
"principal" in this June 1971 letter meant both principal and interest.
A

No. What r· said in the deposition was that the $62,500

represented the principal on the loan and not interest portions paid
to the seller and it -- loan from vendors of the property. So, what I
have done is taken my understanding of the word "principal

11

loan for

Mr. Levine and broken down where that principal went. A portion of it
went to pay principal on the property; a portion of it went to pay
principal on the interest.
_:l\1>-

(TR 405)

R. Stein - Cross
THE COURT:

Do I understand you to say you don•t claim any

interest on the $125,000 per se but you are claiming interest on
the $500,000 that was paid by the
THE WITNESS:

Weis~ergs

and the Steins?

No, sir.

THE COURT: Tell me what you are claiming.
THE WITNESS: The Weisbergs, Steins and levines paid to
the trustees of Seaview beach a total of $585,000.
THE COURT: Right.
(TR 406)

THE WITNESS: Weisbergs paid for their own portion, onefourth of that figure and Mr. Levine paid for his own share,
one-fourth of that figure.
THE COURT: That leaves us with the one-fourth disputed.
Disputed would have been a better than principal?
THE WITNESS:

Yes. One-fourth of $585,000 that•s left is

what we are talking about.

The Stein portion of that is one-

half of that amount.
THE COURT: Go back where you were.

I want to understand

this.
MR. WEISBERG: May I use the blackboard in a -THE WITNESS:

There is $585,000 that was paid total to

the trustees of Seaview beach. What we are concerned with here
has to do with the last fourth.

Now --

THE COURT: Merely the interest on the one-fourth?
THE WITNESS:

It•s the total. Well, let me start with the

whole of the last fourth.

The whole of the last fourth is about

one hundred forty some thousand because it's one-fourth of

-

Q..\~-

{TR 407)

R. Stein - Cross
$585,000.

It's not one-fourth of five hundred.

THE COURT:

~ight.

THE WITNESS:

Because you seem to ask about the $125,000

and I don't see it as $125,000.

It•s one-fourth of $585,000

which is one twenty-five -- one-forty -- two fifty, is the way
it would -- out of that one forty six fifty that the Steins and
Weisbergs put up on Levine's behalf. The Steins put up half of
that so it's approximately one half of the one forty six -- is
seventy three and some odd change. .
THE COURT: $73,000 and some odd change. That is the
amount that we felt that Mr. Levine owed us -- $73,000. He
had paid us approximately $40,000 and he tendered the last
$20s000 and said,

only $60,000.

11

1 am done." From our record, that meant

He still owed us another 12 -- 13 thousand or

12 thousand to bring it up to the 73 so what we are claiming

here is a total of the thirty-three and that's all, not
interest on the whole $73t000. We had advanced for David -in other words, we put out that $73s000 over a period of
approximately eleven or twelve years until the property was
paid for and we put out a total sum of $73,000.
(TR 408)

THE COURT:

You are not claiming the interest you-all

didn't earn?
THE WITNESS: That's correct. We are not saying he owed
us interest for the use of the money during that time.
THE COURT: You are claimi.ng the interest actually
paid to the trustees?

(TR 408)

R. Stein .. Cross
THE WITNESS:

Right, which was, as far as we were

concerned~

part of the purchase price.
THE COURT: Not interest on the use of the money?
THE WITNESS: As far as we wer.e concerned the interest-free
concept -- the fact that we weren't asking for interest on the
use of the money was compensation to David for his
THE COURT: His services?
THE

WITNESS:

THE COURT:
THE WITNESS:

For his services.

I see. That's what leads to lawsuits.
Yes, sir.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

All right Mr. Stein, did you have any dealings with a real

estate man from Goodman, Seagar, Hogan by the name of George Ferguson?
(TR 409) A

Very minor but I did, yes.

Q

And pertaining to the Seaview beach property?

A

Yes.

Q

Did you refer him to Mr. Levine -- Mr. Ferguson?

A

Mr. Ferguson came to me after he said that Mr. Levine had

hung up on him.

Q

Now, what did he tell you about Mr. Levine? Tell me that.

A

He said -- without going through everything that he had an

interest in the property -- asked if we were interested in selling it or
disposing of it in some way and I told him we are interested in hearing
anything he had to say.

Q

Excuse me but when you say, "the property __ ..

A

Meaning the south side, approximately e.ighty-four acres on
- 'l.\6-

(TR 409)

R. Stein - Cross

the south side.
side.

I believe this was after the partition but -- the north

I couldn't swear to that.

Mr. Fe.rguson said -- as a matter of

fact, I think when he came to me, I asked him if he had talked to Mr.
Levine or he may have volunteered it but he said he talked to Mr. Levine
about the property and Mr. Levine had hung up on him and I said, What
11

did you say to get him to hang up on you and he said he had somebody
11

(TR 410)

interested in buying ten to fifteen acres and what he considered

I believe was probably the prime portion of the land because it had most

of the road on Shore Drive and apparently he had told Mr. Levine he
thought he could get him $40,000 an acre.

Mr. Ferguson said to me, "I

don•t know if he was being literal or not." He hung up on him and I
said, David has in mind $100,000 an acre and he said, Well, I might
11

11

even be able to get that figure."
Again I am hazy but I did communicate again with Mr. Garrett the
fact that Mr. Ferguson or an agent had indicated an interest at the
$100,000 figure and I thought that somehow through him or some other way

we should see if we couldn't work with David and possibly consummate a sale.

Q

Did Mr. Ferguson tell you that he had a buyer?

A

He said he thought that he had interested parties and could

get that for me.
Q

That he thought he could get $100,000 an acre for an eighty

A

Not for the whole thing.

tract?
Between fifteen, ten or fifteen

acres of the very best portion.

Q

What use? Did his people say?
THE COURT: That's a million and a half dollars, isn•t it?

- ~\\-

R. Stein - Cross

(TR 411)

THE WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

I believe he was talking in terms

of a shopping center and I believe that -- Belo comes to my
mind and I don•t know whether it was Belo Shopping Center for
this property or whether the reason I got in touch with Mr.
Garrett was that I was concerned that Belo was going to be the
anchor or a shopping center in the general area and that that
would make this property less valuable for some years to come
because the area couldn•t stand another shopping center that
quickly and that close.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

What happened to Mr. Ferguson?

A

I never heard from him again.

Q

Didn't you tell Mr. Ferguson that you would contact him?

A

I may have.

I wouldn•t deny that I told him that but I

couldn•t execute a loan and once I communicated it with Mr. Garrett to
go back to Mr. Levine and never heard back, you know, never was taken up
on the suggestion, it was nothing I could do.
Q
(TR 412) A

When did Mr. Ferguson contact you?
I told you I don't remember the date.

in some sort of a dispute.

It was after we were

We were in a dispute so it would have had to

be after March of '73 or I don•t remember when that last $20,000 payment -Q

Did he contact you at all about the piece of property which

the Stein estate owns on the water-front side that•s never been sold?
A
was possible.

He may have asked me at the time and I may have said that it
I really don't remember this.

I am just saying that I may

have well have said that we also have the five acres there and something
. . ;J_Jj,

{TR 412)

R. Stein - Cross

could be worked out in conjunction with it.
Q

Did you say anythi_ng to Mr. Fe_rguson as far as the non-

water-front side was concerned? Did you say anythi_ng to him about
negotiating with Mr. Levine?

A

I don't remember how I explained to him that it would have -MR. WEISBERG:

this.

Your Honor, I don•t know the relevancy of

It doesn•t prove anything.
THE COURT: Overruled.
THE WITNESS:

I

don't remember how it came up.

I know that

he told me that Mr. levine had hung up on him and I am not sure
it would have made sense at the time for me to call Mr. Levine
back and I may have told him I would try to communicate to
{TR 413) Mr. levine through Mr. Garrett.

I am sure I indicated to him

that we were in a dispute or in litigation.
timing to know if were in litigation.

I don•t know the

It must have been if

Mr. Garrett --

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Did you regard Mr. Levine's actions as in breach of his

agreement to develop the property as far as in his dealings with
Mr. Ferguson?
THE COURT: Which action, hanging up the phone?

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
A

I guess I would have expected Mr. Levine to communicate

any over to us.

Whether at the time -- I certainly didn't say, 11 Let's

ammend our pleadings and sue them for breach of contract.
we were that formal about it.

11

I don't think

(TR 413)

R. Stein - Cross

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Are you aware, Mr. Stein, of the various things that Mr.

Levtne has done in connection with the promotion of the property -- the
Seaview beach property?

A

I am aware of him -- of them.

I am sure there are many I

am not aware of.
(TR 414) Q

A

What are the ones that you are aware of?

I am aware of the fact that he spent considerable efforts

in having the property rezoned to what was the most attractive zoning that
existed at the time, which has subsequently been converted to near the
most attractive zoning under the new compensive zoning ordinance.

I was

aware of his promotion.
THE COURT: The easiest way to ask that question -- you
heard Mr. Levine testify about all he had done to promote this
property, didn•t you?
THE

WITNESS:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: And you in no way disagree with his evaluation
or his statement of the things he did?
THE WITNESS:

Well, he said something about spending

$100,000 that I know nothing about but other than that I have
no dispute.
THE COURT:

That•s the simplest and shortest way to ask

that question.
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

*****
(TR 418) BY MR. JONES:

(TR 418)

R. Stein - Cross

Q

All

~ight.

Realizing that you have got one parcel that

the Stein interest owned outright and you have got an interest
across the road.

tha~'s

That's a co-interest with the other investors.

Would

you tell me -- tell the court rather, what the interest is on the water-front
parcel and what the appraisal is on the water-front parcel and what it
is on the interest that you have across the road?

MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I am going to have to

object for the record.

I

can't understand how an appraisal for

estate tax purposes which was done in '70 when the man died
could possibly have any -THE COURT:

Overruled.

MR. WEISBERG: Note my exception.
THE COURT:
(TR 419)

THE WITNESS:

South side has never been partitioned, has it?
That's correct.

I

am not sure, Mr. Jones,

I am going to be able to remember the exact figures but I know
I

can come pretty close on the south side.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

I am not trying to trick you.

A

Obviously we attempted to get an appraisal as low as

I want you to just tell me.

possible which is what I asked the appraiser who was doing it but you
know the answer I got back is that you can only go so low and still keep
your reputation and be able to fight in the corps and I am not -- I am
having a hard time in terms of actually remembering because the property
was reassessed sometime after the estate was appraised and when the taxes
went up based on the sale of the five acres that is not Se_agate Colony,
so that the assessed value went up to $490,000 on the north side and I
-l.~\-

(TR 419)

R. Stein - Cross

think I am not sure that the appraisal that we got was something like a
total of maybe $75,000 or $80,000.

remem~er

Q

Not north side water-front piece? .

A

Yes.

for sure.

I really -- the best I can do is tell you I can't
I know it was significantly below what turned out to

be current market value two years later because I know we sweated through
the three-year statute of limitations period.
(TR 420) Q

Why did you not participate in the sales of the Seaview

land that you were

of~ered

an opportunity to participate in on the north

side of the water-front side?

A

At that particular time we didn't have any need for a large

amount of cash and I felt that the land was as good investment as I would
be able to find after tax dollars that I would have gotten from the sale.

Q

Did you at the time that you were offered the chance to

participate, was it your contention that the property was being sold too
cheaply?

A

No.

Q

All right.

Have you offered your remaining -- the Stein

interest remaining parcel for sale since?
A

Yes, I have had it for sale for -- it's been over a year now.

Q

Have you placed a price on that piece of property?

A

We have been asking $700,000 for it.

Q

Have you ever asked more than that?

A

I may have.

Q

Have you ever asked a million dollars for it?

(TR 421) A

I may have.

It was $750,000 or $800,000

I wouldn't deny that I have.
-J~-

o~iginally.

I can tell you

R. Stein - Cross

(TR 421)

I

haven'~

gotten

it~

Q

Have you ever offered it for sale at less than $700,000?

A

Yes, I have told agents that I wou.ld take less than $700,000.

Q

Have any of your efforts in connection with the property

resulted in enhancing it's value? And I mean the eighty-five acres plus
is what I am talking about or the property which was subsequently sold?
A

It's almost impossible to say what the effect was but if I

remember correctly, I did speak at a public hearing in Virginia Beach
asking for the highest possible zoning when they converted from the old
zoning to the new comprehensive zoning ordinance.

We did not get the

absolute highest.

I am thinking in those

We got A-B-4 instead of A-H-2.

terms instead of sixty per acre.

But mY efforts may have been of some

help there.

*****
(TR 424) BY MR. JONES:
Q

How much dollar value do you place on the total services

rendered by David Levine in the acquisition and development in the Seaview
beach property?
THE COURT:

He has already put value -- $125,000, is that

right?
THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

I think I said the use of that

$125,000 plus over the time period but I really didn't have to
place a value on it.
THE COURT:

I wasn't a party to the original agreement.

I don't think that's a proper question .

. MR. JONES: All

~ight,

your Honor.

*****

sir. That's all mY questions,

(TR 430)

R. Stein - ReCross

BY MR. JONES:
Q

You are a member of the Virginia State Bar?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

It is my understanding you also have a degree in accounting.

A

That's correct.

Q

From what university did you obtain that degree?

A

Northern University in Boston.

Q

When did you attain that?

A

1970.

Q

Now, are you a certified public accountant?

A

No, I'm not.

Q

Now, yesterday you stated that the cost of land was not

$500,000 when it was originally purchased but that you added to the cost
of the land all the interest that was to be paid over a period of ten
years, which is what this Exhibit that was just introduced is.
(TR 431) A

What I said is that the total amount of money that we put

out for the purchase of the land included both the principal purchase
price of the land plus the interest on the use of the money during that
period in which -- for the purchase money mortgage.
Q

It was mY understanding that what you said was that from

the beginning that the cost of the land included both the $500,000 purchase
price plus interest figured as if the obligation ran the whole term so
it would be $585,000.
A

No.

I was speaking in terms of monies put out in connection

with the purchase of the property itself, not speaking from an accounting
point of view or from a basis point of view of subsequent sale of the property.

(TR 431)

R. Stein - ReCross
Q

How would you have treated the cost of the land had the

land been sold in the first year?
A

I would have treated it -- well, t.hat' s confusing because

we hadn't purchased the second piece of property.

Q

All right.

Well, let's say if it had been sold shortly

after both pieces of property had been closed, how would you have treated
it?

A

Let me just clarify before I answer that by saying that I

am not practicing accounting.

I

am practicing law and have done no

practicing in the accounting field at any time.
(TR 432)

I

merely got a degree

in accounting at the same time I was getting a degree in tax

law in Boston.
Q

Are you responding to mY question by saying you don't know

how you would have treated it?

A

I think I would have treated the purchase price, the basis

of the property, as $500,000 basis.

The interest payments would have

been currently deductible in the years in which they were paid.
Q

All right.

Suppose your father had had surplus cash

oh, we don't need to go into that.

MR. WEISBERG:

I have

That's the same question, your Honor.
no

further questions.

That's the

Plaintiff's case.
THE COURT: All right, sir.

MR. JONES: Your Honor, I have a motion at this time.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. JONES:
the evidence --

On the theory of the case, my motion is to strike

(TR 432)
THE COURT: On the two cases?
MR. JONES: As to one particular part as to the interest
that is being claimed in the amount

su~d

moving -- on the two lawsuits, yest sir.

for only.

I am not

My motion is to strike

the evidence as to the interest that they are seeking.
(TR 433)

THE COURT:

Let me get this down.

Strike evidence as to

interest that is what?
MR. JONES:

That is being sought in the two lawsuits.

THE COURT: All right.
MR. JONES:

I believe that's $10,625 for the Stein interest

and $10,625 for the Weisberg interest is the interest that is
being claimed. The theory of the plaintiff's case in these
two law actions goes back to what they actually brought this
suit on.

They brought this suit on a contract. The contract

that admittedly was prepared by their attorney, Norman Olitsky
and consequently is to be construed strictly against them and
in favor of Mr. Levine in these two lawsuits.

Their theory as

far as the interest we are talking about is concerned -- has
been stated and been further elaborated upon by the introduction
of the June 1971 letter which was done at Mr. Levine's home with
Mr. Robert Stein standing over his shoulder.
Now, the only thing which the plaintiffs have to go on as
far as any obligation on the part of Mr. Levine to pay interest
would be that really -- is nothing.
{TR 434) is that letter.

What they have to go on

The contract itself is very clear.

It doesn't

by no stretch of the imagination could one, I contend, take from

(TR 434)

that contract an obligation to repay.Mr. Levine received fifty
percent of the stock in Ocean Bay Development Corporation and
consequently received -- obviously would receive a fifty percent
share.

The evidence is the property was conveyed from Ocean Bay

Development to Marina Acres and that in turn it -- it just
occurred to me -- I thought a witness was still in here.
The property was to individual names so he required fifty
percent of the property.

Now, by reading those contracts, I

firmly contend that there is no way that the court could
interpret them to indicate that Mr. Levine had an obligation to
repay the interest on the $125,000 which the other investors
invested in the contract.

I don't understand, in fact, the

contract itself calls for him to receive a fifty percent interest
for the work that he did in locating the property and in doing
all the other things which he did and I contend locating it and
negotiating it was as important as anything else.

So, there is

(TR 435) no mention there that the interest that would be paid to the
trustees of Seaview beach would be reimbursed to the other coinvestors.

Now, when we turn to the letter that•s in evidence --

the June 19, 1971 -- this is not something that was sued on.

It's

something which I think Mr. Stein had a real purpose and he
said that this letter, that he didn't give Mr. Levine anything
other than a thank you for this letter -- in Mr. Stein's own
testimony.

And so there was no consideration for this letter.

It was totally without consideration and it was something that
had come up after his father's death and as far as any bills ever

(TR 435)
being sent to Mr. levine for the theory! that's the construction
that•s now being put on this letter for interest.
done.

This was never

The evidence of the plaintiffs doesn•t show that there

was any copy of any bill for any interest having ever been sent
to Mr. Levine.

Now, so the language of the letter even says

you are entitled to the principal .. Exclusive of interest" invested
for them for the purchase of the above described property.
fact is principal.

Mr. Robert Stein was a lawyer.

he was a graduate in accounting.

The

In addition

He has now urged on the court

(TR 436) that when he said principal -- when the principal was the word
used as this letter was dictated, that that meant all of the
money that was laid out to the trustees of Seaview beach.
I submit to the court the word "principal" is one of
established meaning and there is no way,

by

any stretch of the

imagination that that term-- especially when followed by the
parenphrase,

11

Exclusive of interest which would mean not to
11

include the interest invested for me when you read it.

You are

entitled to the principal, not to include interest toward the
purchase of the above described property.

It's obvious what

Mr. Levine did and when he had told them that he would pay them
$125,000 -- which there are other letters in evidence -- there
is a letter from Mr. Stein in which the obligation is mentioned
as $125,000.

Mr. Stein urges on the court the fact that he

included in that $125,000 interest.
THE COURT:

That•s where the word

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir, and Mr. Levine had written them

11

labe.l" comes in.

(TR 436)

letters sayi.ng, ni am goi.ng to pay you the $62,500,n which he
(TR 437) was paying two parties in interest so he was splitting it.
was half of $125,000.

They say against this is a label that he

was using as a theory of the case.
court.

That

That is being urged on the

I suggest that those theories completely are -- that the

fact is that the contract itself is what was sued on; that

t~is

later letter that was written where it uses specific language,
that principal that everybody knew what it meant, that
consequently the plaintiffs have not laid out a case to prove
that they are entitled to recover the interest on this Seaview
beach property.
THE COURT: All right, sir.
MR. WEISBERG:

Mr. Weisberg?

If your Honor please, the reason why we have

a lawsuit here today, I believe is because the parties abandoned
the original corporation. They started off in corporate form
just like they did in Lillie.

All they did was change some

names and change the interest to reflect he was going to put up
twenty-five interest on his own.

Had it remained in the corporate

form, we wouldn't be here today.
All the monies put up in Lillie were put up by the investors
(TR 438) in their pockets into the corporation as loan.

Mr. Breit

testified to the fact that officers that put .monies in put it in
as loans on the Lillie books, therefore, the loans were repayable.
Not by.Mr. Levine but

by

the corporation.

And, in fact, Mr.

Breit has testified and a number of others have testified that
all monies put in were paid back; that all loans were paid back

(TR 438)
before Mr. Levine got a nickel.

The only reason we have a

problem with this contract is because the parties -- non-lawyers
-- Mr. Jack Stein, Mr. David Levine,

M~.

Sam Weisberg and Mr.

Harry Weisberg abandoned their original intentions because they
went to set up a conduit because they had an opportunity to incur
any liability on the second piece of the property.

It apparently

occurred to them after they originally went into the Seaview
agreement that they could use this conduit concept.

In fact, Mr.

Levine testified it was sometime· after that Mr. Stein came up
with this idea.

Mr. Levine checked it with his accountant·and

at any rate it was decided to set up this conduit operation.
Now, at a later date, they talked about deducting· the interest
personally and they put it in their personal names.

If this

(TR 439) hadn•t happened -- ff they had maintained the corporation like
they did in lillie, there wouldn't be a lawsuit here today.
That's mY contention.

That's the theory of the case.

Now, the monies that were put up for land purchase were to
be put up -- it was the intention that they be put up in the form
of loans from officers of the corporation, then the corporation
would make the purchase.

That's the way it was done in Lillie.

In fact, and performance some fourteen years or fifteen years,
it was done that way in Lillie all the way through but there
wasn't any corporation here in order to make a loan to.

In

fact, the very first entry in the Ocean Bay Development
Corporation check stub book on the land looks like before they
ever had the checkbook was loan from officers and it listed down

(TR 439)
in there respectively amounts actually put out and it didn't
make any distinction of how much it was-- principal, interest
because it was all a loan.
corporation.

The whole

~hing

The next day it was taken out.

was a loan into the
The only possible

entrance after a year or a year and a half of the study is that ·
(TR 440) the corporation wasn•t really formed yet. They thought it was.
They had originally applied much earlier in December I think -I think it was the sixth or the ninth the court brought out -somewhere on that certificate but they didn•t actually get a
corporation that was viable until after the money was due on the
downpayment until after the first monies were paid, so they
couldn•t give a check out of the corporation because they didn•t
have a corporation.

Now, I think it•s very important to notice

that the very first transaction -- even though it lasted only
one day -- I think it shows the intentions of the parties was to
make a loan and it was David Levine's own handwriting that he
admitted that he wrote loan, officers to corporation.
what happened over the period

~f

I think

years as Mr. Levine testified,

he didn•t pay any attention to the books or the checking account
other than making sure that payments were made and he concerned
himself with the development of the properties -- never really
paid attention to the deal and never really thought about it.
He said until sometime around when Mr. Stein came in and a loan
(TR 441) -- I mean a sale was -- sometime in that period of time was the
first time he said he ever even started to think about it.
Now, there's a lot being made that the efforts that Mr. Levine

(TR 441)
used in the development of the property were tremendously valuable
and was this fair compensation.

Is it possible this could be fair

compensation, that they put up a quarter interest for him and
they received it back at the end? But the court ought to consider
the fact and I ask the court to consider .that Mr. Levine owns and
owned half of all of this property -- one half of all this property.
so his efforts in developing the property were fifty percent on
his own behalf at all times.

Every good thing that he bestowed on

the property and we are not denying that he has done an awful
lot -- this property accrued half to his advantage and the benefits
that he received from this venture ought to be looked at in this
light; that here comes a man with some skill who by his own admission
could not have gone into this deal because he would not have
obl.igated himself for much money o.r half that much money -- goes
to Mr. Stein and Mr. Weisberg who had the money at the time and
{TR 442) were investors and had been involved in

investmen~s

with him

before and that two of them made a march. or joint venture. They
had something he needed which was the cash and the credit too
for that matter I suppose and he had something that they needed
which was development and skill and he was willing to do the
work and they couldn't because they had their own businesses and
their own affairs to tend to so it was not a one-sided affair
that they had hired Mr. Levine to develop the property because
in fact. they a11. got t.ogether and bestowed benefits on each
other that have rebounded ten and fifteen fold to the original
investment. But the fact is Mr. levine couldn't have gotten

(TR 442)
into this deal where he is getting fifty percent of the benefits
without Mr. Weisberg and Mr. Stein.
do it. All right.

He has testified he couldn't

Now --

THE COURT: Couldn't or wouldn't?
MR. WESIBERG:
done.

It wouldn't have been

One or the other.

The situation regarding interest versus principal is to

me a relatively ludicrous situation in view of the contract
because there is no statement in the contract that indicates any
{TR 443) intention to break monies down.

In fact, the intention is

obviously stated to be the opposite.

All of the shares were

listed of the duties -- were listed relative to breakdown in
percentages.

Twenty-five percent was to be David Levine's

responsibility for putting up.
percent profit.

Fifty percent losses, fifty

Percentages don't take into account principal

versus interest and that, I think, is

extr~mely

important but

if there is any doubt what was meant at all, all the court has
to do is look at the model that was followed in preparing .this
agreement and in evidencing the contract or the meeting of the
aninds and look at how that model has worked for the past fourteen
or fifteen years.

The corporation in Lillie is the key.

corporation remained there.

The

There has never been a serious

problem that I know of in Lillie because it was very, very
obvious that bookkeeping was automatic.

When the partners put

up the money into the corporation to make a land

purchase~

there

was no other way to reflect that than to either say this is
capital contribution or it's a loan and the way it was done on

(TR 443)
or about the initial stock purchase was, "This is a loan and

(TR 444) it•s all paid back ... Now, I don't understand myself how there
could be any distinction claimed

betwe~n

principal versus inter.est

except if we take Mr. Levine's theory, which is that he owed no
obligation whatsoever at all for monies put up for him until he
wrote the letter to Mr. Stein and that his only obligation stems
from that letter. Well, Mr. Jones has pointed out .we.couldn't
sue on the letter.

The letter is· excellent evidence of the

intention to pay somethi.ng and we certainly wouldn't try. the
case and have the letter and keep it out of evidence but the
letter was Mr. levine•s expression of his understanding·as it
states right in the letter and Mr. Levine has testified he
actually had no understanding whatsoever up until the time he met
with Mr. Stein and at that time it was his intention to be generous
whether he is saying he made a gift of whether he is saying he
was trying to be generous to what he felt we could hold him to
-- what he felt he was legally responsible for on his legal
interpretation of his legal agreement. I don't know. Maybe that's
what he is getting at.

Now, there has been a lot of discussion about

(TR 445) who should have the burden of having their offer of the various
papers involved here.
by Mr. Sam Weisbe_rg.

For instance, Mr. Olitsky was on retainer
Now, I don't think that this court could

take Mr. levine's testimony that Mr. Levine filled in all, in
his own handwriting blank after

blank~

·made additions here and

additions here and directions here and then compared that draft
to the original that was finally

~greed

-,J.3~·

upon and Mr. Levine

{TR 445)
jointly offered -- at least jointly offered that agreement.
don't think it makes a hoot who paid for the services.

I

The fact

is Mr. Levine admits that Sam Weisberg .wasn't even there; that
Levine and Jack Stein, neither who were paying Mr. Olitsky went
to use Mr. Olitsky because he was free and in fact, it's very
obvious that Mr. Olitsky did very little if any drafting because
the contract is identical in almost every respect to Lillie with
the exception of some changes that were put in there in Mr.
levine's handwriting and one or two changes that came

af~er

that

amount to one or two sentences and one paragraph at the very end
that has to do with first refusal right.
Now, I submit that there can't be any burden on Sam Weisberg
(TR 446) or even Jack Stein with regard to the construction of the Seaview
contract based on the fact that they used -THE COURT:
Olitsky.

What are you arguing, they didn't use Mr.

They just used their secretary to type it?

·MR. WEISBERG:

I am simply saying it was a jointventure --

they both went there and they both had him -THE COURT:

You missed my point.

I think it's right much

matter in your argument.
MR. WEISBERG:

I am just saying that I didn't say Mr. Olitsky

didn't say anything because I don't know and frankly Mr. Olitsky
doesn't remember.

Now, Mr. Stein's testimony is to what he

expected the word principal has been brought up to be repaid to
him.

Now, if the court will recall Mrs.

Lichtenb~rg's

books and

Mr. Daniel's testimony, the monies advanced on behalf of David

(TR 446)
Levine were treated on the books of Mr. Stein as a loan. All the
monies -- there wasn't any breakdown interest. One thing -principal loan.
THE COURT: Well in doubt Mrs. Lichtenberg's mind.

(TR 447)

MR. WEISBERG:

No, sir. She said she treated it all as one

balance due and intidentally,

Mr~

Weisberg's check stub -- one

of the few that he could find, listed on there loan or advance.
I can't recall. Over half on David Levine's $6,000 on a
particular payment.

If the court will look at Mr. Weisberg's

share of that, his own share, Mr. Weisberg's own share down in
the principal and interest on the very same check, it was an
$18,000 check but on Mr. Levine's portion of the check stub there
was no breakdown principal interest.

It simply said $6,000 and

in fact, - it was principal and interest payable to the Waters'
group but they had 1964 -- some period long before the parties
contemplated any problem and much, much .closer to the original
date that the parties met and had their mutual meeting of the
minds -- is evidence as to what the intention was.
Now, I don't think that the court could expect Mr. Stein
to keep a running balance in his head of the unpaid interest as
it is added in -- the interest on the unpaid balance as it is
added in.

He testified he was in Washington when he wrote a

number of letters back and forth and didn't have books
(TR 448} available to him and he thought of this transaction as having
advanced one-quarter of a half a million dollars purchase price
and he came home because his father passed away and he was

(TR 448)
executor and he was •- he had to go there to find out what his
responsibilities were and what ones owed to his estates and he
immediately tried to detenmine with regard to this transaction
what was -- where does it say I am entitled to get back, that
sort of thing.

The testimony was Mrs. Lichtenberg, after picking

up the Ocean Bay contract and he ·said, "Holy mackerel, what in
the world is this? There is no Ocean Bay Corporation or anything."
And he went to see Mr. Levine.

Mr. Levine testified that Mr.

Stein said 11 the way I read this contract, you probably dpn•t owe
us anything ... But there wasn•t any intention to pay it back.
There was the understanding from my father then Mr. Levine knocked
out in writing what his understanding was at that time in 1970 -ten years later and he testified he hadn't even thought about it
-- the interim period.

He also testified he didn•t have any

obligation in his mind until he wrote this· letter to Mr. Stein
but nevertheless, Mr. Daniel, when trying to do that certified
{TR 449) audit for Mr. Stein, which attempt was later abandoned, has
testified that he sent Mr. Levine a statement to be certified and
Mr. Levine denied that he owed any more than the original
principal; that the balance was wrong and later there was a meeting
with Stein apparently and that Mr. Daniel called or talked to
Mr. Levine again and Mr. Levine said, "Yes, the agreement on that
now is final. 11 And the understanding Mr. Daniel said he had was
that his figures were correct; that Mr; Levine was consenting
to them.

In fact, Mr. Daniel•s figures were correct.

one or two years before Mr. Stein died, which was 1970.

That was
It's

(TR 449)
difficult to keep all these dates straight but 1970 Mr. Stein
died.

1968 or 1969 is when this Daniel's conversation took place

and Mr. Stein never got into the

pictu~e.

I mean Mr. Bobby

Stein never got into the picture.until long after that.
letter was written in '71 I believe.

This

My feeling is then, that

if the court takes a look at what happened in the Lillie transaction

up to date and compares the two documents, there can be no doubt
that in fact, the intention was to advance whatever monies were
(TR 450) necessary for purchase to the corporation as a loan repayable to
the

p~ople

that put it in.

Lillie was done that way and they got

paid back and my contention is it should be done that way here and
now.

And I don't see really any evidence to the contrary. Thank

you very much.
THE COURT: All right, Mr. Jones?
MR. JONES:

I will try to be very brief, your.Honor.

didn't object during Mr. Weisberg's argument.

I

I don't know, the

court is not going to consider it but I consider it as a very
bad breach of procedure to try·and stand here-- that Mr. Olitsky
..would testify."

time.

THE COURT:

I hadn't thought about it.

MR. JONES:

I know the court's not talking about.it at the

The fact is that the evidence is that Mr. Levine, Mr.

Jack Stein and Norman Olitsky met, that in the presence of Norman
01 i tsky and Jack Stein Mr. Levine -- anythi_ng that he wrote on
that contract obviously in the presence of a man with his
attorney.

That's the situation in which my client wrote whatever

(TR 450)

he wrote on that contract.
clear.

Now, Mr. Levine•s testimony was very

When he was called as an adverse witness and this is the

(TR 451) only evidence on this point -- left Norman Olitsky's office, there
were certain changes made to that contract after Mr. Levine left
that he didn't have anything to do with and they were important
changes -- down in the last line of paragraph one which is a
critical paragraph and the other change was in paragraph four.
Those words, "at it's inception" they were added, they were not
Mr. Levine•s words.

They are critical changes to both paragraph

one and paragraph four.
Mr. Levine left.

Material changes that were made after

Now, this is the way the contract was prepared.

This is the language that was presented him and he signed this
contract but that's not the point. The point is that the language
in there was something in those critical paragraphs other than
the things that he had

that he has indicated by underlining.

THE COURT: The words, "At it•s inception" were not
underlined.
MR. JONES: And there is quite a bit of shorthand and other
notations at the bottom of the numbered paragraph one that shows
that changes were made in Mr. Olitsky's·office.

Whether Mr.

Olitsky personally made those or whether Mr. Stein dictated those
(TR

45~)

to Mr. Olitsky's secretary and who did all that, we don't know
because Mr. Levine wasn•t there and Mr. Olitsky hasn•t been here
and Mr. Stein of course, being deceased, so the fact is that what
we have said about construing this agreement -- I firmly believe
that the law -- the general law on construing an agreement against
- rJ,.3 9-

(TR 452)

the party who drafted it applies because this draft came to David
Levine in a different form than what it was prepared at the time
he was there.
Now, there has been some talk here about two things and these
are the only two things I want to emphasize, your Honor.
about the ambiguity.

One,

Anytime David Levine mentioned any ambiguity

he was going to repay after the 1971 letter and he never -- there
is not one iota of evidence that he ever said he was going.to pay
them one penny until after that letter of 1971, but anytime he
ever said he was going to repay anything it was dealt solely with
exact figures.

$62,500. Obviously one-half of $125,000, no

ambiguity in that.

The other times that this obligation was

mentioned in correspondence was always for a definite figure.
(TR 453)

Now, I don't think we can get away from that. That's
obvious. Say it's obvious but it's reasonable to conclude from
that and from the situation -- from the contract what Mr. Levine
was doing as was said.

Plaintiffs are not suing. They obviously

hadn't tried to sue on this letter.
was the contract.

What they tried to sue on

Now, they have said that that contract was

identical; that the procedures were the same as Lillie.

I don't

want to oversimplify it. The evidence was that in Lillie Realty,
first of all, David put up zero dollars.

Second}y,. even though

Mr. Breit, in his testimony indicated Lillie was losing money
and even though Mr. Breit couldn't remember it.

When we got to

the accountant, Mr. Daniel, he remembered that Mr. Levine was
paid fees while that development was. going on and we talked about
_,

~40-

(TR 453)
somewhere between -- it was in the bracket of thirty -- between
$30,000 to seventy-- $80,000 total.

And that•s an entirely

different type of arrangement from Seaview beach.

David Levine,

in Seaview beach, was putting up $125,000 plus his share of the
interest on the land purchase.

In Lillie, he wasn't putting up

(TR 454) anything and he was being paid fees and when you say $30,000 to
$70,000 fee back ten years ago -- he was being paid these fees
while the corporation was even losing money so that's an entirely
different type of situation and to draw these parallels, I think,
it may be of some help to the court but it's largely irrelevant -to draw that parallel and say these were handled identically.
It was the same deal as Lillie.

It wasn't and anytime Mr. Levine

talked about owing them anything or being willing to pay anything
-- it really came down to -- he talked in terms of -- in his
letter he said, "Principal exclusive of interest," not to include
interest.

But you have to read ·the whole phrase -- paid for me

or invested for me, principal exclusive of interest.

Interest

invested for me exclusive of any interest invested for me.

There

is no --you can•t look at that contract and say, obligated
David levine to pay any interest and when you read "Exclusive of
interest invested for me," I say that it•s

IT\Y

very firm belief

there is no way you can say he was obligated to pay that interest
and then that and consequently my motion to strike, your Honor.
(TR 455)

THE COURT: Well gentlemen, the case is complex.

Maybe we

have arrived at the point where it is less complex. The letter
of June 1971 is utterly without consideration and even if it

(TR 455)
were supported -- even if it were enforceable, the letter of
June 19 -- the easiest words -- the word 11 Exclusive 11 is
sufficient to me to say that interest

~ould

not be required to

be paid but to go back to the original contract and I see
nothing in the or_iginal contract or in the evidence or anything
else that required Mr. levine to pay any interest so I sustain
the motion to strike.
MR. WEISBERG:

Please note mY exception.

*****
(TR 456)

GEORGE FERGUSON, called as a witness on behalf of the
defendant, havi.ng been first duly sworn, was examined and
testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. JONES:
Q

You are Mr. George Ferguson?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

What is your address?

A

113 79th street, Virginia Beach.

Q

And in the interest of time, were you formerly emploY.ed by

Goodman-S.egar?
A

I was until June first last year.

Q

You have retired, have you not?

A

Yes.

Q

All right, sir.

Mr. Ferguson, directing your

attentio~

to

a piece of property that is the subject of this litigation, which was
formerly the Seaview beach property, I ask you if you had any contact with

(TR 456)

G. Ferguson - Direct

Mr. David Levine concerning a portion of that property?
A

Only in his original plan.

Q

Yes, sir.

How did you know that Mr. Levine was the owner

of the property?
A

Well, I had some interest in that corner and I called Mr.

Levine in his office -- called on him.
(TR 457) . Q
A

Yes, sir.
He gave me a plat on I guess about four feet square that

were some of the plans that he had for hotels and auditorium -- Marina
and many other things.
Q

Yes, sir. When you say you called on him, you mean you

went in person to his office?
A

Yes, in Portsmouth.

Q

Was Mr.

A

Not that I recall, no.

Q

Do you recall that he ever hung up the telephone on you?

A

No, I don't.

Q

Was he cooperative with you?

A

As far as I recall.

lev~ne

ever rude to you in anyway?

I had very little interest with him

as far as that piece of property that we originally discussed.

Q

Yes, sir.

Now, with respect to Mr. Robert Stein, who

else had an interest in that property? I ask you Mr. Ferguson, if you
ever had any contact with Mr. Stein.
A

Only over the telephone.

Q

How did that contact come about?

A

Well, I passed that property everyday coming from the beach

(TR 457)

G. Ferguson - Direct

and I saw a s_i gn with

I don 't reca 11 the number of feet frontage the

(TR 458) sign said and I called Mr. Stein asking the price and asked
him if he would give Goodman. Seagar, Hogan an exclusive in case we
found someone interested in it.

He advised me that there was some litigatic

pending and as soon as that was settled he would talk to his broker and
let me know if they could give us an exclusive on the property but I never
heard from him after that.

Q

Did you tell him that you thought you could sell his· property

and the property across the road?

A

Not across the road and I might have said I could sell it

but I just don't recall.

I didn't have any specific interest other than

the fact that I thought it was a good piece of property and was saleable.

Q

Did you tell him you could sell the property for $100,000

A

No, sir. As I recall and my memory is a little vague.

an acre?

sorry.

I'm

It seems to me that I thought the property was a little high at

the time.

Whether or not I told him that, I just don't recall.
Q

Yes, sir.

Knowing what you know about the property, was

$100,000 an acre a reasonable figure?
A

It seemed to me at that time it was a little high. The

present day I don't think it would be.

*****
(TR 460) BY MR. JONES:
Q

Mr. Stein, I am going to direct your attention to your

discovery deposition starting on page 68 in this case and I suppose your
Honor o_ught to give him a chance to read this before I ask him a question.

R. Stein - Direct (Adv.)

(TR 460)

It starts at the top -- his answer to Mr. Garrett starts at the top and
goes almost all the way to the bottom.
THE COURT:

Is what he is reading .in the record?

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir and I think perhaps we should start

on page 67, line 17 so that what he is reading will be in the
record and he doesn•t have page 67.
The question to you was:
"Well, now at the time you went to see him,u and I think we
can say that meant David Levine, 11 Did you have access to your
father's records showing the payment on this so-called loan?
Answer:
Question:

Yes, sir, I had access to them.
Well, where did you get the-- where did you--

at what place did you get the word 11 loan'.', out of this agreement
(TR 461) or out of any transactions that's anything you know about this
transaction? Where does the word "loan 11 come in?
Answer:

When I first took over the estate as executor there

were still payments that were remaining to be paid to the sellers
of the property so I had to arrange to come up with the money and
at that time I tried to familarize myself with what the transaction
was.

I discussed it with Mrs. Lichtenberg and -- I can't

remember specifically.

We are talking about three years ago and

I am not sure if I could remember -- it was six months before
the very first time the word "loan 11 came up.

The question arose

in terms of getting the monies together and making the payments
as to what was the status of this agreement.
at the _agreement.

I believe I looked

I felt the agreement was not clear as to when
- ~4~-

(TR 461)

R. Stein - Direct (Adv.)
the money would be repaid.

I talked to Mrs.

Lichtenb~rg.

She

indicated, you know, that it was set up on our books as a loan
to David Levine ...

MR. WEISBERG: Your Honor, is it going to be a question?
THE COURT:

No.

I ruled that it be in the record and asked

(TR 462) the witness to read a part of the deposition and then a question
would be asked based on the deposition and this deposition is
not in the record and if this matter is going to the Supreme
Court, the question would -- would not know what the question
is all about.

We don't ordinarily do it but we have got to do

it here.

MR. WEISBERG: Okay Judge.
MR. JONES: Yes, sir, if these things have been filed they
would be all right but they haven't.

11

I

believe I contacted Sam

Weisberg to ask him what the story was and we discussed the
agreement and felt that it was unclear, and at that time, I said,
"Well, I am on good terms with David.

Maybe I should go talk

to him and see if I could find out what the story was and that•s
what led to the meeting that resulted in that letter, .. and that's
for the record.

That's the end of the quotation.

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Now, Mr. Stein, in light of that, which appears in this

deposition, I will ask you was it approximately six months before the
word 11 loan" or the concept of a loan to David Levine for the $125,000
(TR 463) came up after you qualified for executor?
A

First of all, it wasn't as to $125,000.

It was as to the

(TR 463)

R. Stein- Direct (Adv.)

total portion of money advanced in the six-month period I think I am
referring to in this case -- had to do with a period of time.
six months after I looked into the transaction

~ith

It wasn•t

David levine but six

months before I got into the books or into the estate -- enough for the
matter to come to mY attention.

Q

So, your answer -- is your answer that it was six months

before anybody told you that after you qualified as executor-- before
anybody told you that this was set up on the books as a loan?
A

No.

Q

Well, what did you mean when you said it was six months

I knew it was a loan before my father died.

before the very first time the word 11 loan" came up?
A

Well, what I was referring to was-- I was looking at the

books in terms of as executor -- in terms of how this matter would be
shown for say, tax purposes and at that point it was the first time that
I had gotten into a question of when the money would be repaid and actually
in detail, myself going into the transaction as opposed to, you know,
heari_ng my father ta 1k to me about the business dea 1 that he had entered
(TR 464} into.

So, what I was referring to there when I talked about

"loan .. was talking about terms of the loan when it would be repaid and
talking about it in the specific terms that had to do with preparing an
estate tax return.
Q

Well, if you already knew that this was set up as a loan,

why did you contact Mr. Weisberg -- Mr. Sam Weisberg to ask him about
what you have stated in your deposition you felt was unclear?
A

I said it was unclear as to when it was to be repaid.

felt the agreement was ambiguous and unclear in terms of the specific

I

fTR 464)

R. Stein- Direct (Adv.)

terms of the loan, which

Q

~gain

I am speaking to repayment terms.

And mY final question is did you have access to your

father's records before you qualified as

A

execut~r?

Yes, I had access to them.
MR. WEISBERG: Mr. Stein, did you ever have any question

or ever indicate any question as to how much was owed?
THE WITNESS:

No, I didn't.

*****
(TR 484)
DAVID I. LEVINE, the defendant, called as a witness on his own
behalf, having been previously sworn, was examined and testified as
follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. JONES:
Q

Mr. Levine, how long have you been involved in the

development of real ·estate?
A

About thirty years.
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I think we can

stipulate that Mr. Levine is an expert developer.
MR. JONES: That will be fine.
The first thing I wanted to do, Mr. Levine, I want to
show you a brochure.
MR. WEISBERG: That's fine.
THE COURT:

I have seen it.

MR. JONES: Atlantis by the Sea, and I don't think we
have any objection to that.

(TR 484)

D. I. Levine - Direct
THE COURT:

Number 10.

{Received and marked in evidence by the court as Defendant's
Exhibit Number 10.)
(TR 485) B.Y MR. JONES:
Q

And I will ask you did you have that brochure prepared?

A

Yes.

Q

Now, Mr. Levine -THE COURT: What is that, Atlantis by the Sea?

THE WITNESS: That's something I did for a press conference.
THE COURT: Of this property in controversy?
THE WITNESS:

Yes, we had people from all over the country.

THE COURT: All right.

This middle page, an artist's

rendering of Atlantis by the Sea, is what•s possible?
THE WITNESS:

That was the second concept.

We already

had a first one.
THE COURT: All right.

*****
(TR 487)

BY MR. JONES:

Q

Mr. Levine, there has been a great deal of testimony here

about the operation of Lillie Realty Corporation and I am going to ask
(TR 488) you, you have heard testimony of Mr. Breit and Mr. Daniel, who
couldn't remember exactly what the situation was but did you receive fees?
A

Yes.

Q

In Lillie Realty?

A

Yes.

Q

And would you explain how much the fees were and what they

D. I. Levine - Direct

(TR 488)

were for?
A

My agreement -- it wasn't in writing but it was a verbal

modification since I was going to build the houses and I was going to be
responsible for it, they gave me a fee of about $125 per house.

I built

255 houses under that agreement.

*****

(TR 493) BY MR. JONES:
Q

You said you have expended.

You said this when you were

being examined by Mr. Weisberg as an adverse witness and you have indicated
here today that you had employed your own counsel to do some things and
you said expended to your own funds in working for this property without

{TR 494) asking for reimbursement on the Stein and Weisberg interest.
Now, why have you done that?
A

Well, it seemed to me there is no use being picayunish

about telephone calls and travel expenses and mail and paying a few dollars
to go out to a hearing or paying the accountant for some advice, so I paid
it.

I had a right to do it.

I didn't even tell them I did.

I just

considered that part of my duties.

Q

When you said what you were getting, what were you referring

A

I was getting a fourth of the property.

to?

to fifty percent of the property.

I got clear title

I paid for twenty-five percent of it

so I considered all of this as part of my normal duties.
*****
(TR 502) Q

Now, with reference to your performance as a developer,

Mr. Levine, I want to direct your attention to one specific thing that

(TR 502)

D. I. Levine - Direct

you did and that was concerning the demolition of the buildings that were
on the Seaview Beach property.
A

That -THE COURT:

What was that -- Naval Officers' Club?

THE WITNESS:

No, sir.

The Old Shriner's Club.

THE COURT: Oh, sure.
THE WITNESS:
THE COURT:

I use to go there when I first -I remember it.

THE WITNESS:
the colored beach.

Then it became the Seaview Beach -- you know
So when we bought the property and took title

to it then naturally the city health department told us we either
have to rebuild it or tear it down because when you take title
they give you an inspection.

So, it would cost a fortune to

rebuild it so we paid 25 hundred dollars to have it demolished.
So, when we had it demolished, I naturally suggested we take a
condemnation -- we take a tax loss.
(TR 503} Mr. Weisberg's bookkeeper.

So, Mr. Max Sears was

Mr. Daniel was Mr. Stein's bookkeeper

and they both called me in desperation and said they couldn't
get anywhere with the I.R.S. -- all they could get is a 21 thousand
dollar deduction or less so they got a tax -- named Lester
Bowman.

He was in Petersburg, who recently died.

He worked on

it and he called me and said he cannot get past $21 thousand so
I spent several days and I went up and he had a meeting with the
top man in I.R.S. and got it increased to $52 thousand dollars.

*****

(TR 515)

D. I. Levine - Redirect
Q

Mr. Levine, I want to ask you a couple of more questions.

When Mrs. Lichtenbe.rg testified

yesterq~y,

you had seen the books of Jack Stein

she could not remember whether

an~ whethe~

you were aware that the

books of Jack Stein --

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

If your Honor please, I would like to --

Let him finish his question because I won't

know what he is asking until he does.
BY MR. JONES:
Q

-- Show both the $62,500 and the interest?

THE COURT: The books set up by her showed -- on principal
and interest. That's what you are getting at?

(TR 516)

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir, it's a loan.

THE COURT:

Your question is had he seen those books.

What's

wrong with that?
MR. WEISBERG:

The only thing wrong with that is we are now

on redirect and no areas of exploration were covered on costs
pertaining to this.
THE COURT:

We have been through this a million times.

But he hasn't had his say.

MR. WEISBERG:

He had him on direct and I took cross-

examination.
THE COURT:

That doesn•t matter.

Go ahead.

We are here

to get the truth.
THE WITNESS:

I never saw the books.

BY MR. JONES:
Q

Yes, sir, and did you regard that you had, that tfiis was a

loan from your co-investors, the $25 thousand dollars?

{TR 516)

D. I. levine - Redirect
A

The answer is no.

I didn't regard it as a loan.

*****
(TR 531)
A

After litigation.

was representing me.

He wrote me letters while Mr. Garrett

He wrote Mr. Garrett letters that this constant

revocation and withdrawal of it put me to the point where if you can do
it once or twice, I don't feel that I am confident that I can act.
Q

Are you sayi.ng that once or twice is constant revocation?

You are upset.
A

After all that work I did when he revoked that on the spur

of the moment -- when I had his agreement a year before giving me complete
authority to deal on the sand, that's the reason I didn't have to consult
him.

When he revoked it then as far as I am concerned I felt like he

could revoke anything.

Because anytime a fellow could pull out a piece

of paper and undercut me, sure I feel like I had no authority to represent
them in anything.

Q

Didn't he tell you all he wanted you to do was look into

the matter before he signed?
A

First thing he said he didn't want to pay taxes.

That was

the first reason no matter what he told you, he told me he didn't want to
pay taxes and that's the reason he wouldn't sign it.

Then he told me the

easement was not legal and I found out later on and he got angry because
I wouldn't sue the City of Virginia Beach.
Q
(TR 532) A

Q

All this happened at the

saw~

meeting, right?

No, this all happened in a period of time.
Getting back to the deeds you received in the Lillie trans-~53-

D. I. Levine - Recross

(TR 532)
action --

(Whereupon the court recessed.

After recess the trial

proceeded as follows.)
THE COURT: All right.

BY MR. WEISBERG:
Q

Mr. Levine, with regard to the Lillie fees, the $125 per

house, did you say that was because you made a subsequent modification of
your agreement with the Lillie group?
A

Yes, I modified practically every agreement I ever made.

They are long-term agreements and when I started building houses, the
Babalas and Breit Finm said they would like a legal fee for every closing
and I said I would like a fee for building houses and maybe we had a
verbal agreement but all I know is they gave me $125 a house.

*****
(TR 538)

MR. JONES: All right, your Honor.

There are some additional

points I wanted in ev1dence and in the two law actions at this
point I would move to strike the Plaintiffs' demand for the remaining balance on the $125,000 that they are seeking to have
returned and my argument essentially is the same.

Well, for the

same reason -- is that as far as the contract itself is concerned,
the contract on the Seaview beach is for Mr. Levine receiving
fifty percent interest on the property and under the contract
there is, in my opinion, by no stretch of the imagination the
theory on which they could look to Mr. ·Levine for it.
THE COURT: What you are saying is you move to strike all
the evidence? Your client doesn't owe them anything?
.... oJS</-

(TR 538)
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: On the two law actions?
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir, on the two law actions.

THE COURT: All right.
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor, please, the motion to strike

(TR 539} with regard to the $125,000 advance I think would be very properly sustained. since we have an admission by Mr. Levine's own
mouth, by his own writing, by his own letter that his interpretation of the agreement between the parties was that he owed it.
Now, I don't know how much clearer one can get -- evidence from
the opposite side espousing their own case.
in very early in the litigation.

The letter was put

It has good points for the

plaintiff but it certainly is an admission.

It's as clear and

convincing an admission as any plaintiff could hope to get;
that, in fact, the defendant says he owes the $125,000.

He also

says -- admits that the $125,000 was to be paid out of proceeds
from his first income sale share monies.

He says that -- says

when it's payable, how much is payable and he admits with regard
to Weisberg that he felt the same way as he felt to Stein even
though the letter was directed to Stein.

He has admitted that

on the stand -- felt if he should pay one, he would pay the other.
His interpretation couldn't have been any different to one party
than the other because the agreement didn't say anything to sepa(TR 540) rate the parties -- Weisberg and Stein.

So, there is absolutely

no contradictory evidence that he owes this money.

There is some

contradictory evidence regarding when he first understood that he

(TR 540)
owed the money but he admitted he owes it.

He admits it very,

very clearly.
Now, it doesn't seem that they have put on any evidence
whatsoever and this will go toward my motion if it's all right
to do at this point -- the summary judgment on the issue of the
$125,000 -- doesn•t seem that they put on any evidence whatsoever
that they don't owe it.

There has been put before this court

books that were kept since 1961 of Jack Stein's records showing
that this amount along with the other amount the court already
made a ruling on; that the amount was considered a loan to
Levine.

There were checks shown -- stubs shown of Mr. Weisberg

and though he said he relied on the Lichtenberg books, that
nevertheless he had checks back in 1964.
Levine.

He said loan to David

There were checks made by_ David Levine in

rep~ent

and the check said repayment of advance and sometimes they said
11

1oan by the Weisberg and Stein groups ... There is perfonnance

(TR 541) to show what the intention of the parties were.

These

p~ents

were made out of the first proceeds incoming to the Levine interest from the property.

They were split down the middle

between Weisberg and Stein at the very instant within a day or
two of receipt.

So that every possible type of evidence that

could be offered with regard to the

intenti~n

of the parties

concerning a contract for joint venture that has been admittedly
obscured admittedly unclear on the issues presented, every type
of evidence has been offered and every single type of evidence
that has been available. that is written has tended to prove

(TR 541)
Weisberg and Stein are entitled to at least the $125,000
advanced by it.

Everybody's performance-- Mr. Levine's per-

formance emphasizes that.

I don't see how the court could rule

otherwise with regard to these monies that were paid on behalf
of Mr. Levine.

Now, I would also like to bring up a motion

which I will wait if the court wants me to, to the effect that
the declaratory judgment is untimely brought which is the motion
(TR 542) that I originally made.

All the parties agree that Mr. Levine is

still the developer of the property.

Mr. Levine says it's an

understanding that he still has to develop the property and that
he wants to still develop the property.

Weisberg and Stein all

say it is their understanding that Mr. Levine still owes the
obligation to develop the property.

The Lillie agreement, the

one that they did within the corporate shell that they stayed
in.

The Lillie ·agreement has shown that Mr. Levine is still

developing the property.

1961 -- 1975, so if there is no dis-

pute as to whether or not Mr. Levine is to develop the property
then what other areas of contention? Whether there are adverse
claims for this court to decide regarding a declaratory judgment -bill of complaint.-- excuse me.

Well, the invoices-- how about

the invoices that various parties have with regard to the development, the power, the authority that we keep talking about?
Everybody agrees.

Mr. Levine says major decisions were always

the product of all the parties.
on the major decisions.

:rR

They all had to get together

He said minor decisions, most of the

543) parties didn't care and didn't want to be bothered with.

Mr.

(TR 543)
Weisberg says the same thing.

They left it up to levine

unless it was a major decision.

Stein is not in the position

to make any comments whatsoever because he wasn•t even there.
So authority is clear.

Not only that the contract is really

obscure on the authority, the contract calls for fifty percent
on levine, fifty percent between Weisberg and Stein -- very,
very clear that Levine can't do anything without either Weisberg
or Stein.

It also appears to be very, very clear that Levine
\

or either Weisberg or Stein could do anything they want.

I

don't think that's at all an unclear situation that requires
any outside construction because that was provided for.
what areas, I ask Mr. Jones to call out--

wha~

So,

areas are there

of real contention here other than whether or not amounts of
money are owed.

I didn't know in the beginning and I brought

it to the court's attention, what areas there were that are
still in contention and it appears that there are no areas that
are in contention with these parties.

(TR 544)

THE COURT: All right.

Thank you.

The court overrules the motion of

the plaintiff for summary judgment in the law actions.

The

court sustains the motion of the defendant to strike the evidence of the plaintiffs in the law actions on the ground that
the court fails to see how Mr. Levine owed a .nickel of the
$125,000 much less any interest.
court is a question of fact.

And the testimony before the

The court is convinced that Mr.

Levine voluntarily, in sort of an expression of generosity and
flexibility and trying to hold this whole extremely valuable
-cJ59-

(TR 544)
affair together, went ahead and agreed to pay $125,000 when
he didn't owe a nickel.
Now, as to the motion for Declaratory Judgment, I haven t
1

heard argument on it.

If you want to argue it, but I am supposed

to answer in the negative every question asked in the motion of
Declaratory Judgment and the best thing I can ask is go out and
get you an ironclad contract spelling out everything if you still
want Mr. Levine to operate and Mr. Levine still wants to associate
with these people.

Go out and get an ironclad contract and if

{TR 545) the court can add any dignity, to confer any, to save their own
necks, they better get busy and handle this thing properly instead of cutting each others throats and fighting and snatching
at each other and put lifesavers around their necks and get their
heads above the water and get this valuable property and so something sensible.

If you want to do that and come back at three

o'clock and argue the Declaratory Judgment matter, I will be glad
to hear it at three o'clock, but it's my suggestion to go out
there and arrive at a future contract and if you do so, I will
confirm it.
MR. JONES:

I have no desire to argue it.

THE COURT:

I am prepared to answer.

further duties.
balls.

Mr. levine owes no

The whole arrangement has been put in motr

By the simple-fee ownership to all the parties, he doesn t
1

owe anybody anything and the Weisbergs and Steins owe Mr. levine
nothing.

The thing is dead and gone but if you want to get out

here and use some common sense and try and preserve this price-

(TR 546)

less thing.
MR. WEISBERG:

I would like to note my exception to each

of the court's rulings.
MR. JONES: There is a matter of the counterclaim.
MR. WEISBERG: Against Stein, your Honor.
MR. JONES: There was a counterclaim filed on behalf of
Mr. Levine seeking back the $84,000 he has paid.
THE COURT: Well, night follows
MR. WEISBERG:

d~.

You hear my rulings.

If your Honor please, I don't understand

the ruling either and if there is going to be argument about
the counterclaim, I think if it•s a different law that has to do
with that -THE COURT:

I won•t rule on that right now.

But you can

see what I am prepared to rule on.

*****
(TR 547)
(Whereupon court recessed.

After recess the trial pro-

ceeded as follows:)
THE COURT:

Gentlemen, without ruling, by way of suggestion,

there is something you-all might look into and I will hear from
you-all later if you wish to be heard.
It appears to me that what the court has ruled is that the
payment that Mr. Levine -- of the amounts he did pay on the
$125,000 were gifts inter vivos.

There is no contract that the

letter was not considered by consideration, so at most or at
best or whatever it was, I believe was a gift with gifts inter

(TR 547)
vivos each time a payment was made.
Now, if they were such gifts, then the amounts paid, the
eighty-some -- $84,000 cannot be reel aime.d by Mr. Levine on his
cross-claim and he cannot be compelled to maintain to pay.

He

cannot be compelled to pay the remainder due or allegedly due
for the reason that gifts inter vivos are simple gifts, such
as one party.makes to another with the expectation of death.

A

gift of causa mortis because they were approaching death and
(TR 548) a gift as a contract without consideration and to be valid, it
must be executed, delivered and advancement which was as an
absolute gift which the donor cannot recall but for which he
may in his will provide for but once the gift inter vivos is
made and done it cannot be recalled.
The common element of a gift inter vivos is one, the gift
must be of personal property as here.

Two, possession of the

property must be delivered at the time of the gift of the donee
and that was done with the checks received.

And three, the title

to the property must vest
in the donee at the time of the. gift,
.
which happened here.

The donor must be divested of.

That's

Mr. Levine and the donee vested with the right of property in the
subject of the gift.

It must be absolute, irrevocable and without

any reference of taking effect at some future period.

Now, that

future period, it seems to me takes care of the balance of the
amount due because it's not due now and the possession hasn't
been given because-- I am quoting from nine Michie's Juris-

(TR 548)
prudence, Law of Virginia and West Virginia.
(TR 549) effect.

The time taking

It is essential to a gift that it goes into effect at

once and completely.

If it regards the future, it is but a

promise without consideration cannot be enforced and has no
legal validity and that•s why I didn't say that the past payments made by Mr. Levine, while the court has ruled he didn't
have to make them become vested here in the law of Plaintiff•s
here -- in the law actions.

And on the other hand there has

been no delivery of the final payment and it has never gone into
effect and it is a promise without consideration and it cannot
be enforced.

It has no legal validity and that means Mr. Levine

cannot be called on to pay the remaining due or claimed on the
principal and of course that takes care of the interest too.

So,

if you-all wish to look into gifts inter vivos and be heard later
on those two points, I will be glad to hear you.

*****
(TR 552)

(Whereupon the court recessed.

After recess the following

took place:)
MR. JONES: Well, your Honor, on the matter of inter vivos
gifts, I would like the opportunity to submit-THE COURT:

I thought you woulq.

MR. JONES:

To submit as to the

THE COURT:

It appears that your counterclaims are dead

Declara~ory

Judgment.

as far as I see them but of course I will give you an opportunity.

*****

(TR 561)
MR. WEISBERG:

If it please the court at this time I would

like to get into the record several motions on the issues that
have already been decided.
THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Is that all right with you?

I say it's all right.

You don t have to ask
1

his permission.
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor please, I move the court to set

side the verdict as contrary to the law and the evidence in each
of the cases that the court has ruled which the motions for
judgment at law by Legum and the motion for judgment at law by
Stein.
I

I

believe that's what the court has ruled on so far and

move the court -THE COURT:

I

MR. WEISBERG:

found for the defendant in the two law actions.
Yes, sir. My motion is to set aside the ver-

dict as being contrary to the law and the evidence.
THE COURT: All right.

*****
(TR 565)
THE COURT:

I have read both of you-all's briefs.

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT:

You have a narrow point.

Now, that's a matter ordinarily--

*****
(TR 568)
MR. JONES: Now, my point is this, your Honor, and it is
namely that Mr. Levine, through certain representations, came

(TR 568)
to do what the court has found on the facts that he did and
that these representations, namely that if no interest had been
claimed or was to be claimed, these payments were made.

Now, I

think it is obvious from what I have said that we have to view
this transaction as a continuing transaction.
(TR 569)

THE COURT:

His statement had been that he would repay out

of the first proceeds of the first sale -- first sale or sales.
Your approach is that if that at least or at most -- I don•t
know which I should say, it was an installment payment intervivos
gift but I view it as each payment as a pure intervivos gift.
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir, well, I view it as a gift-- a single--

it is a single transaction.

The single transaction was satisfied

by several payments. Mr. Levine, at the time that he d.iscussed
this

~atter

with Robert Stein didn't know that there was a buyer

possibly soon to come.

In fact, as history developed itself, a

buyer soon appeared but all Mr.· Levine knew, the first sale of
any property would produce $125,000 to his share from the first
sale.

Now, there is no question but that if he had then had

enough of a share to tender them $125,000 he would have discovered
that they were not doing what he thought they were going to do
and consequently -THE

(TR 570)

COURT: What was it -- Mr. Jack Stein, the decedent?

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
THE COURT:

I heard such things about him that I don't

believe he demanded a dime of interest.
dence is before me.

That•s what the evi-

(TR 570)
MR. JONES: That's true but Mr. Jack Stein was deceased at
the time.
THE

COURT: The difficulty arose

~ith

the interest?

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
THE COURT:

I realize that.

MR. JONES: And it was only and the evidence is that only
after Mr. Jack Stein's death did the situation come up where

Mr. Levine -- where it was alleged that Mr. Levine or he was
asked to make payments totaling $125,000.

During Mr. Jack Stein•s

lifetime, there is no evidence that it was ever communicated to
Mr. Levine that anybody was looking to him for $125,000 additional,
much less interest.
THE COURT:

But the whole development, while they had ex-

pectations that there would be profits from it and that it would
turn out to be a very valuable investment, it developed beyond
all expectations and I view the evidence as a pure act of generosity on the part of Mr. Levine, who agreed to make the payment
and sign that letter he signed.
(TR 571)

MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

THE COURT: That exclusive of interest in parenthesis.

MR. JONES: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: That's why I call it a gift and will continue
to call it a gift and the order was a gift.
MR. JONES:

Yes, sir.

All right, your Honor.

Well, our

only remaining point then is that however -THE COURT:

But once a gift is made, you can't take it back.
-~~5-

(TR 571)

MR. JONES: All right, sir.

I understand the court's

ruling.
THE COURT: That's the law as I have read it.

MR. JONES:

I would like to except only the court's ruling

as to the taking back because I think there was misrepresentation
that induced the gift and that because of this fraud that Mr.
Levine has been, in effect defrauded of this eighty some thousand
dollars.
THE COURT:

But I think the interest was never thought about

(TR 572) until somebody's fertility of mind injected it into the picture-just some fertility of mind.
interest.

Let's get out here and grab a little

That's the way the evidence appears to me and at that

point Mr. Levine raised his back up and I don't blame him for
doing so -- on the evidence I heard, that he refused to make any
more gifts.

I

can't make a man make a gift.

MR. JONES: All right your

Honor~

That's all I have.

THE COURT: And I don't think he can get his money back.
MR. JONES:

I understand that and for the record --

THE COURT: Make your exception, please.
MR. JONES:

I have excepted to the record on that part but--

THE COURT: All right.

That's the way I view it and I have

done a little research myself.
MR. JONES:

I knew the court would.

MR. WEISBERG: May it please the court your Honor, I feel
kind of funny standing up here and trying to cut my own throat
(TR 573) but in all honesty and candor, with the court, I have got to

(TR 573)
say and I take no exception to the court's ruling, I am now
speaking on the motions that I previously made relative to set
aside the verdict asking the court to enter judgment in favor of
the plaintiffs on the law actions.

I don't see how and it's

strange to the imagination that three parties involved in a
business transaction can get to be so lovey-dovey that one of
them gives the other $125,000.
THE COURT:

I ruled it was pure generosity on the part of

Mr. Levine.

MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

I understand that the court has that opinion.

It's a finding of fact.

MR. WEISBERG:

I understand it's a finding of fact.

I hope

that before the court makes a final finding on the motion that I
am now arguing that it will try and keep an open mind just for
the purpose of this motion.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. WEISBERG:

Now, the biggest problem that I think the

court would recognize to be a problem in terms of finding that
Mr. Levine's payments were a gift would be what do you do with
(TR 574) the payments that were made by Weisberg and Stein on behalf of
Levine's property that was deeded to Levine?
THE COURT: They were not gifts.
MR. WEISBERG: What were they?
THE COURT:

Contractural obligations supported by considera-

tion in exchange for his expertise.
to put up money in exchange.

Your interests were willing

That's supported by consideration

- .:J.(o1-

(TR 574)
but the gift inter vivos is supported

by

no consideration

whatsoever and you must have execution; you must have delivery;
you must have everything else because it's not an obligation of
any kind.

It is enforceable in law.

One, certain conditions

are met despite the lack of consideration because the law
recognizes gifts.

But when your interests agreed to put up

monies for Mr. Levine's interest in the property, it was supported by consideration -- his expertise and the evidence before
this court proves it's expertise and more than adequately and
that your interest -- Mr. Jack Stein was the financial genius;
Mr. Levine was the developing genius, thereto I call them
geniuses and there was consideration for each other for what they

(TR 575) were doing but the other interest set back your other clients -the Weisbergs and said they knew nothing about developing; they
knew nothing about financing.

They left developing and financing

entirely up to Mr. Jack Stein and Mr. Levine.
MR. WEISBERG:

What about their entrepreneurial talents?

Mr. Levine brought up the matter to Mr. Weisberg and he knew he
was investing in a lot of -THE COURT:

But on the evidence before the court, all the

other participants contributed with nothing but monies I call it.
MR. WEISBERG:

If your Honor recalls the testimony, Mr. Levine

stated he talked to Mr. Weisberg, I believe on the golf course.
Mr. Levine says he talked to him.

I don't think he denies where

it was and Mr. Weisberg's reaction to the discussion with Mr.
Levine was to go and talk to Mr. Jack Stein -- right in the testi-

(TR 575)
mony.

I

believe it's before the court. Mr. Weisberg then is an

entrepreneur because he put Levine and Stein together and Levine
and Stein and Weisberg got together.
(TR 576)

THE COURT: They constituted legal consideration.

MR. WEISBERG: Yes, sir, but what I am trying to do Judge,
is to show the court that I have made a mess of showing this
case.
THE COURT: Their agreement-- we will pay the twenty-five
percent of Mr. Levine was supported by consideration that was
contratural in force of obligation, in force of law. When Mr.
Levine agreed to repay the money or to make a gift of the money
that had been placed up for him, it had not been supported by
consideration.

It was a pure gift without consideration.

MR. WEISBERG: Judge, let me ask this now.

We talked about

a contract.
THE COURT:

Right.

MR. WEISBERG: And I assume that you are talking about the
1961 written contract. is that correct?

THE COURT:

In a sense.

MR. WEISBERG:

Well, for one thing, I don't believe there

is
THE COURT: And the other collateral issues that went along
with it but go ahead.

MR. WEISBERG:

I am talking about this consideration that

(TR 577) is support of the payments made by Weisberg to Levine.

The

court ruled that ·the 1961 agreement was dead at the time the

(TR 577)
party took permanent title .. All right.
or '63.

That was about 1962

All the payments that were made on behalf of Weisberg

and Stein with the exception of the down payment and first year
or two were made after that -- for another seven or eight years,
so those payments were made after the court has ruled that the
1961

agreement was dead.
THE COURT: That was consideration.
MR. WEISBERG:

contract died.

The contract -- the court ruled that the

Not only that Judge, the contract if I remember

correctly never, ever says at any one place in any or even in
the entirity that Weisberg and Stein -THE COURT:

What do you call the letter by Mr. Levine?

The novation of some kind?
MR. WEISBERG:
what counsel on both

No, sir, I think what I have done Judge, and
si~es

has done to this court is really it's

that we have misdirected the court down the wrong paths because
what we have brought before this court should have been and
originally was an extremely simple, uncomplicated issue.

There

(TR 578) had never been any discussions, any problems that any of these
parties had for ten or eleven or twelve years.

They went along

and they knew their obligations with one to the other.
honored them.

They

Weisberg and Stein kept on paying that money and

paying that money.

They never objected" never complained, never

even wrote a bad letter about it.

They wrote complimentary letters

to Levine for some of his performances.
THE COURT: On the brochure?

(TR 578)

MR. WEISBERG: On the brochure and I assume there were
other letters, probably in the record that have to do with
the twenty or thirty exhibits that we _have that have to do with
compliments to Levine, that you did a good job here David -that sort of thing.

For ten years after the death of the con-

tractor -- maybe nine, depending on whether we are talking
about fourteen or fifteen years before the parties became at
each other's throats, there wasn't a single problem.
So, what happens, they get into an argument.

All right.

When do they get

into the argument? The day Levine says give me a release,
Stein.

He says it to Mrs. Lichtenberg.

(TR 579) Mrs. Lichtenberg.

Here is $20,000

Do the same to Weisberg.

The evidence is

more complete.
THE COURT: Are you talking about final payment on the
$120,000?
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir.

He says "here is $25,000. Get

Mr. Stein to get me a release." She gets in touch with Mr. Stein
in Washington and says there is something wrong here and says
we can't give David a release.

I believe that was the testimony.

We can't give David the release and Stein says, "What's the
problem," and she says, 41 He still owes another twelve after the
twenty."

Stein comes down and has discussions with Levine and

talks about the Lillie contract and all manner of things and the
sand easement.

Everything in the world comes into the picture

now because of suspicion.

Why is there suspicion? For the first

time in twelve or thirteen years, there is a problem that has
- ':).!"\\-

(TR 579)
developed and it's over money and that's the usual problem
that develops in any kind of business transaction.
is the problem? When was it created?
the court.

payment?

It's all right before

There has never been a problem for

(TR 580) so until the last payment.

So, what

twelve years or

Now, did Levine think he owed the

Judge, I think it's obvious to the court that he is

not going to pay $125,000 if he doesn't feel some responsibility
to pay it.

Now, he testifies he felt no responsibility until

he wrote this letter but he said also the letter speaks for
itself and I let it stand that way.

The court has the letter

before it because the letter says, "My interpretation of the
agreement between the parties is, not, I hereby with donative
intent give you -THE COURT:

Who dictated the letter?

MR. WEISBERG: Judge, the testimony is that he typed it,
that Stein was sitting there.
THE COURT:

Who dictated it?

MR. WEISBERG:

Stein was sitting at his shoulder and he

didn't know how much of the language is Steins and how much is
his.
THE COURT:

That's not the way I recall it.

I recall Mr.

Levine said, "Tell me \'/hat you want me to type and I wi 11 type
it. II
MR. WEISBERG:

Judge, I don't recall it that way.

it's probably in the transcript.
the -- I will look for it.

I think

Perhaps we can find it but

(TR 581)
THE COURT: One thing Mr. Levine insisted upon was to put
in "no interest .. in parenthesis.
MR. WEISBERG:
ington, D.C.

Yes, sir, he did but Mr. Stein is in Wash-

He doesn•t have access of his folks books and he

knows one-fourth of $125,000 is $25,000.

He comes in for the

weekend and everybody is happy. Mr. Weisberg is not involved
in that.

He didn't mention it.

even was involved in it.

He ·wasn't present and he never

Why does Weisberg have to suffer the

brunts of Stein's dictation? Wasn't Weisberg a sep!rate party
here? Just let me go on to summarize in as short a possible
way as I can what I think the situation really, really was -the truth, the actual run of the matters that are involved here-the truth is there was no dispute about anything that these
parties did and they did a lot, Judge.

They did an awful lot.

Mr. Levine had an awful lot to do with it but together they
spent some money and they did so and listed some of the particulars.

Just think of how much time these people dealt together

and what decisions they made over vast sums of money as it turns
(TR 582) out and as it probably was from time to time when they are
making the decision.
some of the

it~ns

Certainly it was but together just to name

-- they agreed they were going to use a con-

duit corporation to buy the second piece of property so that
they wouldn't have binding so that changed the originial agreement where they formed a corporation to purchase all this property.
Now, they are not going to purchase the property in the corporation.

I agree with the court that the original contract died

(TR 582}
when· they abandoned the corporation but I think at that point
there was a novation because what did they agree to do? They
agreed to use the conduit corporation.

Very shortly thereafter,

they agreed together to destroy a building -- an old building
on the property and to get a tax break from that.

THE COURT: This is what your joint venture -MR. WEISBERG:

I am trying to hit the areas that are not

necessarily covered by the brief.

I

am not trying to be repe-

titious.

THE COURT:

I'm not charging you of being repetitious.

I

am noting the fact that your legal discussion supports your
I'm not being critical of you, Mr. Weisberg.

factual discussion.
(TR 583)

MR. WEISBERG:
time.

I just didn't want to waste the court's

I think that s absolutely direct.
1

THE COURT: ·They did operate in a joint venture for quite
I agree with your legal thesis.

a period of time.
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

For the entire period up until the present.

But the whole matter blew up and transience

developed between Mr. Levine and Mr. Robert Stein and the ease,

ment papers were not signed.

.

They even criticized Mr. Levine

with his connections, splendid connections and expertise in
being able to accomplish things before the planning boards of
the City of Virginia Beach and this is what ended -- this was
the terminal disease that is getting ready to kill this magnificent project going down there on the riverbend or bend of
the bay.

(TR 583)
MR. WEISBERG:
I

Judge, it was my understanding, and in fact,

think we may have stipulated that we made no claim that we

(TR 584) had any difference with Mr. Levine for any of his performance up

until these parties got the issue and I think I stipulated to
that, Judge.

I

am just about positive.

THE COURT: What•s all the trouble, money?
MR. WEISBERG: That's the only time these parties ever had
a problem was when Mr. Levine tendered the last $25,000 and said,
I

want a release and the parties looked at their books and said,

"Wait a minute.

You still owe money" and he says, "No, I don•t."

And I think both of them, your Honor, were telling what they
believed to be the truth.

I

don•t think anybody is a liar.

I am just saying it is so ridiculous that Mr. Levine didn't owe
a nickel of the $125,000 and paid $84,000 and walked in with
forty some thousand dollars --more dollars and said,"Let's pay
it off." Then this mess started about interest.
THE COURT:

I think I'm just appaled at the whole thing.

MR. WEISBERG: Judge, I think that the court needs to
consider what -- if the court has decided -- apparently the
court has decided -- that these facts meet the joint venture
tests; that we did have a joint venture.
(TR 585)

THE COURT:

You did until -- it was all -- if I understand

fact, actually that Mr. Robert Stein stepped in here and I
don't like to use slang words and I can't think of a proper
word but stepped in here and soured the milk -- soured the
cream-- soured the who1e deal, corrupted the whole splendid
-J15·

(TR 585)
venture that was going on down there and again I am appalled
at the parties that got into this position and it distresses
the court that these parties-- these.sensible men can't get
out here right now and walk in this conference room and get
this matter settled and draw up a contract for the future to
reserve the interest of these parties and reserve their own
interest and get operating adequately again and let Mr. Levine
run this affair as his expertise qualifies him to do and I
think you-all are destroying each other and it is not a nickel
out of my pocket but I just hate to see human beings destroy
each other when they should not be doing it and I am appalled
by it a11.
MR. WEISBERG:

I appreciate the court•s concern and the

court's reaction but I don't think that the court has had before
(TR 586) it enough of the background of these parties to know what their
full intentions were.
THE COURT:

I know Mr. Levine got a what, ten -- twenty --?

MR. WEISBERG: A sewer line run up in there.
tons and tons of sand.

I know he got

What did he get for all this? Everything

he did rebounded to him for fifty percent.
THE COURT:
it.

Sure.

He wouldn't have been down there doing

He is not Santa Claus.
MR. WEISBERG:

In other words, Mr. Levine didn't invest

a penny for a quarter of the interest.

His calculations, some-

where in the neighborhood of four million dollars that he didn't
invest a penny for that was invested for him but I think that the
-J. ?fD ..

(TR 586)
court -THE COURT:

I will quit being a prophet -- a oh --

Martin Luther, the reformer.

I will

~eep

my mouth shut.

I

was just saying what I think about it.
MR. WEISBERG:

I appreciate that.

There is no other way

to communicate if we don't get response on the other side.
THE COURT:
(TR 587)

I begged you-all to get together.

MR. WEISBERG: The problem -- really the problem that is
here, I think it's very obvious, is that everybody is a highly
principal party because they are only arguing in each case is
$12,000; they

w~re

tendered $20,000 each and they refused the

$20,000 because they thought they were legitimately owed and

Mr. Levine-- I don't claim it's any different here.

I tell

you what I think -- the fault of these parties is Judge, and I
think there is only one real fault of the parties.

I think

Mr. Levine, Mr. Stein and Mr. Weisberg were penniless and
pound foolish because they should have hired a lawyer and asked
him to take care of this agreement when they decided to change
it and I think that's why these parties are at issue and the
real reason for this -THE COURT:

I am all for seeing the lawyers make fees.

MR. WEISBERG: Judge, I can't make much of this case.

It

just appears to me that Mr. Levine didn't look at the agreement
for ten or twelve -- thirteen years.

I

doubt Mr. Weisberg

looked at it for ten -- twelve -- thirteen years.
(TR 588)

THE COURT:

It was just an unhappy clash of personalities.
- a.11-

(TR 588)
MR. WEISBERG:

I don't think it was personalities

because they all got along very well together.

In fact,

Judge, to just show the court that you might be mistaken in
that regard, the personalities were so closely mixed that Mr.
Levine gave Mr. Stein this letter for $125,000 because he said
Mr. Stein had nice manners, I believe he said and he appeared
to be a nice sort and he knew that millions were going to come
and he felt it would be a nice thing to do.
THE COURT: And Mr. Levine said he made more money than
they ever expected to make.
MR. WEISBERG:

So did you-all.

I think the court is being asked to like a

rabbi because in fact, what we have here is the parties have an
honest difference of opinion.
being ungrateful.

It's not a question of anybody

I believe the court thinks that somebody is

being ungrateful here; that Mr. Stein tried to weasel his way
into getting more than he was entitled to but I don't think
that's the situation here at all.

I think every party here is

honorable -- Mr. Stein, Mr. Levine and Mr. Weisberg.
(TR 589)

THE COURT:

I think they got super technical out of fertility

of mind without realizing the personal consequences that would
result from it.
MR. WEISBERG:

I would believe that, Judge, except for a

few very, very important particulars that the court ought to
bring to mind.

I know it's been several weeks but Mrs. Lich-

tenberg had books for ten or twelve -THE COURT: She set the books up in that fashion but there

-

~ '18-

(TR 589)
was no evidence that anyone told her to set them up in that
fashion.

MR. WEISBERG:

I believe the evidence was that she got

the information from Mr. Levine.

I will -- the record will

show that Mr. Levine -- she got it from Mr. Levine.
THE COURT:

As I recall, the evidence it was her splendidly

efficient bookkeeperish way of setting up books.
MR. WEISBERG: Judge, I believe the record will show.
THE COURT: There was no agreement between the parties that
the books should be set up in this way. There was no contractural
agreement oral or written that the books should be set up in this
(TR 590) way.

Her evidence you presented and it was persuasive evidence

up to a degree but it wasn't persuasive enough on the court.
I think she.was just a nice, efficient bookkeeper that set up
the books in that way Mr. Levine didn't know anything about the
interest notations being made on the books and neither did your
clients.
MR. WEISBERG:

Well, what about my client's check stub that

we found from '64 or '65 in that period of time that said 11 Loaned
to David Levine including principal and interest ... How about that
1964 -- how about Mr. Levine's checks that he wrote in 11 Repayment" before this ever started? Where he wrote "Repayment of
loan, repayment of advance, repayment of monies put out on
behalf of --?" They were his checks in his handwriting before
any of this hassle began? The whole thing is here, Judge.
the counsel have complicated this issue.

We,

We brought in Declara-

(TR 590)
tory Judgment; we brought in Chapter 11; we brought in loans;
every kind of deal and transaction that has occured. individually
without the other parties that has ab$olutely nothing to do with
(TR 591) the claims that were originally made here.

This claim was filed

by Weisberg and Stein a long time ago only asking for a money
judgment for the twenty plus the twelve in each instance.
THE COURT: All the evidence of Lillie should not have been
brought in either.

MR. WEISBERG: The evidence as to

L~llie

THE COURT:

It just wasn't persuasive

was very confus-

ing.
It wasn't confusing.

on the court.
MR. WEISBERG:

That of course is for the court to weigh.

THE COURT: What I am suggesting is that.we had three
guys -- the three guys got together and they made a deal. They
got married and they decided that they were going to buy a piece
of property and develop it and certain ones of them had certain
duties and mainly it was Mr. Levine's duties to see that the
property got developed and got sold and got worth more and the
parties when they get together, they had a certain understanding
among them and the understanding had to do with this money that
has been being claimed here today and had to do with the duties
(TR 592) that Mr. Levine claims he has, that we agreed with and it had to
do with the title to the property and had to do wi.th just about
every particular there was going to be and was eventually dealt
with and the only real problem that made this into a lawsuit was
.... ~o-

(TR 592)
that the parties -- layment -- changed the character of their
contract by changing the -- and when they stopped having a
corporation and started off on a joint venture they no longer
had a corporate treasury to reflect how monies were put in.
just went to payments. The

~onies

were paid.

checks were paid directly to Waters.

It

Almost all the

In the later years, paid

to Seaview beach complex, which wasn't a corporation either.
MR. WEISBERG:

In the very initial Judge, just to look at

whether or not these monies were to be a loan to the corporation,
counsel for the plaintiffs, felt that it was particularly important to find a 1961 check stub book in Mr. David Levine's
hand that shows the very first transaction -- looked like before
the checkbook even opened up -- on the lefthand on the cardboard.
I don't remember whether or not it was ten thousand or not but
(TR 593) it seems to me·$10,100 loaned to the Ocean Bay Development
Corporation -- ten thousand or whatever figure it is.

I think

the amount of the downpayment, so that first figure was in David
Levine's hand.
why.

Now, the next day, it went out.

Nobody remembers

Only the court can draw conclusions based on what was brought

before it but we did bring before it a showing that the corporation was not actually in legal existence on the dates the first
payment was supposed to be made, so in Mr. Levine's handwriting,
the original transaction was listed as loan to the corporation.
In every Lillie transaction, Judge, it was done the same way -in every one was a loan to the corporation.
THE COURT: My point is Seaview beach was a brand new ball

(TR 593)
game.

The ball game played in lillie had nothing to do with

the one played in Seaview as far as I can see.
MR. WEISBERG:

What about the basis for the transaction

with the changes right on the face of the Lillie agreement.
There were so few changes, every one except the right to first
refusal had to do with the facts that David Levine instead of
(TR 594) owning twenty percent was going to own fifty percent.
THE COURT: Well, I found right many differences but
Seaview was so different from Lillie as to be striking as far
as I am concerned.
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Judge, it was different.

You can't use what happened in one contract

to control in another contract. Why not bring in the third
contract or the fourth or confusing completely with the fifth
contract.

Who do we have to construe this Seaview and nothing

else?
MR. WEISBERG: The Seaview was a joint venture.
has ruled on that after the contract was abadoned.

The court
So, then,

how Judge, does the court decide what the terms of the joint
venture was?
THE COURT:

Because you didn't have enough custom and

usage established.
MR. WEISBERG: What I am saying is how does the court
go about deciding?
THE COURT: On the facts that I heard from that witness
stand and the documents I read.

{TR 594)
MR. WEISBERG: . And among the facts was a prior dealing
between the parties for purchase of land for development of it
{TR 595) for David Levine to be the developer; .for David Levine to
receive an interest and percentage interest free of any type-put up any money he had to put up.

For David Levine to take

the responsibilities to develop in the property an9 -THE COURT: What you have got is a little better deal in
Seaview than in Lillie.
MR. WEISBERG: That was specifically changed on the face
of the Lillie agreement in Mr. Levine's own handwriting.

It

was his own handwriting that he marked over the twenty percent-was changed to twenty-five percent.
THE COURT: The court has entered into the contract -- was
finally drafted, yes. sir.
MR. WEISBERG:

Yes, sir, that's true.

We wouldn't have a

problem Judge, if they kept the corporation.
THE COURT: Hr. Levine wrote in his own handwriting, meaning he was demanding a better deal.
MR. WEISBERG:

Better, yes, sir.

that it's better, yes.

Different to the extent

How similar -- extremely similar. The

whole idea behind it was the same concept -- identical and the
{TR 596) only difference was relative promises.

In fact, in Lillie

when Levine bought another twenty percent interest later on in
the deal from, I think, Weisberg and Stein, eventually he put
in money for his own twenty percent. The free interest, he had
money to support his own.

Free, it was, is what I am getting
-ol8 3.

{TR 596)

at.

There wasn•t any written contract after they abadoned

the corporation, so the court has to look at the.facts and
surrounding circumstances. One surrounding circumstance is,
nine months previous, they entered into another deal and it
was very, very similar excepting amounts.

Nobody is arguing

amounts, if we are hearing argument.
Twenty -- Levine was supposed to have a twenty percent
interest and somehow Lillie -- same deal then, we are out of
course because what we are arguing over is a specific change
in the agreement.

All I am here arguing is that Lillie•s

unchanged items in the Seaview deal, the fact that Lillie was
to be a corporation, the fact that the contribution words on
how to be contributing loan or invest words that have to do
with whether or not there is going to be paid back dividends,
(TR 597) salaries, fees: All of that was identical.

I am not and I

don•t think I ever have asked the court to take any specific
tenn of this contract and let Lillie override.

I am

s~ing

to

the court is go ahead and take the eraser and erase out or put
in just like Mr. Levine did-- exactly what he did --_just do
that and read the new contract.

Now, what in this new contract

can we not understand from reading it? Well, a lot of things
aren•t in there.

For instance, it doesn•t say this, Weisberg
11

and Stein shall put up twenty-five percent."
that anywhere.

It never says

It says that Levine will put up twenty-five

percent. So, perhaps Weisberg and Stein didn•t have any
specific obligation because it was never said. Somebodys_got

{TR 597}
to put it up. They are the only parties of the contract. The
complications that arise in Lillie from the same language can
be very helpful to the court. in finding out what the parties•
intention is because the court doesn•t have the benefit of the
corporate books and corporation•s account and I.R.S. rushes -the court has enough to help in construing the Seaview beach
(TR 598) joint venture, so where does the court go? Wells there is
nothing good in Lillie. There is nothing the court can use
in Lillie as far as in Seaview.
no maintaining at all.

Never maintain that Judge --

There is no argument at all that in

Lillie he got twenty percent and in this deal he got fifty
percent.
THE COURT:
in Lillie.

I just told you I don•t care what happened

It has nothing to do with Lillie.

MR. WEISBERG:

If the court doesn•t find that persuasive --

THE COURT: Not a bit persuasive.
MR. WEISBERG:
actions.

Look

~t

Look at what the parties did.
the I.R.S. returns.

look at their

David Levine gets what

the court considers apparently to be a fee. ·Not only doesn't
purport as a fee in the years that he received the money but
he later puts on his own return that his basis in this property
is the $125,000 plus the other interest plus the other
$125,000. Well, the interest was doubled and none of these
parties -- none of the Weisberg or the Stein parties ever
deducted any interest that they paid on behalf of the purchase
(TR 599} price of that property.

In the evidence they didn•t deduct
-~KS-

(TR 599)
any. That•s actions of the parties. That•s actions that
would be detrimental to Weisberg and Stein, not claiming deduction but they didn't.

All right.

I think that's very

important. That•s actions.

What about other actions? I

listed them here somewhere.

Here it is. That's another thing.

Isn't it a suspect, Judge? A man is in business developing
property.

Now, under the court interpretation, he claims to

receive a fee and he receives his fee over a number of years.
He never, ever reports any payments as income. That•s an action
that ought to be taken into the court's consideration -- my
opinion as to what the parties did intend in that joint venture;
that they blew up not putting it in writing.
writes a letter.

All right.

David

Now, if the court thinks that the Weisberg

interest ought to be bound by Levine's words as being Weisberg's
words, I really find that hard to understand.

Perhaps the court

can take the position that it was a joint undertaking of Levine
and Stein.
right.

It is even impossible that the court -- it may be

I don•t think the court is right that Stein actually

(TR 600) did take it to Levine and say write this and Levine was sort
of an instrumentality-- like a pen for Levine. That's hard
to believe.

He is over twenty-one too and he is doing half

the writing and doing the signing and he has got to do the
signing, so I mean in even there, Judge, that's the -- I have
left out a point completely.

Even there the only problem

with that in terms of our understanding and what we are trying
to display to the court -- the only thing wrong with that let-

(TR 600)

ter is it.says 11 Exclusive of interest 11 but it says $125,000
is.what he owes; that that's his. interpretation.
as to Weisberg? Isn't he bound by

hi~

How about

own interpretation to

Weisberg? Even if he is not to Stein, I don't understand how
he couldn't be.

He is over twenty-one -- if he gets the

benefit of the doubt.

I believe that the court shall construe

ambiguity against the person whose -- now, where is the
ambiguity in that letter? Forget the interest. Where is the
ambiguity as to the principal? I ask the court because I
really don't-- really a single ambiguity to the principal.
$125,000 interest then exclusive of interest.

(TR 601) At best it's ambiguous. That was his

It's ambiguous.

i~terpretation.

Why

doesn't Weisberg get the benefit of that and why doesn't Stein
get the benefit of that? Let Stein be hung with exclusive of
interest since maybe Stein is a company author.

I don't think

Weisberg should be hung but then again the court may not think
exclusive of interest is ambiguous is what counsel would like
to maintain but where in that letter is it ambiguous as to
principal? I want to get back Judge -- we are only here -the only time we have ever had an argument was over money and it's
only money in dispute. There was never any dispute on the
$40,000, which was the last amount payable.
in Mr. Levine's unambiguous letter.
was never in dispute.

It was admitted

So, now, that $40,000

The only thing in dispute with this case

was when the parties were joined was the difference between
$40,000 and $64,000 and then and only then did the pleadings

(TR 601)
by counsel bring up all manner of collateral issues that the
monies were paid by mistake.
Well, Judge, there hasn't been any mistake here.
(TR 602) the allocation that was in the pleading.

That was

The money was not due

and paid by mistake but the other allegations, the motion for
Declaratory Judgment was filed about a year later.
have any problem with Declaratory Jedgment.

They didn't

I tried to bring

it up to the court and I agree with the court and going to be
a problem getting it over with in one trial and we did but still
it seemed to make a mountain really out of a mole hill because
the real nub and construction of this lawsuit should be and was
at the time the parties became at issue -- the difference between
the $40,000 and the $64,000.

So, I ask the court where in that

letter is it less ambiguous as to $125,000? Look at the circumstances.again.

Don't we have a tender of the $40,000? He

made a tender of the $40,000.

Isn't that an indication that he

thought he would pay it? We have got the letter.
the tender.

We have got the psrformance.

We have got

For two years he

made payments by separating the first proceeds -- for two solid
years.
THE COURT: And the contract didn't require him to do so.
In mY opinion.
{TR 603)

MR. WEISBERG:

In the 1961 contract, Judge, it didn't say

anything about it but it wouldn't have had to if they had kept
the corporation and made loans to the corporation.

The cor-

poration would have paid off loans to stockholders before they

(TR 603)

made distributions of profits.
THE COURT:

It seemed Mr. Levine didn•t owe a nickel, much

less $125,000.

MR. WEISBERG: But
THE COURT:

Mr~

Levine thought he did.

No he didn't on this evidence I ruled.

MR. WEISBERG: What about the checks, Judge? What about
Levine•s own checks?
THE COURT: What about them?

MR. WEISBERG: What does it mean when it says, "Repayment
of loan, repayment of money -- monies advanced on my behalf? 11
THE COURT: Descriptive language he liked to put on there.
If it had been my client, I would have been a lawyer -- I would
have told him not to pay a nickel but as the court ruled, he
paid it out of or it appears to the court to be generosity and
I am going to rule as I ruled before, that I find in favor of

the defendant on the two or three lawsuits.
(TR 604)

MR. WEISBERG: It's two lawsuits.
THE COURT:

Find in favor of the defendant.

You-all pre-

pare the orders and then -MR. WEISBERG: What did we have about the Declaratory
Judgment?
MR. WEISBERG: May I put in the motions for judgment non
obstante ver dictum on the law.
THE COURT: What does that mean?

MR. WEISBERG: Not outstanding the verdict.
THE COURT:

What implication does it have?

(TR 604)
MR. WEISBERG:

The court has just ruled that the two

actions at law are decided in favor of the defendant and I ask
the court to note my exception.
THE COURT:

You want me to -- I know exactly what a judg-

ment non obstante ver dictum means but what does it have to do
with now?
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Didn•t the court rule--

I found in favor of the defendant, David I.

Levine in the two lawsuits.
(TR 605)

MR. WEISBERG: And I note my exception.
THE COURT: What about this non -MR. WEISBERG:

It would be the same argument I have just

given.
THE COURT: This is a non-jury case.

You rendered judg• .

ment non obstan.te ver dictum -- means dispute the verdict, the
court renders judgment otherwise and there is no verdict in
this case.
MR. WEISBERG: The court may find -THE COURT:

The court made a judgement.

MR. WEISBERG: All right, sir.

Thank you.

*****
(TR 608)

THE COURT:

One ruling I didn•t make -- I ruled judgment

in favor of the plaintiffs on the defendant•s counterclaim.
MR. WEISBERG:
THE COURT:

Yes, sir.

I did make that.

want this back Mr. Jones.

I guess it's in here if you

(TR 608)
MR. JONES: Yes, sir and I think I said it, your Honor.
THE COURT: Does anyone want the record or -MR. WEISBERG: Judge, is the court going to rule or did
it rule -- I am not sure -- on the motion for Declaratory

Judgment?
THE COURT: No, that's in it.
MR. JONES:

I think my exception to the ruling on the

counterclaim is in the record but I would note that exception.

*****

